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ABSTRACT.
Enjoyment of Pope’s satiric poetry is still hampered by two 
things: the idea that all satire, and Pope's in particular, is
negative and destructive; and the habit of confusing the 
character of Pope the man with the professions of honesty, integrity, 
etc. in his verse. Modem criticism, which has tended to treat 
Pope's poetry as a whole, instead of attending to individual 
poems in detail, hasn't really succeeded in removing these two 
obstacles to enjoyment. I have tried to argue against them in 
my introductory chapter; the remainder of the thesis^examines the 
importance and function of social and moral values in Pope's satire, 
and includes detailed treatment of the Epistles to Bathurst, 
Burlington and Dr. Arbutlinot.
Chapter I briefly indicates some of the most important positive 
aspects of Pope's satires —  his appeals to Order, Sense, Reason 
and Nature, and the positive contribution made by tone and feeling 
in his poetry. These points are brought out by comparison with 
Swift, Robert Dodsley, Dryden and Young.
In the second chapter I have considered some features of 
Pope's reading public; the high place given to conversation in 
daily life throughout the eighteenth century; the importance of 
conversational ideals of decorum, delicacy and clarity in Pope's 
verse; and finally, the contemporary ideal of the perfect 
gentleman, the satiric standard of reference in the Epistle to 
Burlington.
Chapter III deals first with two important contemporary 
ethical codes which Pope rejected as supports (though not as 
targets) for satire —  the Puritan morality of the middle 
classes, and the fashionable stoicism of the well-to-do. The 
affinities between Pope's moral position and those of some 
Classical, French and English writers is next considered, with 
particular attention to Pope's use of a medieval social morality, 
shared by many Elizabethan satirists, and surviving, in sermons 
and proverbs, into the eighteenth century. A third section 
discusses the general moral framework of Pope's satires —  pride 
and concupiscence are man's two great vices, and must be opposed 
by self-knowledge and moderation.
The first part of the final chapter examines the contemporary 
cleavage between the landed and moneyed interests, and its 
important effect on Pope's work. In the remaining five sections 
I have considered in detail some specific points: dignity,
independence, and personal relations in general, as treated in 
the Epistle to Arbuthnot; Pope's use of the word 'honest'; his 
treatment of the sins of pride and ambition; his traditional 
attitude to the acquisition and use of money; and the virtue of 
moderation, advocated during Pope's lifetime, and by no one more 
than Pope himself.
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Quotations from Pope's poems are throughout from the 
Twickenham Edition, general editor John Butt, 6 vols., 1939— •
In the case of Windsor Forest and the Essay on Criticism, not 
yet available in this edition, and of Pope's letters, I have 
quoted from the Works of Alexander Pope, ed. W. Elwin and 
W.J. Courthope, 10 vols., 1871-89.
Horace and Donne present a special problem. Where their 
works are quoted simply as the originals of, or raw material for 
Pope's imitations and versifications, I have used the texts 
printed by Professor Butt in the Twickenham Edition of the 
Imitations of Horace (vol. IV). In all other cases, quotations 
are from
Horace (Works), ed. E.C. Wickham, 2 vols., 1905-4» 
and The Poems of John Donne, ed. H.J.C. Grierson, 2 vols., 1912, 
A translation of Horace's works by E.C. Wickham (Horace for English 
Readers, 1905) has also been used.
All quotations from Shakespeare, together with scene-references, 
are from Pope's own edition of the Works of Shakespear, 1725*
ABBREVIATIONS
The following abbreviations have been used throughout:
DNB; Dictionary of National Biography
EC: The Works of Pope, ed. Elwin and Courthope.
OED: Oxford English Dictionary
VCH: Victoria History _of Counties of England.
C H A P T E R
INTRODUCTORY
“Pope”, remarks Dr. Leavis, “has had bad luck“;^  and 
perhaps his greatest misfortune has been the constant emphasis 
on the negative and destructive nature of his satire. At 
times, of course, this recurrent note can be directly- 
attributed to local factors —  particularly in the case of 
Pope's contemporaries, with their mingled motives of anger, 
shame and envy, plus a generous proportion of party and class 
prejudice. As early as 1716, Dennis maliciously cited Pope's 
own translation of the portrait of Thersites (Iliad II, 11.257 ff.) 
on the title-page of his pamphlet, A True Character of Mr. Pope 
and his Writings:
Aw'd by no Shame, by no Respect control'd 
In Scandal busy, in Reproaches bold:
Spleen to Mankind his envious Heart possess'd,
And much he hated All, but most the Best.
In the same spirit, an essay appearing some twelve years later,
^ Revaluation (1956), p.68.
2.
and typical of the journalistic attacks on Pope's character 
and works, parodies the thirteenth chapter of the Art of 
Sinking in Poetry: the poet eager for reputation is urged 
to follow Pope's example, and to throw out “frequent compositions 
in the three different styles of the Vituperative, the Prurient, 
and the Atheistical". Further, he must publish Miscellanies 
to indulge his spleen, must “take two or three Handfuls of 
Scurrility" out of the Vituperative partition of his “Rhetorical 
Chest of Drawers", and “fall to scattering odd names all round 
him"R
After the poet's death, the charges against him lost 
their personal bitterness, but not their intensity. His satire 
is found to be motivated only by his intense hatred; he 
delighted in the wanton belittlement of friends and benefactors —  
unpardonable crimes in the eyes of his Victorian critics and 
editors. And recently, a subtler form of this time-honoured 
attitude to Pope has appeared. Mr. F.W. Bateson, in his 
Introduction to the Epistles to Several Persons (Twickenham 
Edition, Volume III, pt. ii, 1951)» briefly considers the 
meaning of Virtue in Pope's satire, and concludes: “But the
positive social elements are not important in satire, except 
by implication. The literary problem presented by the negative 
elements was the crucial one" (pp.xl - xli) —  and Mr. Bateson 
hurries away to this more congenial task.
^Mist's Weekly Journal. $0 March, 1728. Pope attributed this essay
to Theobald.
The nineteenth century attitude, an attitude which is
obviously still with us, was expressed concisely, and without
the usual rancour, by Leslie Stephen, in his summing up of
the achievements of Pope and Swift:
Satire, however, is by its nature negative; it
does not present a positive ideal, and tends to
degenerate into mere hopeless pessimism. Lofty
poetry can only spring from some inner positive 
2
enthusiasm.
Pope could have defended himself against this charge by 
adducing his frequent appeals to the highest literary 
standards, to^that is, the classical triumvirate, Homer, 
Virgil and Horace, and to a host of English contemporaries. 
Nothing is more remarkable than our author's 
love of praising good writers. He has 
celebrated Sir Isaac Newton, Mr. Dryden, Mr# 
Congreve, Mr. Wycherley, Dr. Garth, Mr. Walsh,
Duke of Buckingham, Mr. Addison, Lord Lansdown; 
in a word, almost every man of his time that 
deserv'd it. It was very difficult to have 
that pleasure in a poem on This subject, yet 
he found means to insert their panegyrick, and 
here has made even Dulness out of her own mouth 
pronounce it. (note to Dunciad (b), II, I.I40)
2
English Literature and Society in the Eighteenth Century (1904) p.119
4.
In this impressive list, “Mr. Dryden“ is obviously the most
important figure. He was Pope's acknowledged master in
ve:^ification,^ the authorised purveyor of the classic#, and
the last representative of the “great tradition" in English 
2
poetry. The allusions to Dryden at the opening of the 
Dunciad (B,1,11.6 and 14) help Pope to gain respect for his 
own view-point, and the necessary weight of authority for 
pronouncing literary sentence on the Smithfield Muses. Apart 
from the writers listed above. Pope enjoys an easy width of 
reference to the best of English literature, even though that 
“best" appears to us strangely confined: in the Dunciad
Shakespeare, Milton, Fletcher, Rochester, Waller, Prior and 
Swift are the standards of good writing.
Pope could also have refuted the charge of negativeness 
simply by citing his account, in a letter to Tonson, of the 
satirist's strategy. In 1731 Pope had asked his 
correspondent for “an exact information of the Man of Ross;
...I intend to make him an example, in a poem of mine“;  ^and on 
June 7» 1732, having thanked Tonson for the particulars 
supplied, he explains at length the reasons for his request:
^J. Spence, Anecdotes, ed. S.W. Singer (l820), p. 281,
2
“It is easy to mark out the general course of our poetry, 
Chaucer, Spenser, Milton, and Dryden, are the great 
landmarks of it"; Pope to Spence, ibid. p.l71.
^14 Nov. (EC IX, 550).
My motive for singling out this man was two-fold: 
first, to distinguish real and solid worth from 
showish or plausible expense, and virtue from 
vanity; and, secondly, to humble the pride of 
greater men, by an opposition of one so obscure 
and so distant from the sphere of public glory, 
this proud town. To send you any of the 
particular verses will be much to the prejudice 
of the whole; which if it has any beauty, derives 
it from the manner in which it is placed, and the 
contrast (as the painters call it) in which it 
stands, with the pompous figures of famous, or 
rich, or high b o m  men. (E C IX, 552)
In the Epistle to Bathurst, the Man of Ross is just such a 
positive ideal as Leslie Stephen demanded; and the exemplary 
portrait is the traditional, and the most straightforward, way 
of embodying such an ideal in formal verse satire. Parallels 
readily suggest themselves in prose and dramatic satire. 
Peacock and Jane Austen frequently adopt the point of view of 
one character in a novel to pass judgement on others. 
Massinger, in A New Way to pay Old Debts tried (and failed) to 
embody in Lord Lovell and Lady Allworth positive standards by 
which Sir Giles Overreach could be weighed and found wanting. 
And in the opening dialogue of Les Femmes Savantes, Henriette 
clearly represents Molière's own reasonable attitude. The 
satirist naturally feels himself compelled to erect a positive
standard of judgement.
The really significant point here is that the contrasting 
of had and good “examples" is the only part of his satiric 
technique that Pope chooses to discuss. He can take for 
granted an almost complete conformity between his attitude and 
ideals and those of his readers. What most distinguishes Pope 
from his literary rivals, what gives his satire its unique force, 
I is the extent to which he shares the deepest convictions and
7''
prejudices of society —  of, that is, the part of society which 
he frequented and addressed himself to, the polite landed 
gentlemen, and the “elegant company" of the well-to-do. To 
appreciate his satire, therefore, the reader must be aware of 
these convictions, and ready tJmake a full, if temporary, 
acceptance of them; he must share, as completely as possible. 
Pope's own allegiances, assumptions, and predispositions.
The importance of recognising the values that lie behind 
satire and are manifested in the details of its language, holds 
true for any piece of ironic or satiric writing. Henry James 
gave a clear exposition of the matter as it concerns the art 
of fiction;
the strength of applied irony being surely in the 
sincerities, the lucidities, the utilities that 
stand behind it. When it's not a campaign, of 
a sort, on behalf of the something better (better 
than the obnoxious, the provoking ob'ject) that 
blessedly, as is assumed, might be, it's not worth
7.
speaking of. But this is exactly what we mean 
by operative irony. It implies and projects 
the possible other case, the case rich and
edifying where the actuality is pretentious and
. 1 vain.
And recently we have had the same notion applied to two
contemporary novelists:
It is an equal weakness often of the overtly
satirical contemporary novelist, like Mr.
Evelyn Waugh in his early books or like Mr.
Angus Wilson, that he sometimes fails to embody
in his scene or characters the positive
traditional values that would give his satire
2
a defined moral perspective.
The relation of the writer to the “sincerities" and “utilities"
tends to assume varying degrees of complexity: if Fielding and
Dryden are taken as representing the simplest form of this 
relation, with Swift and James himself at the opposite extreme, 
then Pope will be found to be between the two, and somewhat 
closer to Dryden. What clearly differentiates Poinds position 
from that taken up and explicated by James, is the latter’s 
insistence on the ideal nature —  “the something better that 
might be“ —  of "the possible other case.“
 ^The Lesson of the Ivlaster (1948 ed. ) Preface, pp. 10-11.
2
Times Literary Supplement, 25 April, 1954, p.265*
8.
As we have seen, Pope wasn't driven to any correspondingly 
explicit utterance, because, to the cultivated Augustan, society 
seemed to be in process of realising its ideals. Pope did not 
need to appeal to vague sanctions. He contrasted a vain and 
pretentious actuality not with Utopia, but with something superior, 
yet just as actual —  Timon is condemned by reference to Lord 
Bathurst and the Earl of Burlington —  Pope's satiric attack being 
much the more direct for being thus grounded in realities.^ And 
Pope, unlike the two modem novelists noticed above, embodied a very 
positive and traditional morality in his satire.
The allegiances shared by Pope and his audience are especially 
those connected with the concepts of Reason, Nature, Sense and 
Order. But to use the word “concept*' is misleading; these things 
are not philosophical terms, but matters of immediate concern, to 
be responded to emotionally, not apprehended by the intellect. They 
are instinctively felt to deserve the prominence conferred by a 
capital letter, for they are divine principles, guiding forces#
Still follow Sense, of ev'ry Art the Soul.
(Epistle to Burlington. I.65)
A Voice there is, that whispers in my ear,
('Tis Reasons's Voice, which sometimes one can hear). 
(Epistle Ii, 11. 11-12)
“Henry James's interest in 'civilization' betrays, tested by 
his actual selectiveness in the concrete field before him, a grave 
deficiency. 'He didn't know the right people', 'Q' once said to 
me, discussing James's criticism of the country-house“ (P.R. Leavis, 
The Great Tradition, 1948, p.172, n.). Pope on the other hand 
clearly had easy access to all “the right people" —  see his letters 
to Caryll during the summer of I717 (ErC--VI, 244, 248-9).
Great Nature spoke; observant Men obey'd.
(Essay on Man. Ill, 1.199)
Nature, Order and the rest, are not, however, abstract or 
remote. The British Constitution was a noble declaration 
of the strength of Reason and Sense; good conversation was 
a subtle blend of orderliness and natural spontaneity —  as 
was the appearance of a gentleman's country seat, or a tasteful 
villa. The perfect gentleman himself would “follow Nature", 
judge by the standards of Reason and Sense, behave (and feel) 
with a mixture of liveliness and decorous politeness.
The advantage, in point of force, subtlety and breadth 
of vision, which Pope derives from such shared values can be 
brought out by a comparison with Swift. The following 
passage, the close of The Lady's Dressing-Room (I75O), exhibits 
a complexity of effect very unusual for Swift, with an equally 
unusual direct appeal to one of the most impressive of Augustan 
values. Strephon, having minutely inspected Celia's dressing- 
room, is unable to dissociate the vile sights and smells he has 
found there from all the women he now meets.
I pity wretched Strephon blind 
To all the Charms of Female Kind;
Should I the Queen of Love refuse.
Because she rose from stinking Ooze?
To him that looks behind the Scene,
Statira's but some pocky Quean.
10.
When Celia in her Glory shows,
If Strephon would hut stop his Nose;
(Who now so impiously blasphemes
Her Ointments, Daubs, and Paints and Creams,
Her Washes, Slops and every Clout,
With which he makes so foul a Rout;)
He soon would leam to think like me,
And bless his ravish't Sight to see
Such Order from Confusion sprung.
Such gaudy Tulips rais'd from Dung.^
'Order' here is explicitly related to the act of Divine Creation —
the confusion of the room is primeval chaos; the poet 'blesses'
Celia's new 'Glory', while Strephon 'blasphemes' when he makes a
fuss over the methods of creation. In fact, however, any strong
reverential feelings for Celia's beauty are instantly negatived
by the brutal impact of the last line: by its criticism of Celia
2
as “gaudy"; by the joke that tulips are scentless —  Strephon 
would be right to stop his nose, Celia's beauty being only visual;
and by the final blow of “dung". The poet and the reader are
both in Strephon's case; it is impossible to see the tulips 
without thinking of their origins. The last line is a “satisfying
^Date and text from Poems of Swift, ed. H. Williams (193?)» Vol. II 
pp. 524 ff. I have corrected the misprint Satira in 1. 134*
2
The OED has plentiful evidence for the development of the 
disparaging sense of the word very early in the eighteenth century.
11
plastic i m a g e only if we can discount the unsavoury associations 
of “dung" —  an impossible task in view of the powerful realisation 
of the dressing-room chaos that has gone before:
But oh! it turn’d poor Strephon's Bowels,
When he beheld and smelt the Towels,
Begumm'd, bematter'd, and beslim'd 
With Dirt, and Sweat, and Ear-Wax grim'd.
(11. 45-6)
Celia's“glory" is worse tham merely superficial; she is revealed 
as just another “pocky Quean". Our faith in Order has been very 
successfully undermined.
One need only set against Swift's lines the conclusions of 
Pope's Epistles to demonstrate the letter's unswerving allegiance 
to current social values, and to the Augustan principles of Order, 
Sense and Nature. The epistolary form was particularly useful 
to Pope here, because the close of a letter is a convenient place 
to assert the importance of all that the recipient of the letter 
stands for. Such assertion goes, in Pope, with an increased 
dignity, even solemnity, of utterance, and is normally introduced 
by a rhetorical gesture:
And you! brave COBHAM, to the latest breath...
(Epistle to Cobham, 1. 262) 
0 friend! may each domestic bliss be thine!...
(Epistle to Arbuthnot, 1. 406)
 ^E. Rickword, 'The Use of Negative Emotions', in Towards 
Standards of Criticism, ed. F.R. Leavis (1933)» P*77*
12.
/
The tone at the close of the Epistle to Burlington is that of 
a national spokesman, an orator conscious of the justice of his 
words and aware of the measure of agreement they must receive:
You too proceed] make falling Arts your care.
Erect new wonders, and the old repair,
Jones and Palladio to themselves restore.
And be whate'er Vitruvius was before:
Till Kings call forth th* Idea's of your mind.
Proud to accomplish what such hands design'd.
Bid Harbors open, public Ways extend.
Bid Temples, worthier of the God, ascend;
Bid the broad Arch the dang'rous Flood contain.
The Mole projected break the roaring Main;
Back to his bounds their subject Sea command.
And roll obedient Rivers thro' the Land;
These Honours, Peace to happy Britain brings.
These are Imperial Works, and worthy Kings.
The emphasis here is on control, on the discipline that holds
natural forces in check, and turns them to human account, opening
the seas for peaceful commerce, and making rivers serve the 
causes of agriculture and navigation. The “public ways“ which 
will bring prosperity and enlightenment to remote districts are 
felt as taming an implied wilderness; the “broad Arch" and the 
Mole “contain" the elements within their due limits. The 
vision is essentially, profoundly orderly, of a hierarchy
13.
stretching from God, to whom temples arise, through man,
'opening* and 'extending' his rule over the material world, 
down to the unruly sea who is ordered hack to his hounds. And 
the last line, with its recollection of Anchises' prophecy in the 
Sixth Book of the Aeneid, evokes the ordered grandeur of the 
Augustan Age of Rome, and firmly establishes Hanoverian England 
as a worthy descendant of that Age.
There cannot possibly be, in that concluding paragraph of 
the Epistle, any of Pope's usual animus against kings; the 
context forbids it. But even when Pope indulges in witty 
anti-climax, as at the end of the Epistle to a Lady,the touch is 
delicate, and doesn't, as Swift constantly delights to do, cancel 
out the preceding positive emphasis of the verse:
That gen'rous God, who Wit and Gold refines.
And ripens Spirits as he ripens Mines,
Kept Dross for Duchesses, the world shall know it.
To you gave Sense, Good-Humour, and a Poet.
“Dross" actually throws into relief both Martha Blount's 
genuinely 'golden' qualities of Sense and Good-Humour, and the 
natural associations of the twice-repeated “ripens". The last 
three words of the poem can be taken as an anti-climax, a bit 
of polite self-depreciation; on the other hand, the Poet may 
well be the most important item in the closing line, for without 
him the world won't know the lady's qualities, and he is really 
superbly confident of the popularity and immortality of his verse.
14.
Pope shared with his audience not only these values and 
beliefs, but also, more concretely, the forms and habits of a 
whole way of life. Unlike his fellow poets, reduced to 
writing fulsome dedications, or to hiring their talents to 
political factions —
Young must torture his Invention 
To flatter Knaves, or lose his Pension^ —
Pope had gained financial independence by his translation 
of Homer, and had free access to the great, among whom he moved 
as an acknowledged equal. Compared with him the serious 
writer outside the social pale was at considerable disadvantage, 
conscious that his potential public was almost wholly confined 
to the well-to-do, and at the same time unfamiliar with the ways 
of that class. It is instructive here to consider the case of 
Robert Dodsley. The cramped, uncertain manner of his verse 
contrasts sharply with Pope's remarkable ease and freedom of 
movement, and the tonal modulations which Pope's idiom permits. 
Dodsley's literary talent was an exceptionally meagre one: he
leans very heavily on Pope in his verse, and he betrays at times 
crudities of feeling and gross insensitiveness in his use of 
words. He was, however, ready to pay tribute to Reason, Truth 
and Good Sense; and his “Dramatic Satire", The Toy - Shop, shows 
him to have been alive, as far as his social status permitted,
^Swift, On Poetry: a Rhapsody (l735)> 11.309-10.
15.
to the fashionable faults of the time.
His short poem On Riches' , professes to be a catalogue 
of “shining characters" who turn the “grand prerogative" of 
wealth to its proper use. Paradoxically, though his poem 
claims to be anything but negative or destructive, it reads far 
less 'positively' than the avowedly satiric epistles of Pope: 
the reason being that while Dodsley is writing from the 
circumference of society, Pope is at its centre. So the only 
values that Dodsley feels secure about, are derived at second­
hand from his greater contemporary. The Muse
only gives to sense 
The dangerous province to contrive expense,
Marcus in sumptuous buildings takes delight.
His house, his gardens charm the ravish't sight:
With beauty use, with grandeur neatness joins.
And order with magnificence combines.
'Tis costly: True, but who can blame th'expence
'Where splendour borrows all her rays from sense?'
(11.81-8)
Where Dodsley has to describe and justify patronage, charity 
and expensive tastes in gardening or painting, the externality 
of his approach is very evident in the uncertainty of his touch. 
After each portrait —  if, remembering Pope's, we can use that 
name —  he feels obliged to insert a couplet pointing out the 
“reward" which such uses of wealth may obtain. The majority 
of these justifying couplets simply beg the question, as in
^ 6.
this comment on the connoisseur of painting:
Who censures Publius, or condemns his cost.
Must wish the noble art of painting lost 
(11. 117-18)
In a more obvious way, Dodsley*s externality is pointed by his 
admission that men of wealth have a right to enjoy themselves: 
“Doubtless you have“ (l.?5 - my italics). Pope, on the other
hand, appeals to Bathurst to “teach “The sense to value
Riches" (To Bathurst, 1.219), the “us" indicating primarily 
“all people of independent means", including the poet and his 
gentle reader.
Pope, unlike Dodsley, is at the centre. In his epistolary 
poems he engages even his aristocratic friends in polite discussion 
as their intellectual equal. As Warburton remarked of the Epistle 
to Cobham, “the elegant and easy form of the introduction equals 
the propriety of its matter; for the epistle being addressed to 
a noble person, distinguished for his knowledge of the world, 
it opens, as it were, in the midst of a familiar conversation".
The whole Epistle is, in fact, the last word in such a 
conversation. Both Pope and his friends frequently refer to 
their private correspondence as “talking upon paper",^ and the 
description is appropriate to most of his poetry. He is a 
gentleman conversing with gentlemen. Hence the paramountcy, in
e.g. “that freedom and familiarity of style which we have taken 
up in our correspondence, and which is more properly talking 
upon paper than writing" (Pope to Cromwell, 25 November,1710,
E C VI, 111); also Pope to Caryll, 5I July, I7IO (E C VI,1)6) 
and Broome to Fenton, 1 December, I725 (E C Vlll, IO7).
17.
any discussion of his poetry, of “tone“ as Dr. I.A. Richards 
defines fit;
The speaker has ordinarily an attitude to his listener.
He chooses or arranges his words differently as his
audience varies, in automatic or deliberate
recognition of his relation to them. The tone of
his utterance reflects his awareness of the relation,
his sense of how he stands towards those he is 
2
addressing.
What Dr. Richards here calls “tone". Pope termed “manner"; and 
his awareness of its fundamental importance in a verse epistle 
is revealed in a letter to Caryll, commenting on the scandalised 
reception given to the Epistle to Burlington: “so great a 
stupidity in the point of comprehending a poet's manner, being 
the ignorance of the very principles of that sort of writing. 
Moreover, whereas Pope tends to give the doctrines of sense, 
nature, and so on, direct expression at various points in his 
poems, his tone is pervasive, and its effect cumulative.
Tone is in itself a positive value in Pope's satires, for 
it is that of the polite gentleman, cultivated and sensible, 
good-humoured and conforming to the approved modes of behaviour. 
And Pope's tone presupposes an audience as urbane and cultivated 
as he. He is writing “pour distraire les honnêtes gens", men 
with outlooks similar to his own, because based on similar
-Practic: al Criticism (l929)> p.182. 
^29 March, 17)2 ( E C VI, ))l).
18,
education and experiences, men alert to appreciate his 
“strokes" of wit, and, with their Horace at their finger-tips, 
responsive to his classical echoes and allusions. These 
readers had been largely fashioned by the Tatler and the 
Spectator, and were trying to live up to the ideals of those 
papers. The most necessary talent in a fine gentleman, 
according to the Tatler. is a good judgement (No. 21).
Gentlemen must be articulate, “always capable of expressing the 
rules and arts by which they govern themselves" (No. 52), so 
that an “easy manner of conversation" becomes “the most 
desirable quality a man can have“(No. 219). To this he will 
of course ' join”affability, complaisance and easiness of 
temper" (Spectator No. I69), cheerfulness and “sobriety of 
heart" (No. 145). He will rightly consider self-indulgence 
an “unjust and improper licence", though his seriousness may 
subside, on an appropriate occasion, into “the elegant mirth 
of gentlemen" (Tatler No. 95). Defoe's concise descriptions of 
“English Gentlemen" have the same accent: “He was a man of
virtue and modesty, had a universal knowledge of the world, an 
extraordinary stock of sense, and withall is a complete scholar"; 
and, “I never met with so much wit, so much solid judgement, 
and so much polite learning in any gentleman".^ The “ideal 
reader" may be a myth; at any rate Pope could have counted on
^ The Compleat English Gentleman, ed. K.D. Bülbring (I890), 
pp. 45 and I9I f.
19.
close approximations to the ideal, in a way that Wordsworth, 
or Hopkins, or Mr. T.S. Eliot can never have done. His tone, 
of easy familiarity, of polite deference, or of engaging 
modesty, is a triumphant declaration of social solidarity among 
the upper classes of his time. By contrast, Dryden's tone is
a less subtle thing, and far more restricted in its scope:
Let Hebron, ney let Hell produce a Man 
So made for Mischief as Ben Jochanan,
A Jew of humble Parentage was He.
By Trade a Levite, though of low Degree:....
Married at last, and finding Charge came faster.
He cou'd not live by God, but chang'd his Master: 
Inspir'd by Want, was made a Factious Tool,
They Got a Yillian, and we lost a Fool.
Still Violent, whatever Cause he took.
But most against the Party he forsook.
For Renegadoes, who ne'er turn by halves.
Are bound in Conscience to be double Knaves.
So this Prose-Prophet took most monstrous Pains 
To let his Masters see he earn'd his Gains.
(Absalom and Achitophel, pt. II, 11.552 ff.)
Absalom and Achitophel is a bold confutation of plotters and 
dissenters, and a manifesto addressed to “the moderate sort 
of Men" (Part I, l.?5), with the aim of luring waverers and 
stragglers back into the Royal camp. The self-confidence.
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the authoritative tone of the man speaking on behalf of a 
political party ("we_ lost a Fool**)» are unmistakable# The 
awareness of kingly and divine sanctions behind the verse 
expresses itself characteristically in brief assertions 
introduced by a magisterial "for**.
Not, that he wish’d his Greatness to create,
(For Politians neither love nor hate:).
(Part I, 11. 222-5)^
This note of conviction, this air of having right unquestionably 
on one’s side, easily associates itself with both a Roman 
dignity and a Churchly solemnity. The'placing'of Jochanan’s
activities as **monstrous Pains" is condemnation by a superior, 
but the emphasis which the word **monstrous" receives isn’t the 
emphasis of the normal speaking voice. The line, in fact, 
demands to be read as though from the stage or pulpit: and in
spite of the pervasiveness in Absalom and Achitophel of 
Biblical reference, theatrical seems the adjective most 
appropriate to the manner:
"Let Hebron, nay let Hell produce a man..."
This is the accent of stage declamation. We notice that long 
speeches of a formal character are predominant features of both 
Absalom and Achitophel and MacFleckno, and Dryden’s ironic 
address to the crowd in The Medal follows immediately on his
^And cf. Part I, 11. 35» 99» 254» etc.
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account of Shaftesbury’s popular oratory. Dryden’s long |
?
training in the theatre has a direct bearing here: he is ,
addressing the reading public as an audience.^
Whereas Dryden is pre-eminently a spokesman addressing a 
large group on behalf of the status quo. Pope is speaking to, 
as well as for, his age* He can compass the august manner, 
though without Dryden’s assertiveness, as at the close of the 
Epistle to Burlington, where that manner appropriately goes 
with an evocation of Roman civilisation. With Pope, however, 
this is only a small part of his tonal range; it can modulate 
easily into the polite manner:
You show us, Rome was glorious, not profuse,
And pompous buildings once were things of Use,
Yet shall (my Lord) your just, your noble rules 
Fill half the land with Imitating Fools.
(Epistle to Burlington, 11. 23 —  6)
The direct reference to Rome, and the Latinate accent of 
"profuse" and "pompous" remind us that Burlington is a second . 
Maecenas; but Augustan dignity and concern for past splendours 
combine with a more pressing concern for standards in 
contemporary taste, and respect for the aristocratic builder 
who is trying to maintain those standards.
There are interesting parallels with the music of Dryden’s 
period. Professional performances in the opera-house, the salon 
and the concert-hall began to displace amateur music-making in 
private houses, and musical structure was correspondingly affected* 
See J.A. Westrup, Purcell (1937), pp.87-101,245, 255; and a review 
by B. Pattison in Scrutiny, Vol. VI* (1937-B), pp. 106-8*
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There is a wide difference between Dryden’s declamatory 
"monstrous" and Pope’s stress on "noble", his being the emphasis 
natural to a man making his point with due care, finding the 
precise word for the occasion, and bringing out the propriety 
of that word. The shift of tone, from the formal dignity of 
the first couplet quoted, to the studied air of deference in the 
second, is unfaltering and unobstrusive, because both tones are 
related to pervasive manner, a manner of easy and polite 
conversation: in the same way modulations in music depart from
and return to a common key-centre. And it is typical of Pope 
that, by a further transition of tone, the deference should give 
way to satiric grotesquerie, as the focus of interest moves 
from Burlington to the imitating fools, who
Reverse your Ornaments, and hang them all 
On some patch’d dog-hole ek’d with ends of wall.
Then clap four slices of Pilaster on’t.
That, lac’d with bits of rustic, makes a front.
(11,31-34)
Pope, in his Epistles and in the Imitations of Horace 
doesn’t offer a narrative or argument to be followed for its 
own sake. The obvious purpose behind his re-arrangement of 
paragraphs, his insertions and excisions,^ is not to achieve a
Pope confessed to Spence the great difficulty of "settling and 
ranging" the parts of a poem (Spence p.l6), and wrote to Caryll 
in December 1730, concerning the Essay on Man and the Epistles:
"I have many fragments which I am beginning to put together, but 
nothing perfect or finished" (E C VI, 325-6). See also G. Sherbum, 
’Pope at Work’ in Essays on the Eighteenth Century presented to 
David Nicol Smith (1945)»PP»49-64; and J. Butt,’Pope’s Poetical 
Manuscripts", Proceedings British Academy. Vol.
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rational coherence, but to create a more perfectly satisfying 
pattern of contrasted and related tones, all of them significant 
only by reference to a central point of view. Through his 
control of tone, the ideals of civilised human behaviour, of 
polite .conversation and sophisticated manners are realised in 
the verse.
Pope’s concern for the preservation of standards was not
unimpassioned. As it finds expression in the ’Sporus’ portrait,
or in the Fourth Book of the Dunciad it may appropriately be
described as intense and highly emotional. The feeling in
Pope’s satires is complex and operates in a positive way —
this needs to be emphasised because Pope has often been described
as if capable of only two emotional responses, filial tenderness
and hysterical hatred. No less a critic than Mr. Eliot has
lent his authority to this simplification about Pope:
The wit of the Caroline poets is not the wit of Shakespeare,
and it is not the wit of Dryden, the great master of
contempt, or of Pope, the great master of hatred, or of
Swift, the great master of disgust.^
Less authoritative, certainly less restrained, statements have been
plentiful. We have heard from Dr. Gilbert Highet about the
2
Dunciad’s "tone of furious indiscriminate hatred", and we have had 
lytton Strachey likening the Satires and Epistles to "spoonfuls of
^Selected Essays (3rd. ed. I931), p.293 
2
'The Dunciad’, Modem Language Review. Vol. XXXVI (1941), p.334.
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boiling oil, ladled out by a fiendish monkey at an upstairs 
window".^ The animus is rather in the critics than in the 
thing criticised. But the trouble does not end here. This 
distorted view of the Epistles and Satires leads to a wrong 
assessment of Pope's work as a whole. For the hatred which 
is supposed to dominate the Satires is still, as it was in the 
nineteenth century, suspect as a poetic emotion. So we find, 
for example,Dr. Ian Jack, in his British Council pamphlet on 
Pope (1954) praising the Rope of the Lock as Pope's finest 
achievement, and for a curious reason: "it is partly because
there is no hatred in this poem that it is so assured a 
masterpiece" (p.14).
To show the full range and subtlety of Pope's feeling when 
he is writing at his best we may compare his lines on "the fate 
of a whole Sex of Queens" with the following portrait by Young, 
from whom Pope may have learned some points of technique: 
Autumnal Lyce carries in her face 
Memento mori to each public place....
While rival undertakers hover round.
And with his spade the sexton marks the ground.
Intent not on her own, but others', doom.
She plans new conquests, and defrauds the tomb.
In vain the cock has summon'd sprites away.
She walks at noon, and blasts the bloom of day.
^Pope (1925), p. 2
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Gay rainbow silks her mellow charms infold,
And naught of Lyce but herself is old.
Her grizzled locks assume a smirking grace,
And Art has levell'd her deep-furrow*d face.
Her strange demand no mortal can approve;
We'll ask her blessing, but can't ask her love.^
This is clearly in the tradition of satire against women that took 
its example from Juvenal and its impetus from Elizabethan attacks 
on feminine "painting". What Young offers is a lighter, more 
fanciful version of the Elizabethan disgust, for his key-phrase 
is "no mortal can approve". If Lyce would only behave with ' 
decorum we could truly respect her ("autumnal" and "mellow" 
suggest a dignity and seriousness appropriate to age); as it is, 
we can only shake our heads and reserve approval for the next 
portrait in the gallery:
0 how unlike her was the sacred age
Of prudent PortiaJ —  Her grey hairs engage....
(11.519-20)
Pope, unlike Young, doesn't dismiss his subject so easily:
Yet mark the fate of a whole Sex of Queensj 
Pow'r all their end, but Beauty all the means.
In youth they conquer with so wild a rage 
As leaves them scarce a Subject in their Age...
Beauties, like Tyrants, old and friendless grown,
^The Love of Fame, the Universal Passion (l728). Satire V, II.5OI ff.
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Yet h&te Repose, and dread to be alone.
Worn out in public, weary ev'ry eye.
Nor leave one sigh behind them when they die...
As Hags hold Sabbaths, less for joy than spight.
So these their merry, miserable Night;
Still round and round the Ghosts of Beauty glide.
And haunt the places where their Honour dy'd.
See how the World its Veterans rewardsi 
A Youth of frolics, an old Age of Cards,
Fair to no purpose, artful to no end.
Young without Lovers, old without a Friend,
A Fop their Passion, but their Prize a Sot,
Alive, ridiculous, and dead, forgoti 
(Epistle to a Lady 11.219 ff.)
The apparently clashing contradiction of "merry^ miserable 
Night" crystallises the poet's complex attitude, focuiSing what 
is diffused throughout the passage. This attitude is not the 
simple disapproval of Young. Nor is it the mingled 
fascination and loathing of Donne or Tourneur —  it is something 
less disturbing because less disturbed. The‘‘HagsV we feel, 
are material for comedy; they belong to a barbarous superstitious 
past which the new Enlightenment has half dispelled: "the days of 
wonder ai%now over".^ The general effect, at least until the
^Pope's Odyssey, Bk. XII. 1. 464 n*
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last paragraph, is one of balance, both in the appraisal 
of the ladies, and in the distribution of emotions —  a 
mingled pity and scorn. For example. Pope generously 
admits the real charms of the ladies when young; they were 
then genuinely conquering Queens, and though their wild 
rage has turned them into restless tyrants, the majesty and 
awe remain. The conclusion, for all its merciless antitheses, 
lays the blame for the ladies' absurd and futile lives on 
"the World", which in Pope's terminology is not the great, 
but the polite world. The ladies are the pitiable victims 
of a too rigid social system. Whatever, then, the superficial 
resemblances between the passages from Young and Pope, they 
only serve to emphasise a fundamental difference. Unlike 
Young's attitude to Lyce, Pope's emotions towards his subjects 
are complex and positive, and are, therefore, an important 
part of the forces in his satire which make for life.
I have said that the concluding lines of the passage 
about dowagers criticise the existing social system. This 
sense of dissatisfaction with the outward forms of society 
becomes more prominent in Pope's later poetry, especially 
in the Epilogue to the Satires. Addison's treatment of 
Pope —  at any rate what Pope took to be Addison's treatment 
of him —  must have convinced him of the double-edged nature 
of "civility" and complaisance^. Even in Timon's Villa there
1 Cf. Pope to Swift, 6 Jan., 1734: Bubb Dodington "is so insupportably 
insolent in his civility to me... that I must affront him to be rid 
of it (E C VII, 319); and Pope to Warburton, 26 May, 1739: "I think
any character truly respectable..., is lessened by the least 
appearance of too great complaisance" ( E C  IX, 204)*
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is to be found an appearance of politeness:
In plenty starving, tantaliz'd in state.
And complaisantly helped to all I hate;
Treated, carress'd, and tir'd, I take my leave. 
Sick of his civil Pride from M o m  to Eve.
(Epistle to Burlington, 11. I63-6)
Since the social virtues might be thus successfully aped 
by the ignorant and insincere. Pope insisted more and more 
strongly on the moral ones; and came to feel himself 
increasingly isolated in a vicious world, struggling to 
maintain standards of morality- in a degenerate age. Gay 
had died in December 1752, Pope's mother in June of the 
following year, and Arbuthnot in 1755* "I am a man of 
desperate fortunes, that is, a man whose friends are dead: 
for I never aimed at any other fortune than in friends"^
Years following Years steal something ev'ry day.
At last they steal us from ourselves away;
In one our Frolics, one Amusements end.
In one a Mistress drops, in one a Friend.
(Epistle II ii, 11. 72-5)
In the Epilogue to the Satires, and the fragmentary 1740, it 
is clear that Pope is trying to locate his positive values, 
values of conduct and character, almost entirely in a few
Ipope to Swift, 17 May, 1739 ( E C VII, 374).
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specific individuals; in upright statesmen like Wyndham and 
the Earl of Scarborough, in "modest Foster" and Mary Drummond, 
the "Quaker's wife" (Dialogue I, 11. I3I, 135)> and in an 
idealised Prince of Wales, honest and "unministered", who should 
Esteem the public love his best supply,
A King's true glory his integrity.
(1740, 11. 91-2)
But, after all, the most important individual in the Epilogue to 
the Satires is Pope himself. His own character had, in fact, 
made its appearance in the Imitation of the First Satire of the 
Second Book of Horace, published in 1755> the first of Pope's 
poems in the traditional apologia form. The poem's purpose, as 
the 'Advertisement' makes clear, was to allay "the Clamour raised 
on some of my Epistles". To clear himself from charges of 
wantonly vilifying friends and benefactors and public men in 
genetal, it was necessary for Pope to prove the portraits of Timon 
and Sir Balaam free from personal abuse, and his own mind free 
from rancour; to prove himself, in short, "TO VIRTUE ONLY and 
HER FRIENDS, A FRIEND" (l.l2l). To print every word but one 
in this line in capitals, is a rather obvious and heavy-handed 
way of making an emphatic point. And the inability to square this 
sort of protestation with known facts of, and conjectures about. 
Pope's life and personality, has caused distress to readers ever 
since the first Imitation of Horace appeared. Aaron Hill, 
writing to Richardson four months after Pope's death, voiced what
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has become a general opinion.
It seemed to me almost a call upon suspicion that
a man should rate the duties of plain honesty,
as if they had been qualities extraordinary. And,
in fact, I saw on some occasions, that he found
these duties too severe for his practice.^
These words might appropriately have appeared on the title-
pages of almost all nineteenth century editions and criticism
of Pope. Leslie Stephen, discussing "Pope as a Moralist", is
quite certain "that Pope's practical morality was, to speak
mildly, defective in some essential points"; and citing Pope's
claim that he can sleep without a poem in his head (To Arbuthnot,
1.269), Stephen rhetorically demands whether we can forget that
this author "called up a servant four times in one night of 'the
dreadful winter of Forty', to supply him with paper, lest he
2should lose a thought"? Mark Pattison gives a very similar 
piece of advice: "when Pope is inclined to spread his plumes
and hint at his own virtues, let it be remembered that he cheated 
his friends Swift and Lord Oxford out of the originals of his own
^10 Sept., 1744; quoted in E C VI, xxxii.
p
Hours in a Library, First Series (2nd Ed. 1877)> 
pp. 128 and I5I.
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own letters'*^ But the reader's task is precisely the opposite:
he needs to free his mind from all irrelevant ideas about Pope
the man —  and in this case all the available biographical
information becomes irrelevant. The reader can only demand that
the satirist who claims to defend truth "must at least be
speciously honest, and in all appearance a friend to Virtue
2
throughout his poem"; and that the fictionalised portrait of 
himself which the poet draws shall be consistent within the 
individual poem. For Pope is a dramatis persona in his own 
satire, and though he prefers the role of chorus and commentator 
in his Epistles, he is obliged to appear in the Imitations of 
Horace as both protagonist and a standard of judgement. So that 
when Pope (one is tempted to put his name in inverted commas), 
declares that he has always "thought a Lye in Verse or Prose 
the same" (To Arbuthnot, 1.359), his genteel equivocations in 
private life have absolutely nothing to do with that declaration. 
Moreover, the self-portrait naturally varies from poem to poems 
in Satire II i (l755), the poet is unwilling to believe that his
'Pope and his Editors', Essays, ed. H. Nettleship (1889), Vol. II, 
p. 384. This confusion between the poem and the character of the 
poet also appears in Proféssor Tillotson's The Moral Poetry of 
Pope (1946): "If the writings and the man stand or fall together,
the man Pope stands the firmer for the writings. And we can prove 
that Pope's integrity as a writer did help him to be a better man"
(p.150* Professor Tillotson is simply standing the nineteenth 
century argument on its 'head.
2
Shaftesbury, Characteristics, ed. J.M. Robertson (19QO), Vol. I,p.181.
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satire has been misinterpreted, and naively eager to do
whatever is best; he modestly asks for advice, being "Tim'rous
by Nature, of the Rich in awe" (l.T*)» At the beginning of
Satire II ii (1754), Pope is the polite and self-assured host,
who knows how to live well.
Aristotle had observed that "we trust good men more and sooner,
as a rule, about everything", and that, in rhetoric, "this
trust ought to be produced by means of the speech —  not by a
previous conviction that the speaker is this or that sort of
man".^ Usually Pope does gain respect and approval for himself
within the limits of the poem. But in two particulars he was
willing to transgress those limits, and raise in his reader a
"previous conviction" of his moral worth. Professor Maynard
Mack has very plausibly suggested that part of the motive for
Pope's publishing his re-arranged and re-worded letters was to
set his own character (and incidentally those of his friends)
2
before the public in the best possible light. That the process 
of editing should make his correspondence useless as biographical 
evidence was of no concern to him; it was enough that his 
actions should be favourably interpreted, that his judgements 
should appear sound and reliable, and that his intimacy with the 
great should no longer be questioned.
The second exception is the' Dunciad. For in an epic poem
^Rhetoric, I. ii. 4, trans. R.C. Jebb (1909).
^See 'The Muse of Satire', Yale Review, Vol. XLI (1951-2), pp. 80-92.
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the author may come forward in propria persona, though the good
poet will very rarely choose to do so (Aristotle, Poetics, 24).
Le Bossu had categorically declared it to he a fault in the
"Proposition" of an epic "when the poet speaks too favourably
of himself".^ So the integrity, honesty and beneficence of the
poet are dwelt on at length in the prefatory material to the
Dunciad, and at times thrust upon the reader in the notes#
But in the Dunciad, as in the Satires and Epistles, there
are other standards of reference present besides the author's
official character. When Pope temporarily abandoned these
other, shared, standards, in the Epilogue to the Satires, and in
1740, the result was not very satisfactory. In spite of Hill's
2
high, though not disinterested, praise for Dialogue II , and 
Swift's claim that it equalled "almost anything" Pope had ever 
written,^ neither it nor its companion piece approaches the 
standard of Pope's greatest work, while the decipherable parts 
of 1740 reveal a marked falling-off. Pope in this last poem is 
too directly involved in the fate of Britain to achieve any 
distancing of the objects contemplated, and apart from a 
brilliant couplet on William Pulteney (ll. 9-10), subtlety and 
delicacy of touch are conspicuously absent. In the Epilogue to 
the Satires, particular examples have been given up, in favour 
of generalised and abstract statements about Virtue and Vice.
^Monsieur Bossu's Treatise of the Epick Poem, trans. W.J. (I719); 
Vol. II, p.19.
^HiH to Pope, 51 July, 1738 (E C X, p.64)
^Swift to Pope, 8 Aug., I738 (E C VII, p.364).
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The positive values tend to he sharply distinguished from their 
context of indignant censure of a corrupt age. This simplifying 
process extends to the "manner". The basic tones are only two; 
having abandoned the polite mode, Pope falls back on the 
vigorously colloquial, and on a deliberately heightened and 
formalised utterance, oratorical though not declamatory. There 
is a profusion in both Dialogues of forceful exclamation —  "a 
God's-name", "Good Heav'n forbid", "God knows" —  and of 
exclamation marks. But the tendency to localise appeals to 
Virtue and condemnations of Vice at focal points in these two 
satires leaves room for some complex and telling passages where 
positive values are in abeyance, and where the effect may truly 
be described as negative —  where, that is, the conventional 
equipment for passing judgement is itself judged:
But let all Satire in all Changes spare 
Immortal Selkirk and grave De La Warrl 
Silent and soft, as Saints remove to Heav'n,
All Ties dissolv'd, and ev'ry Sin forgiven,
These, may some gentle, ministerial Wing 
Receive, and place for ever near a King.'
There, where no Passion, Pride or Shame transport. 
Lull'd with the sweet Nepenthe of a Court;
There, where no Father's, Brother's, Friend's disgrace 
Once break their Rest, or stir them from their Place;
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But past the Sense of human Miseries,
All Tears are wip'd for ever from all Eyes:
No cheek is known to blush, no Heart to throb.
Save when they lose a Question, or a Job.
(Dialogue I. 11. $1-104).
The sheer virtuosity of this sustained and ingenious parallel 
between Court and Heaven is in itself remarkable. "Immortal" 
is the exact word for a statesman who had served in four 
parliaments, and "ministerial Wing" suggests the "ministers of 
grace" and "ministering Angel" of Hamlet. The absence of 
"breathing human passion" in Paradise is thus solemnly equated 
(it is the friend, not Pope, speaking) with the.utter passivity 
of the two statesmen, their total indifference to the disgrace of 
friends and family, and to all human misery. To make such an 
equation, and with such apparent earnestness is, of course, to 
make serious reflections on Heaven, or at least on the prevailing 
conception of Heaven. The deliberate vagueness and sweeping 
generalisations of the passage, the reference to Nepenthe (supposed 
to induce forgetfulness of trouble and grief), and certain 
details of the language —  "lull'd", "soft", "dissolv'd" —  all 
suggest the inadequacy of the normal idea of the life to come.
This sort of easy, soothing attitude goes. Pope suggests, with 
the current disrespect for the Scriptures, a disrespect endorsed 
by Walpole's example (I.37) and with a laxity about Christian
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moral standards. Moreover, the Church, by its smug complacency, 
sanctions such an attitude, by preaching that the Courts of 
Heaven are reserved for the courtiers of St. James's.
Churchmen, like "Men in Power", are already past the sense of the 
miseries of the poor and oppressed (To Bathurst, 11. 107-S). 
Pulpit eloquence, as it is directed at the aristocracy, is a 
"gracious Dew" (Dialogue I, I.69). It is only against lower- 
class crime that the Church inveighs and the Law takes action:
If Blount dispatch'd himself, he play'd the man.
And so mays ' t Thou,- Illustrious Passeran!
But shall a Printer, weary of his life,
L e a m  from their Books to hang himself and Wife?
This, this, my friend, I cannot, must not bear;
Vice thus abus'd demands a Nations's care;
This calls the Church to deprecate our Sin,
And hurls the Thunder of the Laws on Gin.
(11. 125-30)
Established religion, then, has been exposed as corrupt, and is 
replaced by a more rigorous and unpopular standard. It is only 
among a modest, humble minority that true devotion and the good 
life are to be found. The satirist himself, of course, is of 
their number, since his weapon is sacred and his hands "Heav'n- 
directed". The conclusion to Dialogue II confirms the point of 
view of its companion poem: the Prelate, who doesn't preach the
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Truth, lies "slumbring in his Stall" (l. 219): but Virtue's
Priestless Muse forbids the Good to die 
And ope's the Temple of Eternity.,
(ll. 234 - 5; my italics)
Pope at the end of his career sometimes asserts his values 
with the defiance of a man proud of being in a minority of one.
The essential thing is that, however invoked, and however 
restricted in scope, the values are unmistably there, though now 
they are not so much informing as motivating the poetry: the
poet writes only to defend Virtue and Truth, to draw "the last 
Pen for Freedom". They are, in fact, at times so obviously 
there that it is difficult to see why Pope's "negativeness" 
should have been so repeatedly stressed. The explanation lies 
partly in the failure to appreciate the anonymity of satire and 
the necessity for the satirist to idealise himself. A period 
like the Victorian, without any tradition of formal satire, but 
with, instead, a strong predilection for "personal" poetry, poetry 
as a genuine, because unpremeditated, outpouring of the soul, was 
especially prone to such a misapprehension. A poet who so 
consistently boasts of his own hospitality, generosity and integrity 
naturally makes "a call upon suspicion". In addition eighteenth 
century ideals of conversation and politeness, and the great 
principles of Reason, Nature and Order were things which the 
following century no longer appreciated, and to which it failed to 
respond. To talk in terms of centuries is misleading, for these
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values survived, among a diminishing minority, until about
1850. The main Augustan tradition in the eighteenth century
has already been fully traced by, for example, Leslie Stephen
and Dr. F.R. Leavis.^ Equally important for the actual
dissemination of the values behind Pope's poetry are the host
of minor satirists who constitute a real "School of Pope",
verse-disciples like Soame Jenyns, Paul Whitehead and Richard 
2
Owen Cambridge. These authors had no original contribution 
to make, and therefore preserved the older ideals intact.
Frequently, a great deal more than the ideals is preserved:
Soon as the orient beam of Beauty's ray 
Discloses, just at noon, the dawn of day}
And Devonshire wakesi —  "and Picadilly's gay";
Perch'd at her Grace's toilet, Minim sits,
The little Scholiast of the Female Wits,
Tir'd of conjecture, and perplex'd with doubt,
To him they fly —  to make a riddle out;
To pierce a paragraph's mysterious vail;
And eke out Scandal's hesitating tale.^
This patently derives from the Rape of the Lock, but the presence 
of the Augustan virtues of clarity and precision saves it, for all 
its frailty, from pretentiousness and banality. Pope, exemplifying
^ Literature and Society in the Eighteenth Century, section V; 
Revaluation, ch. IV.
 ^See R.D. Altick, Richard Owen Cambridge: Belated Augustan (l94l) passim.
^ R. Tickell, The Wreath of Fashion, or The Art of Sentimental Poetry 
(: 1778), 11. 155 - 61,
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there virtues to perfection, was an excellent example for minor 
talent to follow. Considered simply aj derivative poetry,
Tickell*s lines seem to me much superior to the following from 
Clover's epic, Leonidas (1737)> where the original is equally 
apparent:
As in some torrid region, where the head 
Of Ceres bends beneath its golden load.
If on the parching ground a fatal spark
Fall from a burning brand; the sudden blaze
Increas'd and aided by tumultuous winds
In rapid torrents of involving flames
Sweeps o'er the crackling plain, and mounting high
In ruddy spire's illumines half the skies.
(Bk. II, 11. 167 - 74)
Tickell's poem, a protest against "Sentiment's insipid 
rule" (l. 206), is printed in The School for Satire (1802), a 
compilation which clearly attests the survival into the early 
nineteenth century of the values of common-sense, regularity and 
decorum. The point of view represented by this collection of 
fifteen poems is announced in the epigraph: "Satire is the
Poetry of a Nation highly polished". The polish, the fine 
civilisation which provides the satirist with his standard of 
reference, is, by 1802, rapidly disappearing. But the boisterous 
refusal to come to terms with fashionable sensibility, "French 
philanthropy", novels of terror and the "Rowleyan 'Heroico- 
Archeological' manner of writing verse" —  this achieves copious
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and often crude expression. Here is the conclusion of The Old
Hag in a Red Cloak: A Romance. Inscrib'd "W Matthew Lewis, Esq.,
M.P.. the Author of 'The Grim White Woman* (I8OI):
If you wish me the moral, dear Mlat, to rehearse,
'Tis that nonsense is nonsense in prose or in verse;
That the man who to talent makes any pretence,
Should not write at all, or should write common sense 1
A similar attitude is shared and more finely expressed, by
some of the prose-writers at the turn of the century. We find
Hazlitt defining the "familiar style" by reference to an ideal
of conversation which embraces the virtues of tact, perspicuity
and precision;^ while the essentially Augustan affinities of
Jane Austen's art need no dwelling on here: her stress on
conversation as an accomplishment to be deliberately cultivated,
2
goes much beyond Hazlitt's. So, too, the great critical 
Reviews —  the Edinburgh and the Quarterly in particular —  
are in a direct line of descent from the Spectator and the 
Rambler. Their criteria are Reason, Truth and Nature, their 
appeal is to good sense, sanity and "intellectual strength", and 
their abomination is the lack of "thought" in much nineteenth 
century verse*
^ 'On Familiar Style", ■ «forks . Ed. P.P. Howe (l93l). Vol.Till,pp 242-8. 
2
See, for example, Pride and Prejudice, chs. XI and XII; and Persuasion 
ch. XVI, especially Anne's definition of good company as "the 
company of clever, well-informed people, who have a great deal of 
conversation."
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By 1850, however, the Augustan spirit had virtually 
disappeared. Only its outward and visible signs, the manners 
of polite society, remained for the conservative in outlook to 
attempt to uphold:
There is a practice getting into vogue, almost into 
a sort of fashion, among young gentlemen ... which 
I must here denounce as a breach of good manners, 
and a want of all just feelings of propriety; —
I mean the practice of lounging in graceless 
attitudes on sofas and armchairs, even in the 
presence of ladies... In their own houses, ladies 
must submit to such conduct, as they cannot well 
leave a visitor to himself: at all other times
they should, if they have any respect for their own 
dignity, give the lounger the cut-direct, and go to 
some other part of the room. Once denounced, 
however, as vulgar and uncivil, the nuisance will 
cease of itself.
So Captain Orlando Sabertash, writing in 1842 under the significant, 
title. The Art of Conversation, with Remarks on Fashion and 
Address.^
quoted in J. Gloag,English Furniture (1954)> p.28. As Mr. 
Gloag points out, the "nuisance" was ineradicable, simply 
because the shapes of Victorian furniture encouraged 
lounging. The we11-upholstered arm-chair and the Queen 
Anne wing and elbow chairs express two totally different 
ideals of comfort.
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The decay of the earlier ways of feeling and thinking,
together with changed economic and social conditions resulted
in an unfavourable response to Pope's work among early
nineteenth century critics. Unlike Wordsworth, they did not
reproach "Pope and his school" with the establishment of an
artificial "poetic diction" that hindered full .and passionate
expression. Jeffrey, reviewing Scott's edition of Swift,
commends the "wits of Queen Anne" for writing"with infinite
good sense, and great grace and vivacity." While appreciating
this, he finds them lacking in depth and originality, pathos
and enthusiasm; above all, "they never pass beyond 'the visible
diurnal sphere,' or deal in any thing that can either lift us
above our vulgar nature, or ennoble its reality."^ Jeffrey's
contemporaries, and much more Arnold's, needed to seek relief
in poetry from"the stifling den of common life," "the fret and
2
misery of our northern towns." Satire would have been 
intolerable to mid-Victorian material prosperity: and the finer
spirits who couldn't tolerate the conditions imposed by that 
prosperity chose rather to ignore them. The age demanded the 
poet's magic healing and ennobling powers, and the poet obediently
 ^Edinburgh Review, vol. XXVII (I8I6), pp. 5, 6.
 ^Arnold, Wordly Place, 11. 5 f.; Rachel II, 1. 9. See also 
Memorial Verses, and the conclusion of his Epilogue to 
Lessing's Laocoon.
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became a dreamer of dreams and a world forsaker,"bent resolutely
on wringing lilies from the acom". Amidst "the popular
contempt for Pope",^ the positive stresses of his satire went
unregarded. Both Jeffrey and Arnold were unable to appreciate
that he and his circle felt no compulsion to pass beyond the
diurnal sphere, when their attention was engrossed by the
business of living finely in an ordered and elegant civilisation.
Pope's satire, though the nineteenth century could not comprehend
this, continually manifests a serious preoccupation with, and a
delight in, shared values and their associated forms of living:
2
"for even Satire is a form of sympathy".
Fraser's Magazine, vol. XLVIII (1855)> p.455. Compare the 
situation in 1778, when there was "universal and intimate 
acquaintance with the works of Pope; the same universal 
applause"; P. Stockdale, An Enquiry into the Nature and 
Genuine Laws of Poetry, p.94*
 ^D. H. Lawrence, Lady Ohatterley's Lover (1955 ed.), p.87.
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C H A P T E R  II
SOCIAL VALUES
God with Reason joins to make us own
That "tis not good for Man to be alone.
BENJAMIN STILLINGFLEET
(i)
The moral attitudes implied in Pope's satire belonged to 
a tradition of Christian orthodoxy that was rapidly going out 
of fashion; but at the same time the social values and ideals 
behind his satire were common to the majority of his polite 
readers. From this continuity with the past, and community 
with the present spring the authority and assurance of his 
work. It is profitable to approach the social values and 
ideals —  the values of politeness and decorum, the ideals of 
conversation and the gentleman —  by considering the number and 
quality of Pope's readers, by trying to assess how widely this
group of ideals was held, and what sort of expectations the
eighteenth century reader brought to poetry.
It is clear that a public sufficiently intelligent and 
lively to appreciate Pope's verse, and numerically strong enough 
to absorb the ho'st of reprints and pirated editions of his works.
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did not spring up overnight. A cursory inspection of
Professor Griffith's list of the issues of the Dunciad is
enough to prove w&at an unprecedented succès de scandale that
poem enjoyed. Even more impressive are the four editions, in
a year and a half, of the revised Rape of the Lock. Pope wrote
to Caryl1 on March 12, 1?14> that the poem "has in four days'
time sold to the number of three thousand, and is already
reprinted."^ In spite of its inclusion in the Works of 1?17,
public demand was enough to warrant two further editions in I7I8
and 1725* Griffith suggests, to take a final example, that the
three known variants of Dialogue I probably indicate a sale of
2
four thousand copies within two months.
The whole study of the development of a reading-public in
England, however, has been very fruitful in generalisations and
misrepresentations —  one of the commonest being that the
development was a mushroom growth. The reading-public, according
3
to Beljame, was "created" by Addison and Steele# Before their 
advent, it was confined "mostly to fashionable London"; "there 
was little intellectual life outside London, and there was not 
much within.
^ E C VI, 204.
 ^R.H. Griffith, Alexander Pore, a Bibliography (1922), p.JGJ.
3
A.Beljame, Men of Letters and the English Public in the 
Eighteenth Century# Ed. B. Dobrée (1948). p#517.
^ A.8. Collins, Authorship in the Days of Johnson (1927), p*232*
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To begin with, this account exaggerates the geographical
limitation of the public. The difficulties of communication
between London and the provinces are as well-known as the
contemporary satires on illiterate and "clownish" country
gentlemen. But there is a mass of evidence pointing the other
way, evidence of book production in the provinces, and the
circulation of reading-matter there, and of the building-up of
libraries. There are records of a printing-press and booksellers
1
in Winchester by I7OO. At the same date Shrewsbury was the
2
centré of a flourishing trade that specialised in Welsh books,
and there was at least one very substantial bookseller in Chester,
3
with customers in near-by towns. The more important provincial 
towns, too, had their own coffee-houses, where news and opinions 
were freely exchanged, and by the end of I7IO newspapers, many 
of them shortlived, had been begun in Exeter, Bristol, Stamford, 
Norwich and Newcastle.^ In the second place, the circulation 
of literature is attested by the number of auction sales. 
Seventy-four have been recorded between I676 and 16S6 alone, at 
such places as Stourbridge Fair, Trumpington, Oxford, Abingdon
^ A.C. Piper, 'The Early Printers and Booksellers of Winchester', 
Library. 4th Series, Vol. I (1920), pp. 10^-10
2
L.C. Lloyd, 'The Book-Trade in Shropshire*, Trans. Shropshire 
Archeol. and Nat. History Soc., Vol. XLVIII (1955-6) PP* 65-142
4nd 145-200.
^ H.R. Plomer, *A Chester Bookseller, I667-I7OO', Library, New 
Series, Vol. IV (1905), pp. 375-85*
^ See G.A. Cranfield, A Handlist of English Provincial Newspapers 
and Periodicals, 1700-1760 (1952).
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and Norwich.^ Booksellers themselves imitated the methods of
the itinerant pedlars: Johnson's father travelled from Lichfield
to Uttoxeter and Ashby-de-la-Zouch, and opened a shop in
2
Birmingham on market-days. Meanwhile the sbbss converse 
tendency, the tendency to concentrate books, resulted in, for 
example, the private collections at country seats, and the 
parochial libraries established by Thomas Bray from about 1699 
onwards. The Library at Bedford, "the foundation whereof was 
laid in the year I7OO, by the contributions of the Gentry and 
Clergy", was organised on a wider basis. The stock was modest, 
and consisted mainly of theological and historical works, though 
Bacon, Cowley, Collier and Cervantes, together with some classical 
authors, were represented. The borrowers clearly belonged to 
the upper social stratum; they were men of sufficient means to 
put down a deposit in case of loss, or to give a note promising 
to make good any damage.  ^ Since Bedford at that date was only 
as large as a modem village —  perhaps three or four thousand 
inhabitants —  such an establishment, in spite of its limited 
scope, represents a high level of intellectual acitivity.
The social limitation of the reading-public was much graver
^ H.B. Wheatley, I. : Prices of Books (I898), pp. 104-121.
^ Boswell, Life of Johnson, Ed. G. Birkbeck Hill, revised L.P. 
Powell, Vol. I (1954), p.56.
 ^A Catalogue of Books in the Library at Bedford (I7O6)
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than the geographical* As Professor Sutherland has pointed out,
in the most recent account of this question, the reader of poetry
in the early eighteenth century was also necessarily a buyer of
poetry —  or at least the friend of one.^ But book prices were
such as to prevent well over three-quarters of the population
from ever buying at all. At the bottom of the scale, the yearly
income of families classed as "cottagers and paupers" was as
2
little as six pounds ten shillings. For such people, copies 
of Pope's single poems, sold at a shilling each, were as much 
out of the question as a six shilling octavo, providing"an hour 
and half's reading, and perhaps never to be read or looked upon
3
after." The only things within the means of artisans, apprentices 
and country people were the popular ballads and broadsides —  letters, 
lampoons, confessions of criminals —  selling at a penny or twopence. 
It must be noted, however, that serious poems, especially political 
ones, printed on a single leaf, were obtainable at the same rates: 
exceptionally, even plays might be bought for a few pence.^ It 
is not surprising that Dr. Sacheverell's sermon (I7O9) sold forty 
thousand copies in a few days, and Defoe's True-Born Englishman (I7OI)
A Preface to Eighteenth Century Poetry (1948) p*44#
2
G. King, 'Natural and Political Observations .....upon the State... 
of England' (I696) in Two Tracts by Gregory King, Ed. G.E. Barnett 
(1936), p.51.
 ^Roger North, quoted in Beljame, p.ll7.
^ Professor Griffith prints a bookseller's advertisement to this 
effect (Bibliography, p.55)
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went through nine editions on good paper, and twelve cheap
pirated editions of which eighty thousand copies were sold
in the London streets" (Beljame, p.509). Four quarto editions
of Pomfret's Choice appeared during 1?01, the year after its
publication (P N B).
This last success was entirely unlocked for by the author.
He had deliberately addressed his first collection of poems
to "the discerning few", choosing to ignore "the injudicious
many".^ In this he was following Hobbes —  the readers of
2
poetry are "commonly persons of the best quality" —  and he 
was followed, in his turn, by poets for half a century. The 
'mob* would applaud a literary performance only after the author's 
real public —  "viz. all persons of taste and judgement"^ —  had 
done so. Taste and judgement, in short, were imposed from above. 
The opinions and ideals that Pope shared with men of similar 
education and experience, he also shared with those who missed 
the experience but accepted the opinions which Pope's predecessors 
had formulated.
The chief instrument in imposing taste was the combined 
force of Addison and Steele. Their achievement was, in fact,
^ Preface to Poems on Several Occasions (3rd Ed. I7IO), p. ix.
2
'Preface to Homer's Qdysses', quoted by Professor Sutherland 
op.cit. p.59
 ^Ü/Irs. Thomas to Henry^ Cromwell, 2J June, I727 ( E C VI, I31),
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as much one of consolidation as of creation. And it must be
remembered that the achievement itself was precarious and
limited: a large number of readers stayed at the ballad and
broadside level, and were catered for by shops selling nothing
but pamphlets.^ It remains true, however, that the greater the
circulation of the Tatler and Spectator the more unified the
reading-public became. By satisfying the conflicting interests
of the gentry and merchant classes Addison and Steele 'created*
a strong body of opinion which a writer of genius could exploit.
There is ample evidence that merchants as well as gentlemen
already enjoyed literature. The library catalogue of Thomas
Bowrey, a well-to-do London merchant, shows that if the sober
City traders refrained from visiting licentious plays, they didn't
therefore despise the written word. Scattered among the titles
of dictionaries, works on travel, navigation, agriculture and
chemistry, are "Tillotson's Sermons", Hobb's Tracts", "Plays,
2
1st and 2nd vol.", and "Humours of a Coffee-House". Meanwhile 
the gentleman, educated in the classics, amused himself in his 
leisure hours with Locke and Milton, or the latest volume of 
essays or poetical miscellanies. Addison and Steele, setting out 
to instruct and entertain, "to enliven morality with wit, and to 
temper wit with morality" (Spectator No. lO) deliberately appealed
 ^See A Letter to the Society of Booksellers (1758) p.52. 
Printed by L
pp. I88-I9O.
 ^ .M. Anstey in Notes and Queries, Vol. CLX (1951)
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to both these groups, as well as to readers with only the 
slightest of acquaintances with literature. Their methods can 
be illustrated from the two Tatler papers on "The History of 
Caelia" (Nos. 198 and 199)* The first, devoted to the narrative 
of the disastrous crisis in Caelia*s life, arouses and maintains 
the reader's interest by the sort of device he was accustomed to 
in the romances: "It is not necessary to look back into the
first years of this young lady, whose story is of consequence 
only as her life has lately met with passages very uncommon."
If the reader is reluctant to waste time over an undiverting story, 
his resistance is quickly overcome. The tale will be unvarnished, 
but it promises to be sensational: "from that day (the wedding),
till a fatal one of last week, they lived together with all the 
joy and happiness which attend minds entirely united." Caelia's 
discovery that her husband is already secretly married to a country 
girl, whom he is now trying to turn off on to one of his friends, 
is accompanied by appropriate swooning, the production of 
incriminating letters, and the writing of an anguished one. We 
may assume that the story was directed primarily at the lowest level 
of readers. But the next paper begins: "When we revolve in our 
thoughts such catastrophes as that in the history of the unhappy 
Caelia....", and Steel goes on to moralize, with eminent good sense, 
about the present state of justice and the hazards of marriage, 
and to declaim against the negotiations of parents who want to 
marry their daughters into fortunes. There are no concessions now
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to the frivolous or easily distracted minds —  the tone'is 
uniformly serious; but no doubt the two papers, with their
different tactics, made converts.
Pope's public can never have been as large as Mr. Spectator's.
He made no appeal to commercial interests, and his morality is not 
the middle-class morality of industry and prudence. The message 
of the twenty-first number of the Spectator or of the first
chapter of Robinson Crusoe has no place in his poems. But Pope
could count on an integrated public, sharing the well disseminated 
opinions and ideas of Addison and Steele. There were informed 
readers not only in London but also in the country, where Latin 
classics and English devotional works were being produced in 
quantity for school use, and where books changed hands at sales 
and market-stalls. To this extent Pope's public was ready-made.
Certain characteristics of this public —  its reading habits, 
the sort of expectations that were brought to a new work of 
literature —  may be inferred from the factors which had encouraged 
its growth. Addison and Steele realised that to gain and hold 
the attention of readers, points had to be made succinctly and 
clearly, and the moral teaching delivered in conveniently small 
doses. Only in this way could philosophy be brought "out of 
closets and libraries, schools and colleges, to dwell in clubs 
and assemblies at tea-tables and in coffee-houses" (Spectator No. lO). 
The coffee-house and the tea-table, in fact, supplied the vast 
majority of Addison's readers;^ and the number of those readers
^ See Gay's The Present State of Wit. (1711), p.20.
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even by the tenth issue of the Spectator was very great: "My
publisher tells me, that there are already three thousand of
them [Spectators] distributed every Hay: so that if I allow
twenty readers to every paper, which I look upon as a modest
computation, I may reckon about three score thousand disciples
in London and Westminster." Addison was reckoning without the
enlightened country gentlemen like Caryll, who had the Spectator
constantly sent down to him in Sussex;^ even so, recent research
2
confirms Addison's estimate of the number of readers per copy.
The increase of the reading-public was caused by numerous 
interrelated factors: the final lapse of the Licensing Act in
1695; the rise of the mercantilist-manufacturing middle-class, 
creating a new demand for books, and the heated political and 
religious controversies at the turn of the century. But it 
was undoubtedly the circulation of the T^atler" and 'Spectator^ 
in coffee-houses which established the prestige of the two papers 
and caused a substantial and permanent rise in the number of 
readers of serious literature. In 1729 the owners of the 
coffee-houses were complaining that there were too many papers 
for each house to take them all and maintained that "by their means 
a Paper passes through no less than twenty thousand hands in a day". 
The newspaper proprietors countered by asserting that "the main 
inducement to gentlemen to use their Houses, is undoubtedly to
^ Pope to Caryll, 28 May, 1?12 (E C VI, 160).
2
See J.R. Sutherland, 'The Circulation of Newspapers and Literary 
Periodicals, I7OO-I75O*, Library, Vol. XV (1954-5)> pp. IIO-24.
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±B read the Papers of the day". The pamphlet which claims to 
state fairly the case between the two parties, defines Coffee- 
Houses as "places of public resort, where gentlemen often meet 
to read the public papers, and from the topics furnished by 
them, descant on what they read, and fall into conversation upon 
these occasions".^
The coffee-house certainly formed a kind of public reading- 
room. Contemporary prints show papers scattered on the tables 
and pinned to the walls, and "every man...has, perhaps, a newspaper 
in his hand" (Spectator No. 49)* But the coffee-house existed, 
first and foremost, as a social club; 'descanting* on the news 
and the ensuing conversation became more important than the papers 
themselves, which were content with rumour-mongering, or throwing 
veils of mystery over the dullest of political transactions. It 
was for the readers to offer comment and opinion; thinking was 
not done for them, as it is for their modem counterparts. So 
the development of the reading-habit went side by side with the 
exchange of ideas and opinions among mixed but exclusively male 
company. As Ned Ward makes one of his characters exclaim: "Oh
^ The Case between the Proprietors of Newspapers, and the
Subscribing Coffee-Men, fairly Stated (1729), pp. 4> 10, 15*
2
"And in all the coffee-houses you have not only the foreign 
prints but several English ones with the foreign occurrences, 
besides papers of morality and party-disputes"; J. Macky,
A Journey through England (1714); printed in M.D. George, 
English Social Life in the Eighteenth Century (1925),p#72#
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the felicities of Coffee-House chit c h a t . D u r i n g  the l670's, 
the champions of the new coffee-house vogue gloried in the variety 
of customers and the freedom from restraint and ceremony:
Now being enter'd, there's no needing 
Of complements or gentile breeding.
For you may sit down any where,
2
There's no respect of persons there.
The author of a pamphlet whose very title-page asserts "the grand 
conveniency of such civil places of resort and ingenious 
conversation", admits that there may be some foolish prattling, 
but declares that it is offset by 'sage and solid reasonings' on 
the abstrusest topics. The company is unrestrained and 
communicative: there is a completely free play of opinion. Here
is "the most civil and generally the most intelligent Society, 
the frequenting whose converse, and observing their discourse 
and deportment, cannot but civilize our manners, enlarge our 
understanding, refine our language, teach us a generous Confidence 
and handsome mode of address, and brush off that... clovmish kind 
of modesty frequently incident to the best natures, which renders 
them sheepish and ridiculous in company".
These are large claims for the powers of conversation; at the 
time, however, they would not have appeared extravagant. In 
cultural life, the spoken word was at least as important as the
^ The Humours of a Coffee-House, 25 June, I7O7.
The Character of a Coffee-House, (I665) p.2.
 ^ Coffee-Houses Vindicated, (1675), iu the Harleian Miscellany, Vol. VI 
(1745), pp. 455-6.
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written. The "tea-tables" and "assemblies" of Addison's list 
were fulfilling the same function as the coffee-houses, at a more 
frivolous level. The Clubs, meeting once or twice a week, were 
much less democratic than the coffee-houses, though they often 
served to unite men of the same political, literary or 
philosophical interests, and gave the individual member an 
opportunity of airing his views before the rest of the coterie.
"The Club", formed in 1?11, and including Swift, Prior, Arbuthnot, 
Bolingbroke and Bathurst among its members, was designed 
principally "to advance conversation and friendship".^
The size of the sales of controversial religious literature 
during James II's reign, and the popularity of the sermons 
delivered by the Anglican clergy against Popery, were inter­
dependent. And throughout the eighteenth century, the sermon
2
remained the climax of the Church service. Among the pious, the 
habit of reading from devotional works to one's family or servants 
on Sunday evenings,; was well established. In the country the
inhabitants had tpprovide their own amusements, in the form of
/
assemblies and visits among the higher classes, and of ale-drinking, 
festivals and conversation among the lower. Defoe remarked "that 
York and Shrewsbury were full of gentry", and noted the "good Company"
^ Swift, Journal to Stella. Ed. H. Williams (l948), Vol I, p.294.
 ^W.K.L. Clarke, Eighteenth Century Piety (1944), P«4*
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to be met with in towns so remote as Exeter, Ipswich and Lichfield:
there was even "some gay company" to be found in Derby.^ The
traditional form of entertainment was still being upheld, at the
beginning of the next century, in the Bennet home, where the
2
entire family joined in conversation every evening. At the other 
end of the social scale, we have an interesting account by Pehr 
Kalm, a Swedish visitor to England in 1748, of day labourers in 
the Bast Midlands: "as soon as they entered the cottage in the
evening, they did not apply themselves to the least work, more than 
that they ate, sat, and talked until eleven o'clock...., without
3
occupying themselves in any task or apparently in any pleasure."
The importance of conversation in daily life is suggested 
by the very furniture and design of the houses. The drawing-room, 
devoted to entertaining visitors, and to the leisure hours of the 
family, often occupied the whole first floor of a town-house, and 
was the focal centre of domestic life. Attention was drawn to 
this room from the outside by its windows, their sill continued to 
form a band across the entire house-front —  its importance was 
underlined, as it were. In country-houses, the drawing-room
^Tour through... Great Britain, Ed. G.D.H. Cole (I927), Vol. II, 
pp. 642, 474; Vol. I, pp. 222, 46; Vol. II, pp. 480, 562.
Pride and Prejudice (I8I5), ch. xii.
quoted in G.E. Pussell, Vi 
(1948), p.68 (my italicsTT
 ^ llage Life in the Eighteenth Century
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faced south, and commanded the best possible view. It was
decorated and furnished more lavishly than the other rooms,
though in London, at any rate, its furnishings were sparse by
modem standards. The family portraits and conversation pieces
of the period (the name of the latter genre is significant)
reveal rooms with no superfluous decorations: the family is
often grouped round a tripod table, and may actually be in the
process of having tea.^
It is not surprising, therefore, in view of the high place
given to conversation in eighteenth century society, that Pope,
who from the evidence of his letters obviously enjoyed intimate
conversations, should base much of his original verse on the
current idiom of cultivated talk. In the circumstances a
conversational mode was bound to make a wider appeal than an epic
! or heroic one. There was, in addition, the powerful influence
of Horace, who had claimed that a reshuffling of the words and
phrases in his own poems,or in those of Lucilius, would make
their source unrecognisable; on the other hand the result of
' re-arranging Ennius's verse would be only a dismembering, not a 
2
mutilation. By reading Dryden for Lucilius, and Milton or 
Shakespeare for Ennius, we can appreciate the close relationship
^ See 0. Brackett, 'The Interior of the House,' in Johnson's 
England, Ed. A.S. Tw^erville (1955) Vol. II, pp. 125-159; 
and G.C. Williamson, English Conversation Pictures, (l95l), 
especially plates X and XIII (Hogarth), XXIV (Hayman) and 
XXIX (A. Devis).
 ^Satire I iv, 11. 56-62.
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2
mutilation. By reading Dryden for Lucilius, and Milton or 
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See 0. Brackett, 'The Interior of the House,' in Johnson's 
England, Ed. A.S. Twyberville (1955) Vol. II, pp. 125-159; 
and G.C. Williamson, English Conversation Pictures, (l95l), 
especially plates X and XIII (Ho garth), XXIV (Hayman) and 
XXIX (A. Devis).
 ^Satire I iv, 11. 56-62.
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between Horace's aims and practice, and Pope's. Horace had 
himself added practice to precept in his epistles, especially 
in the gracious letter of compliment to Iccius (Epistle I xii), 
and the letter of introduction addressed to Tiberius (Epistle I ix). 
The tact and urbanity of the latter recommended themselves to 
early eighteenth century taster• The poem was adapted by Prior 
as an epistle to Harley and translated and highly praised in 
Spectator No. 495*
The reproduction of conversation is the part of prose, not 
verse,and in poetry varying degrees of formalization are 
inevitable. Certainlyino poem of Pope's would stand the test 
that Professor Sutherland submits Swift's- "Petition of Mrs. 
Frances Harris" to —  of printing it as prose.^ But Pope 
consistently preserves an appearance of conversation, sufficient 
to persuade us to accept his poems as spontaneous talk, or. at least 
to remind us that the speaking voice is never far away: it didn't 
require much effort on Warburton's part to bring out the incipient 
dialogue in the Epistles to Arbuthnot and Bathurst. So we find, 
for example, the colloquial forms "'twas", "'tis", "'em", "you'd 
swear", and the phrases that were censured by Pope's earliest 
critics as beneath the dignity even of satire —  "how the Devil",
"go snacks". In the Dunciad, all the idiomatic resources of 
English are brought into play, especially those of the verb—
 ^The Oxford Book of English Talk (1955), PP* 182-5*
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"brangling", "waddling",, and while something must be allowed
to Swift's influence in this case. Pope doesn't hesitate to
use the words "mob" and "bully" which his friend had condemned,
in Tatler No. 250, as barbaric corruptions of the language.
There is, too. Pope's aversion to the forms "mine" and "thine"
as archaic, an aversion which overrides the claims of mellifluousness.
And there is even the stronger aversion to expletives, on the
significant ground that they are "against the usual manner of
2
speech, and mere fillers-up of unnecessary syllables." Pope 
introducesj on occasions, what purports to be direct speech, and 
what we can readily accept as such:
"Most women have no Characters at all."
"Ahi how charming if there's no such placei"
(To a Lady, 11.2, 108)
These two lines from the Epistle to a Lady show the 
conversational word in the conversational order. There are, 
of course, numerous individual couplets which follow that order 
precisely; but there are longer passages where a very close 
approximation to it is to be found:
^ See E. Abbott, A Concordance to the Works of Alexander Pope 
(1875), p.xiv.
 ^Pope to Cromwell, 25 Nov., I7IO (E C VI II5). When Pope 
edited the letter, pretending to have sent it to Walsh in 
1706, he omitted the first half of his objection: Walsh
was a "knowing" and formalist critic.
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Before the Lords at twelve my Cause comes on —
There's a Rehearsal, Sir, exact at one —
"Oh but a V/it can study in the Streets,
"And raise his Mind above the Mob he meets."
Not quite so well however as one ought;
A Hackney-Coach may chance to spoil a Thought,
And then a Nodding Beam, or Pig of Lead,
God knows, may hurt the very ablest head.
(Epistle IX ii, 11. 96-IO5) 
Here are the coloquial expressions already noted —  "mob", "God 
knows" —  together with the natural placing of the vocative "Sir", 
and the technical "Pig of Lead", which is, to add to the comedy, 
a witty adaptation of Horace's "hac lutulenta ruit sus".
Professor Tillotson's claim that Pope could make the couplet 
"sound like actual passionate speech",^ gives the poet both more 
and less than his due. What he can, and consistently does 
achieve, is the capturing in his verse of the intonation of the
I
speaking-VOice : here, for example, the friends contempt for
the mob, expressed in the alliteration, is played off against the 
cool urbanity of the poet's reply. Even where Pope is using the 
mode of elegant, classical compliment, the gallantry is spoken to 
the lady, and hovers on the edge of playful banter:
This Phoebus promis'd (l forget the year)
When those bright eyes first opened on the sphere.
(To a Lady, 11. 283-4)
^ Du the Poetry of Pope. (2nd Ed., I95O), p.138.
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The relation between poetry and conversation is much closer in 
Pope than in Horace. When the latter is pleading the usefulness
of the poet, he adduces the power of poetry in shaping a child's
speech. Pope goes further:
What will a child l eam sooner than a song?
What better teach the foreigner the tongue?
(Epistle II 1, 11. 205-6) 
Pope wouldn't have commended the foreigner to study Spenser, Milton 
or Shakespeare; it may be assumed that he had his own "songs" in 
mind.
Because a conversational style suggests social activity, an 
exchange of opinion going on in the present, and, therefore, a 
lively interest,on the part of the poet, in the contemporary scene —  
because of this it is a positive force in satiric verse, especially 
so in Pope's poetry, where that style is handled with such subtlety 
and precision. The very manner of the Epistle to Burlington, the 
poem that best illustrates the functioning of social values in 
satire, is a condemnation of the unsociable and spiritually barren, 
of those who, like the antiquarians, turn their backs on the 
present, and of those —  Bubo and Timon —  who fly in its face.
The conversational tone, with all that it implies, provides an
/ ;
' essential standard for judging the monstrous productions of 
senseless and tasteless pride.
(ii)
The exchange of opinion at a high cultural level was regarded
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in the eighteenth century as formative of manners —  in both the
current senses of morals and behaviour; and the intellectual
give-and-take involved was equally formative of the mind. The
ability to converse easily and intelligently was regarded as a
prime necessity for the truly educated man. A proverb
summarized the prevalent attitude: "Knowledge begins a gentleman,
but 'tis conversation that completes him". Such a high estimate
of conversation? naturally leads to deliberate efforts to cultivate
and regulate it. The case was simply and confidently by Steele,
his tone indicating the measure of agreement he expected his words
to receive: "That part of life which we spend in company, is the
most pleasing of all our m.moments; and therefore I think our
behaviour in it should have its laws".^ Hence, after the
Restoration, the spate of manuals expounding the elaborate rules
2
of the "Art of Pleasing in Conversation". King Charles and 
his courtiers had seen in France a refinement of manners that 
seemed eminently worthy of imitation, and the impetits given by 
the Court circle infused new life into the tradition of courtesy 
literature that had grown up under Elizabeth: but the accomplished
courtier was now styled "the complete gentleman".
^ Tatler No. 219; and cf. No. 225 
2
Although during Pope's lifetime "conversation" denoted primarily 
"free, familiar Discourse among several persons" (so Kersey's 
Dictionary, I7O8, and Bailey's, I721), the word could also mean 
"society, company, or circle of acquaintance"; and "behaviour, 
conduct, or carriage". So manuals on'Conversation' are often 
simply books of etiquette, giving rules for good manners in general,
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The golden rule, repeated by the Tatler, by Chesterfield, 
by the treatises on civility translated from the French, is 
Decorum, adapting what is said to "the time when, the place 
where, and the person to whom, it is spoken" (Tatler No. 264).
A man speaks to please not himself, but those who hear him, and 
to give his hearers the utmost pleasure he will attempt to suit his 
words to the occasion. This involves principally —  post- 
Restoration society being acutely privilege-conscious —  employing 
the correct tone and manner according to the rank of the person 
being addressed: respect and deference to superiors, familiarity
mingled with civility to friends and equals, condescension to 
inferiors. This rigid tripartite division, however^ didn't impose 
rigidity op all human relations. Among one's equals —  equals 
in understanding as well as social status —  provided sufficient 
decency was maintained to avoid affronts, the tone of the discourse 
could freely move "from grave to gay, from lively to severe".
In the best conversation, where the pleasure of the whole 
company was aimed at, the principle of decorum would be uppermost. 
Each speaker would observe a mean between talkativeness and silence: 
these may be useful qualities in a friend, but in public they 
reveal only
a want of Judgement and of Sense;
More than enough is but Impertinence.^
^ J. Pomfret, The Choice. 11. 118-20.
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Decorum imposed restraint: general, not particular topics must
be discussed, pedantry and display were equally abhorred# The 
cardinal sin was dogmatism: "positiveness" would embarrass one's
hearers, and might also be a grave embarrassment to oneself. 
Spectator No. 197> offers advice to the young for managing an 
argument: if one's points are made with coolness and modesty,
retreat from an untenable position may be effected with a very 
good grace —  "you were never positive, and are now glad to be 
better informed". Here, as elsewhere, the eighteenth century was 
guided by its cherished good sense. In fact, what emerges most 
clearly from the Letters of Advice and Essays and Rules of 
Conversation, is not the century's artificiality, but the 
controlling sense of perspective, the ability to put the emphasis 
in the right place.
The reason for the stress placed on decorum has already been 
suggested. It is contained in the single word 'ease'. This key­
word appears everywhere, in familiar correspondence, in literary 
criticism, in polite authors as well as philosophers. Pomfret 
notes how necessary it is to both host and guest:
If any Neighbour came, he should be free.
Used with respect, and not uneasy be.
In my retreat, or to himself or me.
("Choice' , 11. 67-9).
Pope himself mentions it frequently: "to be at ease is the greatest
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of happiness";^ Lord Peterborough was a man "of the most
obliging turn, and the finest talents to make others easy and
2
pleased, of any that I ever knew". The whole aim of the 
elaborate codes of behaviour was to eliminate friction from social 
relations,and so to put a man’s auditors, and himself, at ease.
"A moderate knowledge in the little rules of good breeding gives 
a man some assurance, and makes him easy in all companies" wrote 
Budge11 in Spectator No. 67* James Forrester, at the conclusion 
of The Polite Philosopher (1734)> declared that in his short 
volume he had aimed simply at
Teaching this ART —  to pass thro* Life at Ease,
Pleas'd in ourselves, while all around we please.
If greater authority for the received opinion should have been 
required, appeal could have been made to Locke's Thoughts 
concerning Education (1693):
He that knows how to make those he converses with easy, 
without debasing himself to low and servile flattery, 
has found tin6ÉL the true art of living in the world, and 
being both welcome and valued everywhere.^
On the positive side, this entailed not merely appropriateness 
of one's words to the occasion and company, with the utmost 
complaisance and civility in both speech and manners, but also the
^ To Allen. From Ruffhead's Life of Pope (1769), quoted in 
E C IX, 199.
 ^To Mrs. Knight, 29 Aug., 1755 (E C IX, 453).
 ^Works (4th Ed. 1740), Vol. Ill, p.65.
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maximum of delicacy —  the ability to tell a friend "some less
fault while you are commending him", according to Pope's own
definition.^ "The raillery which is consistent with Good-
Breeding, is a gentle animadversion on some foible... the Jest
should be so delicate, that the Object of it should be capable
2
of joining in the mirth it occasions". The increasing number 
of women who were reading polite literature, and participating 
in polite conversation (the Tatler and Spectator bear witness to 
both activities) exalted delicacy to the highest rank of the 
social virtues.
On the negative side, anything troublesome or offensive 
had to be scrupulously avoided. The greatest pain a man could 
endure in society was to feel "out of countenance", as the Tatler, 
the Spectator, and the Guardian all emphasize.^ Therefore no 
insult must be offered the company, either directly, by ill- 
mannered behaviour, or more indirectly, by obscurity or pedantry 
in speech. The character-writer of the early eighteenth century 
revelled in portraying the ostentatious beau, the impertinently civil 
man, who "overthrows Tea-Tables, to take up a Pan or a G l o v e " t h e  
dictator in conversation, who "speaks sentences, nods gravely, looks 
wisely, and shrugs shrewdly";^ and the hearty country gentleman who
Spence, p.265; and cf. p.211.
Fielding, "An Essay on Conversation" (ca. 1742), in Miscellanies (l745). 
Vol. I, p.174* On the date of this Essay, see J.P. de Castro, 
"Fieldingiana", Notes and Queries, 12th Series, Vol. II (1916), 
pp. 441-2.
^ See, for example, Tatler No. 50, Spectator Nos. 6 & 20, Guardian No.162 
^ Fielding, op. cit. p.153*
 ^M. Concanen, 'Of Conversation' (1727), in The Speculatist (l730)p.257*
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"comes into a room as if he were an express from abroad" (Spectator
No. 429)' What is most reprehensible in the delivery of one's
opinions is obscurity: the attention of the auditors should be
fixed on what is being said, not on the language in which the
opinion is clothed; their minds should be exercised in refuting
or amending the opinion, not in clarifying the speaker's thoughts
for him. The obscure speaker, in short, is a social nuisance:
"Nothing is more unpolite than to be obscure".^ Clearness, both
in speech and thought is essential. Again, the motive was not
purely disinterested: "let words be plain and clear without
equivocatior^r ambiguity: sometimes a word misunderstood and
2
mis-reported, will cause a quarrel".
The relation of these rules of conversation to literature
can be neatly illustrated from An Essay towards fixing the True
Standards of Wit, Humour, Raillery. Satire and Ridicule (1744)
3
by Corbyn Morris. Morris's discussion of Wit and Humour is 
an attempt, as his title suggests, to define these elusive words 
in abstract terms. But in the comments on Satire and Raillery, 
the ideals of gentility and politeness are frequently invoked —  
the author is thinking as much of oral as of written satire. At 
the conclusion he has moved from literature to social behaviour: 
"all ceremonies which create embarrassments or Trouble to either
^ Forrester, Polite Philosopher. p.l6.
p
J. Gailhard, The Complete Gentleman (I678) pt. II, p.80.
 ^Ed. J.L. Clifford, Augustan Reprint Society, Series I, No.4 (1947).
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side, are now justly exploded; and the Ease of each other is .
the point most peculiarly consulted by well-bred persons" (p.53)*
In other words, good manners and decorum are as fundamental in
literature as in society. The touchstone that is applied to
a man's writing is provided, not so much by the "great masters"
of antiquity, as by the conduct of the most polite and reasonable
of his contemporaries. Hence the exalted status given to clarity
and precision, and the corresponding denunciation of obscurity and
ambiguity. It is high praise to be described as "an enemy to
parentheses",^ and we notice that the author so described is said
to combine the qualities of an excellent writer and a perfect
gentleman. Aaron Hill declined one of Pope's suggested corrections
in his tragedy Athelwotd^  ^ because it was "equivocal, and therefore 
2
not elegant".
litany interrelated causes contributed to the impulse towards 
an ideal of absolute clearness and decorum in writing —  the 
utilitarian attitude of the growing middle-class, Cartesianism, and 
Locke's attempts to dispel the fogs of scholastic philosophy. A 
more potent cause was the combined admiration of the French, and 
veneration of the "ancients", the latter fostered by the school 
disciplines of translating and writing Latin verses: "an early
Pierre d'Ortigue, The Art of Pleasing in Conversation* trans. 
John Ozell (1736), p.xiv Cf. Shenstone, "Nothing tends so much 
to produce drunkenness, or even madness, as the frequent jtse of 
tba parentheses in conversation"; Works, Vol. II (1764), p.201.
 ^29 Oct., 1751 (E C X, 36).
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acquaintance with the Classics is what may be called the good-
breeding of poetry, as it gives a certain gracefulness which
never forsakes a mind that contracted it in youth".^ The
shibboleth of the neo-classic school was "simplicity": even
Dennis, combating the abuse of the term in the Spectator papers
2
on Chew Chase, sought to restore it to its proper dignity.
The growth of the scientific movement in England, with the 
founding of the Royal Society in 1662, also made for clarity in 
literature. Elizabethan prose was valueless as a medium for 
analysis or diagnosis, and the demand for a compact and 
unembellished style was a valid one —  "words being to lead the 
Author's meaning to our mind, not to remove our Attention, and 
fix it on the sound".^ The Royal Society's stylistic demands 
applied mainly to the presentation of scientific material, and 
the Society advocated not a reformation of prose so much as a 
selection from among the current idioms available:
They have exacted from all the members, a close, 
naked natural way of speaking; positive ■ expressions; 
clear senses; a native easiness; bringing all things 
as near the mathematical plainness, as they can; and 
preferring the language of Artisans, Countrymen, and 
Merchants, before that of Wits or Scholars.^
^ Thomas Tickell, Preface to Works of Addison (1721), p.vi.
^ Of Simplicity in Poetical Compositions (l72l).
 ^J. Constable, Reflections upon Accuracy of Style (l734),P*91. 
^ T. Sprat,History of the Royal Society (I667), p.113#
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Sprat's references to the spoken language are as meaningful 
as Tickell*s to good-breeding and grace. The real mainspring 
of the movement towards clarity is the desire to approximate 
the written to the spoken word, the ideal of conversation being 
differently conceived according to the immediate needs of the 
writer. The tradition of the conversational style begins with 
the gentlemen who wrote with ease, because they wrote as they 
spoke, and with Dryden, who attributed the advantage of Restoration 
writers over the Elizabethans to conversation, and keeping the 
best company of the age.^ At the beginning of the eighteenth 
century, Horace's influence reinforces the tradition, which survives, 
though increasingly as the care of a minority, into Hazlitt's 
generation:
To write a genuine familiar or truly English style
is to write as any one would speak in common
conversation who had a thorough command and choice
of words, or who could discourse with ease, force
and perspicuity^ setting aside all pedantic and
2
oratorical flourishes".
The result, in prose-writing, is the "common style" of the early
n/ '
n I eighteenth century, which makes it almost impossible to tell one 
author from another.
^ 'Defence of the Epilogue', Essays of Dryden, Ed. W.P. Ker (19OO), 
Vol. I, p.175.
 ^ 'On Familiar Style', Works. Toi. Till, p.242.
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In verse, where the word-order of conversation couldn't
be maintained for long, and where prose obviously couldn't be
challenged on its own ground, the influence of the conversational
ideal made itself felt more indirectly. The great rule of
decorum applied as naturally to verse as to prose: one of the
most important of the current definitions of wit, and one that
had the authority of Dryden behind it, was simply "propriety of
thought".^ Moreover, the notion of adapting one's discourse to
the company corresponds very exactly to the account of "tone"
I have quoted from Dr. Richards (see above p.l7 )• And there is,
in Pope's verse, the most important quality of delicacy —  a subtle
poise, or even ambiguity, of attitude towards the object of satire,
and a correspondingly complex and oblique manner of expression.
Horace had set the example, and the question had been discussed by
the critics, in particular by Oldmixon: "As the most delicate
Praise is that which has the face of Satire, so the most delicate
2
Satire... has the face of Praise". Young, who recognised the 
secret of Horace's style, tried to achieve the coveted delicacy, 
but it was left for Pope to succeed. The term abounds in 
Warburton's notes, though not always to Pope's advantage: on the
couplet about Blackmore drinking and dozing at Tooting or Earl's Court 
(Epistle II ii, 11. 112-13), Warburton comments, "This has not the
 ^Dryden.Essays, p.172; and cf. Pope to Wycherley, 29 Nov.,1707: 
"the better notion of wit, considered as propriety" (E C VI, 34)*
 ^^  Essay on Criticism (l728), p.89.
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delicacy, for it wants the elegant ambiguity of the original"; 
and Warton noted that delicacy of satire was an essential element 
in the Rape of the Lock: "As the poet disappears in this way of
writing [the mock-heroic], and does not deliver the intended 
censure in his own proper person, the satire becomes more delicate, 
because more oblique".^ Delicacy, is indeed, the stylistic norm 
of the Rape of the Lock and the Epistle to Augustus; it is the 
basis of the passage from Dialogue I that I have analysed, as well 
as of the following:
Not with more Glories in th' Etherial Plain,
The Sun first rises o'er the purpled Main,
Than issuing forth, the Rival of his Beams 
Lanch'd on the Bosom of the Silver Thames.
Pair Nymphs, and well-dressed Youths around her shore.
But ev'ry Eye was fix'd on her alone.
On her White Breast a sparkling Cross she wore.
Which Jews might kiss, and infidels adore.
Her lively Looks a sprightly mind disclose,
Quick as her Eyes, and as unfix'd as those:
Favours to none, to all she Smiles extends,
Oft she rejects, but never once offends.
(Rape of the Lock, Cto.11,11.1-12) 
This certainly has "the face of praise". Since Belinda is the
sun's rival, the heroic flavour of the description of sunrise
 ^An Essay on the Genius and Writings of Pope, Vol. 1 (3rd Ed, 1772),
p.210.
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enhances her splendour also. The very deliberate manner of 
the first line —  the negative construction implies that the 
poet has carefully considered the respective glories of sun and 
lady —  compels us to accept the poet's judgement as final. With 
a beautiful appearance Belinda has also attractive qualities and 
spiritual loveliness: she is religious, her mind sprightly, and
she gaily declines to commit herself to any unreasonable affection, 
Her never giving offence is the height of good breeding.^ There 
remains, however, some doubt as to how unfixed a lady's mind may 
be. Belinda is young, and hers is not yet formed and settled 
by experience; on the other hand a wandering and loose mind 
suggests as least frivolity, if not actual moral laxity. In the 
next line the original meaning of 'extend' —  to stretch out, or 
^ strain physically —  still used in eighteenth century heroic 
verse, imparts a slightly grotesque air of the mechanical to 
Belinda's smiles: hypocrisy may have a part in what appears only
good-breeding. These doubts suggest others, particularly about 
the motive for wearing the "sparkling Cross". Since this is 
brilliant enough to be an object of adoration, it is obviously 
an excellent female ornament. It may be worn as an excuse to 
display, or even as a foil to the "White Breast", and we are left 
wondering what the "infidels" would really be adoring. Finally,
 ^ "The height of good breeding is shown rather in never giving 
offence, than in doing obliging things" (Tatler No. 21)•
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beneath all the intellectual probing into Belinda's motives, 
is the profound sense of the inevitability of decay in all 
human things. Belinda is indeed a human sun, but the prominence 
that Pope, throughout the poem, gives to the real sun's movements 
serves to remind us that Belinda's fair eyes 
shall set, as set they must.
And all those tresses shall be laid in Dust.
(cto. V, 11. 147-8)
The whole passage, then, is near to what Oldmixon called 
"delicate Satire", though it is characteristic of Pope that the 
lines don't allow such easy labelling as the critic's neat scheme 
suggests. By the close of the poem, the poet's (and the readers) 
attitude to Belinda is too subtly poised to be described as 
approval or disapproval. What is important is that the method 
of this passage, and of the whole poem, should derive from what 
was a well-known technique in polite conversation.
Pope's remarkable skill in suggesting the varying emphases, 
the expressive intonations of the speaking voice, his sure control 
of a flexible tone, is everywhere apparent. Matthew Arnold 
selected a couplet from the middle of one of Pope's least
distinguished Imitations of Horace, to prove him a classic of our
prose. The opening of the same poem, however, could not be 
bettered: it is a masterly recreation of the much-vaunted
Horatian manner. After the verbosity of George Ogle and his like,
the pedestrian translators of Horace, it is refreshing to come 
upon the clear precision and brisk assurance of this:
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What, and how great, the Virtue and the Art 
To live on little with a cheerful heart,
(a Doctrine sage, but truly none of mine)
Let's talk, my friends, but talk before we dine.
Not when a gilt Buffet's reflected pride 
Turns you from sound Philosophy aside;
Not when from Plate to Plate your eyeballs roll.
And the brain dances to the mantling bowl.
Hear Bethels Sermon, one not vers'd in schools.
But strong in sense, and wise without the rules.
(Satire II 11, 11. I-IO) 
Both the precision and the confidence plainly derive from the
carefully controlled tone. The discreetly inserted parenthesis,
the easy colloquialisms of the polite urbane host —  "Let's talk,
my friends" —  modulate into the more formal balance of the last
lines as the voice of the speaker increases in earnestness. The 
tone of the first two couplets is a familiar one, appropriate to 
familiar friends, and intended to put them at their ease. Their 
host shows himself to be a perfect conversationalist, suggesting 
a general topic for discussion, expressing himself clearly and 
succinctly, and avoiding the cardinal sins of dogmatism, 
pedantry and display.
Pope has, in other words, completely transformed Horace's 
flat opening —  Quae virtus et quanta,» boni, sit vivere parvo,
(Nec meus hic Sermo, sed quem praecipit Ofellus 
Rusticus, abnormis sapiens, crassaque Minerva) 
Discite non inter lances ... —
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into a dramatic situation. Horace parenthetically disclaims 
responsibility for the particular formulation of the doctrine 
of the frugal life; he is merely reporting the speech of 
Ofellus, the consistency of whose practice and preaching will 
be revealed at the close of the Satire. The effect of Pope's 
disclaimer is quite different: as host he invites his friends
to discuss, before dinner, an avowedly sage doctrine to which 
he himself light-heartedly refuses to subscribe. The reader's 
attention is aroused by the possibility of a dramatic conflict 
of opinions —  the very imminence of a large dinner will 
precipitate the conflict —  and at the same time sympathy is 
enlisted for the poet. The society Pope is consciously 
addressing preferred running into debt to tightening its belt; 
Pope, Swift and Bolingbroke were accused by Lyttleton of being 
"gluttonous pretenders to philosophy", who will "die of eating 
and drinking".^ Society is with the poet in his rejection of 
frugal living: hence the joke against Bethel’s speech as a
"Sermon". The reader is to appreciate.the neatness of Pope's 
rendering of "sermo", and, at the same time, the difference 
between the Latin and the English."Sermon" in its original 
meaning of "talk, discourse, speech", is not recorded in the OED 
after I6OO: Bethets speech promises to be a serious discourse
"containing instruction or exhortation", and. Pope hints, a
^ Lyttleton to Pope, 4 Dec., [17)6] (E C IX, I70).
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touch of pulpit solemnity —  slighly more formal and "positive" 
than the occasion allows. At the same time, Pope ensures a 
favourable opinion for himself from all his readers, whatever 
their thoughts on the topic in hand, by his appearance of 
impartiality. He disarms criticism by his fair-minded admission 
of the wisdom of the frugality and the soundness of philosophy, 
by his polite willingness to discuss the question soberly, and 
by the modesty with which he personally dissents from it.
The trick of amiable moderation having gained a hearing for 
the author by 'placing' him as a wise member of polite society, 
one holding balanced and reliable opinions, we find ourselves 
listeningto a speech made by Bethel on some previous occasion —  
"he thus began" —  faithfully reported by the poet, "Thus said 
our Friend, and what he said I sing" (l. 68). The reader who 
began to "hear Bethel's Sermon" with expectations of a discussion 
to follow, succumbs to the persuasive exhortation to Temperance,^ 
and discovers, without any shock of surprise, that it is the 
absent Bethel who possesses an "equal mind", and that Pope would 
imitate his friend.
This opening is a good example of Pope's complexity of 
statement, where the dominant polite tone allows him to have it 
both ways —  to disclaim an ascetic doctrine while admitting the 
folly and viciousness of over-indulgence: "your eyeballs roll"
is caricature of the drunkard, and "pride" is direct moral
 ^That the austere frugality suggested at the beginning should, 
by line 67, have turned into the more acceptable "Temperance" 
is but a further element in the polite deceit.
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condemnation of the glutton.
Swift's poetry, on the other hand, is usually concerned only 
with simple statement, and with having the best of one world at a 
time. He achieves, as Jeffrey noted, not "satires, but particular 
lampoons."^ Tone is a necessary criterion for differentiating 
satire and invective: whereas Pope addresses a friend or friends
about contemporary abuses and faults of character, and thereby 
achieves a detachment essential to the most telling satiric blows, 
Swift directly assaults his victims, abuses them to their faces, 
and involves himself so completely in his own rage that he 
dissipates his strength. The Character, Panegyric and Description 
of the Lefâon - Club (1736) makes a simple equation of the Irish 
M.P's with demoniacs, madmen, monkeys, thieves, etc., and the 
verse deals one heavy hammer-blow after another:
In the porch Briareus stands,
Shews a bribe with all his hands:
Briareus the Secretary,
But we Mortals call him Cary.
When the Rogues their Country fleece.
They may hope for Pence apiece.
(11. 103-8)
The movement of the lines is cramped and monotonous; flexibility 
and lightness of touch find ho place in the general destructive
^ Edinburgh Review, Vol. XXVII (l8l6), p.56; and see also pp. 51-4*
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emphasis. The successful annihilation of John Partridge, the 
almanac-maker, is an extreme example of Swift's satiric powers, 
but it illustrates the prevailing tendency of his poetry. He-' 
pays only the merest lip-service to Good-Nature, Breeding, and 
Decency. In Strephon and Chloe the "decorum" which wives are 
advised to practise, is no more than the ability to deceive their 
husbands over certain indelicate matters.
All the diverse activities of the early eighteenth century
centred on man,and man as a social being. Portrait painting was
valuable because it reminded a man of absent friends; historical
painting, because, by presenting "high images of eminent
personages" it encourages a man to follow their example (Tatler
No. 209). The view of history as "the depository of useful
and instructive Events.... the source of Prudence and good Counsel"
was still strong. Locke recommended the reading of Aristotle,
the Roman satirists and La Bruyère simply to increase one's
2
knowledge of men, while conversely the Tatler declared that "the 
knowledge of men is required for a true relish of books" (No. 6I). 
Even the much abused poetic diction, as Professor Tillotson has 
shown, makes man the measure of all natural things.^ It follows 
inevitably that
"The proper study of mankind is Man'.
^ John Boswell, A Method of Study; or, an Useful Library, Vol. I 
(1738), pp. 228-9.
2'Some thoughts concerning Reading and Study for a Gentleman', in 
a Collection of Several Pieces (2nd Ed., 1739), pp. 77-8; reprinted 
in~Works (l740). Vol. III.
^On the Poetry of Pope, pp. 77 ff.
1
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This attitude has its limitations, as far as the arts are 
concerned, hut it may well seem preferable, from the writer's 
point of view, to the modem failure to find any centre of 
activity at all.
Eighteenth century decorum is a means of living life fully, 
with the minimum of wasted effort: it is not an end in itself.
The unob. trusive style of the town-house, and the restrained 
expression and discreet appearance of the typical Augustan 
epitaph, are decorous because they draw no attention to themselves, 
but respect the dignity and merit of their neighbours. The well- 
designed country villa is decorous, because it is appropriate to 
its situation, harmonising pleasingly with the natural surroundings: 
"in Architecture, Decorum or Decency, is a suiting all the Parts 
of a Building so as they may best become the station".^ To 
eliminate social friction, excess of ceremony was preferable to 
impertinence:
Stiff forms are bad; but let not worse intrude,
2
Nor conquer Art and Nature, to be amàs rude.
Smoothness in the running of the social machine, like the "polish" 
of Pope's verses, didn't exclude energy and forcefulness. That 
there was no insipidity in the conversation even of the aristocrat, 
the Oxford Book of English Talk abundantly shows. To carry the
^ John Kersey, Dictionarium Anglo-Britannicum (17O8), s.v. Decorum.
2
Young, Love of Fame, Satire V, 11. 485-6.
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parallel further,the qualities encourage) by conversation as the 
Augustans practised (or aimed to practise) it, are those which 
Pope's poetry demands of its readers. The Protean ability 
necessary for observing decorum, the mental pliancy and flexibility 
involved, corresponds to a recent definition of intelligence:
"the capacity to modify behaviour successfully to changing 
situations, and to leam by experience";^ and intelligence is a 
sine qua non for the reader of Pope.
The eighteenth century concern with conversation, good
company and decorum was not a preoccupation with superficialities,
nor did it produce mere superficialists. That concern, and Pope's
polite idiom, imply a good deal about the nature of man, and
reveal a firm sense of proportion:
All life therefore comes back to the question of
our speech, the medium through which we communicate
with each other; for all life comes back to the
2
question of our relations with each other.
(ill)
For the forming of the complete man, company and the rules 
of conversation were to the Augustans as important as education 
and travel,if not more so; in most situations the man of the 
world would have the advantage of the mere scholar. Of Will
^ D. Stafford-Clark, Psychiatry Today (1952), p.60.
2
Henry James, The Question of our Speech (1905), p.10.
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Courtly Steele remarked, "living in conversation [i.e. good 
company] from his infancy, makes him nowhere at a loss" (Tatler 
No. 30). But to blend the studious and the courtly has never 
been an easy task. The "fine gentleman", the homme universel, 
remained, even in the eighteenth century, rather more of an 
ideal than an actuality. The title carried with it high prestige, 
and would seem to its owner to justify snobbery.
The creation èf the universal man was the aim of numerous
instructional books after the Restoration; but the very number
of the books indicates that an all-round training wasn't provided
by the educational system of the time. French was not taught in
the public and grammar schools at the end of the seventeenth
century and was officially recognised by the Universities only in
1724.^ Only a handful of private academies actually provided a
liberal education, and they sought to produce not gentlemen, but
2
technicians and business men with a wide culture. But such a 
culture, uniting both polite and useful knowledge, could be 
achieved, as Pope achieved it, by individual effort; and the 
works on education were not only numerous but popular. The 
Gentleman's Library, containing rules for conduct in all parts of 
life (1715), a long and dull volume, reached a fifth edition in 
1760. A Gentleman instructed in the Conduct of ^  Virtuous and 
Happy Life (1704), a work with a pronounced religious bias.
^ See K. Lambley, The Teaching and Cultivation of the French 
Language in England (1920), pp. 395, 595-6.
2
See N. Hans, New Trends in Education in the Eighteenth Century 
(1951), ch. III.
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achieved a twelfth edition in 1755, having been enlarged to 
nearly four times its original size in the process. Meanwhile 
there were volumes offering to instruct the gentleman on 
particular topics —  farriery, accountancy, angling and 
soldiership —  and pocket companions for his travels into 
foreign parts.
How far the ideal was actualized is also suggested by the 
titles of the books: The Builder's Dictionary: or Gentleman
and Architect's Companion (1754), contains much of a highly 
technical nature, besides the Orders of Architecture and tables 
for estimating building costs. It is assumed that the
gentleman will have a very informed interest indeed in any work
carried out under his orders. Similarly, Chippendale's volume
.1
of furniture designs is entitled The Gentleman and Cabinet-Maker's 
Director" (1754)* As an indication of a change in values it may 
be noted that in similar books at the end of the century the 
upholsterer has usurped the gentleman's position in the title.
The ideal gentleman will know a little of everything. A
specialist is, ipso facto, a pedant. To please in society, a man
must be as agile and adaptable in his mind as in his manners: the
more universal his knowledge, the easier both he and the company 
will feel. As Steele put it, "the more accomplishments a man is 
master of, the better is he prepared for a more extended acquaintance" 
(Guardian No. 94*)• The parts of learning particularly to be 
mastered are those which are normal subjects of conversation among
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the polite: and on these topics the gentleman will be able to
give a truly considered opinion. One of the characters in The 
Art of Pleasing in Conversation (1756). when the subject of the 
nature of the passions is raised remarks: "I don't want to be
thorough mistress of it, but I should be glad to be able to 
deliver my opinion upon it with some sort of exactness" (Vol. II, 
p.151); and when the conversation turns on the achievements of 
Caesar she interrupts, "I have not yet collected into a narrow 
compass, what I would be glad to say of that great man when 
occasion offers" (Vol. II, p.223).
To equip himself with a stock of such wise and exact opinions 
on diverse subjects, so that he can play a lively part in any 
conversation, a man must embark, under a tutor's guidance or his 
own, on a wide course of study. Contemporary complaints about 
under-paid tutors, and satire on fathers who attend more to their 
hounds' and horses' well-being than to their sons', suggest that 
initiative and will-power were essential qualifications for being 
a gentleman. If the curriculum suggested by Locke is followed, 
the student will begin with languages: "Latin and French, as the
world now goes, is considered by everyone to be necessary to a 
gentleman"; these are to be followed by geography, mathematics, 
history, astronomy, anatomy, law, rhetoric and natural philosophy; 
then dancing, to impart "graceful motions", fencing and "riding the 
great horse"; and finally, a manual trade should be leamt —
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gardening or carpentry for a country gentleman, metalwork, or
"grinding and polishing optical glasses". At last comes foreign
travel, "commonly thought to finish the work, and complete the
gentleman".^ Apart from the manual hobbies which, gardening
excepted, were out of fashion in the eighteenth century, this is
a standard list of • the minimum requirements for a gentleman.
Other writers, usually less practical than Locke, expanded it
sometimes to formidable lengths. Defoe, influenced by the
Dissenting Academies, recommended modem languages —  Italian and
2
Spanish —  and experimental philosophy. Greek was frequently 
joined to Latin, and some knowledge of theology, politics and 
medicine was expected. The syllabus in Gailhard's The Complete 
Gentleman (I678), is perhaps the most far-reaching of all. The 
various physical accomplishments include vaulting, spreading 
colours, trailing a pike and handling a halberd. The gentleman 
must be able to sing and play the lute, guitar or violin; he 
will study architecture (which teaches how to choose a situation 
and build well) drawing and painting, "a genteel exercise".
Finally, "let him not neglect to see, and if possible to get some 
skill in ancient and modem curiosities, whether pictures, statues 
of brass, marble, alabaster, etc., medals, and other fair and 
curious things... only I would wish him to endeavour to get an 
universal, though it were but a superficial knowledge to be enabled
 ^Some Thoughts Concerning Education, Works, Vol. Ill, pp. 67-98. 
2
The Complete English Gentleman, pp. 200 ff.
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upon occasion to discourse of any thing" (Part II, pp. 47-59).
This is certainly a counsel of perfection, though it may be 
doubted whether in fact such a scheme would result in anything 
but the most superficial knowledge. Like his French counterpart, 
the honnête homme, Gailhard's complete gentleman will have a 
smattering of many subjects: unlike him, he will not have a
thorough knowledge of one. The most carious thing is that all 
these attainments —  law, medicine, geography, and the rest —  
are to be acquired on the foreign tour, for which Gailhard allows 
three years: the first eighteen months in France, nine or ten
months in Italy, five in Germany and the Low Countries, and the 
remaining four or five in Paris. Travel was, of course, 
indispensable, though in practice it was not perhaps as profitable 
as Gailhard suggests. Sometimes, the boy was sent at too early 
an age "crying and snivelling into foreign countries.... staring 
and gaping at an amazing variety of strange things" (Spectator 
No. 364). Curios and fashions were more easily acquired abroad 
than an elegant taste, artistic accomplishments and an "impartial 
view of men and things".^ But at least curios are relatively 
inoffensive. The youth presented to Dulness by his "travelling 
Governor", has not merely wasted his time abroad:
Led by my hand, he saunter'd Europe round.
And gather'd ev'ry Vice on Christian ground;...
The Stews and Palace equally explor'd
 ^Josiah Tucker, Instructions for Travellers (1757)> p.3#
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Intrigu'd with glory, and with spirit whor'd;
Try'd all hors d'oeuvres, all liqueurs defin'd.
Judicious drank, and greatly-daring din'd;
Dropt the dull lumber of the Latin store,
Spoil'd his own language, and acquir'd no more;
All Classic learning lost on Classic ground;
And last turn'd Air, the Echo of a Sound,
(Dunciad IV, 11. 3II ff.)
The Grand Tour,whatever its value, was an expensive affair: that
of one of the Earl of Bristol's sons, similar in plan to Gailhard's
ideal —  "almost three years travel in France, Flanders, Holland,
Germany and Italy etc." —  cost his father two thousand pounds.
For those denied the benefits of foreign travel, the best
method of broadening the mind was the deliberate cultivation of
varied friendships. It was even suggested that one friend should
2
be chosen from each profession. A man who has "a general 
acquaintance" will find no monotony in social life; he will 
"converse promiscuously with men of ability in their several 
professions".^ That such advice had to be given at all is in 
itself revealing. A "general acquaintance" was taken for granted 
in the Elizabethan and Jacobean periods, with important results for 
literature: Dr. Johnson found it "wonderful that Walton, who was in
 ^The Diary of John Hervey, First Earl of Bristol, Ed. S.H.A. Hervey 
(I894), pp. 60 and 101.
2
E.g. by R. Lingard, Letter of Advice to a Young Gentleman Leaving 
the University (1671), p.38.
 ^R. Pack, 'An Essay upon Conversation' (I714) in his Miscellanies 
(1719), P.117.
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a very low situation in life, should have been so familiarly
trKo-t
received by so many great men, and^at a time when the ranks of 
society were kept more separate than they are now" (Boswell,
Life II, 364-5). The idea of a sharply stratified Elizabethan 
society runs through Pope's Preface to Shakespeare, but the real 
stratification was in Pope's own society, with its convenient 
labels of 'gentry', 'mechanics* and 'mob'. The friends of an 
eighteenth century gentleman, whatever their vocations, would 
normally belong to the same income-group, have received similar 
educations, and would be living according to Reason and Good Sense. 
The gentleman's "long series of education" is conveniently 
summarized by Steele:
he must be principled in religion, instructed in 
all the moral virtues, and led through the whole 
course of the polite arts and sciences. He should 
be no stranger to courts and to camps; he must 
travel to open his mind, to enlarge his views, to 
leam the policies and interests of foreign states, 
as well as to fashion and polish himself, and to 
get clear of national prejudices;... he must not 
forget to add the fashionable ornaments of life, 
such as are the languages and the bodily exercise, 
most in vogue: neither would I have him think even
dress itself beneath his notice.
(Guardian No. 34)^
Learning is the least of a gentleman's qualifications. Locke places
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it beneath virtue, wisdom (i.e. prudence and foresight) and 
breeding, and most writers on the subject chose to follow him. 
Pope, for example, carefully arranges in an ascending order of 
merit the necessary qualifications for the ideal critic, who is 
also an ideal gentleman: "Tho* leam'd, well-bred; and tho*
well-bred, sincere" (Essay on Criticism, 1<635). Whereas in 
popular usage "gentleman" signified a man of birth and means, 
"one that follows no trade, but lives on his estate",^ the 
authors of instructional works repeated the traditional theme 
that "Virtue is the true nobility", and insisted that the badge 
of the real gentleman is politeness. They would grant the 
highest respect of all to one who united lineage and virtue, but 
claimed that the honest merchant, or the cultured professional 
man deserved to be raised to the gentry. According to Addison 
and Steele, a gentleman should be a true Christian, "one whose 
virtue sits easy about him, and to whom vice is thoroughly 
contemptible" (Tatler No. 5), though with something of the Stoic 
in his constitution, self-controlled and equable in face of 
disaster. He should be good-natured or "generous" —  because 
the word originally mean "nobly-bom" —  reasonable and good- 
humoured: "social, cheerful, and serene" (Epistle to Arbuthnot,
1.416).
^ Benjamin Martin, Lingua Britannica Reformata: or a New English
Dictionary (1749)*
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Whatever his morals, the eighteenth century gentleman was
distinguished by politeness —  "the grand Characteristic of the
Gentry"^ —  and by good-breeding. The two terms were synonymous,
and both might be used, on occasion, to cover a multitude of sins.
They were also open to the very widest interpretation. Some
writers seemed to define them as the following of French examples —
the English being notoriously negligent of such qualities —  which
in the last analysis is identical with cultivating the classical
virtues. Boileau's admission that Addison's Latin poems gave him
"a very new idea of the English politeness", and that England now
obviously "possessed the Roman genius" in an eminent degree, was
2
therefore the highest possible praise. As it was commonly used, 
however, good-breeding was confined to mere externals —  good table 
manners, and the correct forms of salutations —  and the polite man 
tended to become merely politic, "complimenting the ladies... and 
flattering the Great".^ In reaction against this. Fielding gave 
good-breeding a religious sanction, arguing that it was reducible 
to "Do unto all men as you would they should unto you".^
Though these terms didn't admit of very precise definition, 
there was a substantial measure of agreement from I66O onwards 
concerning the pre-eminence of breeding over learning. The basis 
of the preference was reasonable: "in most cases, the manner of
AH Essay on Polite Behaviour... Address'd to the Gentry (174O), p.l
2
Tickell, Preface to Addison's Works, p.vii.
 ^R. Pack, 'An Essay upon Study' (1714) Miscellanies (l719),p.l06.
^ 'An Essay on Conversation', p.l25*
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doing is of more consequence than the thing done".^ People are
favourably disposed towards us by our "behaviour and address",
whereas our learning, even our virtue, reveal themselves only
rarely, and to intimate acquaintances. We are justified, therefore,
in paying attention to minutiae, since our manners fall "within
the censure of so many" (Guardian No. 94). By another line of
argument, good-breeding is an "artificial humanity,.... an
imitation and mimicry of good-nature, or in other terms, affability,
complaisance and easiness of temper reduced into an art (Spectator
No. 169)* Addison here joins forces with Shaftesbury: the
polite gentleman will be the fittest exponent of benevolence, the
ablest promoter of the public good. Politeness and good-breeding
are the social manifestations of decorum —  appropriateness of
manner to the occasion, a charming civility that contributes "as
much as possible to the Ease and Happiness of those with whom you 
2
converse". A recurrent phrase in the epitaphs of the period is 
"conciliating in his manners".^ As far as the early eighteenth 
century was concerned, Locke, with his customary lucidity, had 
said the last word. Breeding gives a man self-assurance, and 
makes him civil to others. The outside of civility consists of 
manners and demeanour; its vital principle is
 ^Locke, Of Education, Works, Vol. Ill, p.37.
 ^Fielding, op. cit. p.l25.
 ^e.g. the epitaphs of Charles, Earl Whitworth (d.l825) in St. 
Nicholas's, Sevenoaks; and of William Marshall (d.l808) in St. 
Î/Iary's, Totnes —  suggesting how widespread and persistent the 
idea of politeness was.
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that general good-will and regard for all People, 
which makes anyone have a care not to show in his 
carriage any Contempt, Disrespect or Neglect of 
them; but to express.... a Respect and Value of 
them according to their Rank and Condition. It 
is a disposition of the mind that shows itself in 
the Carriage, whereby a man avoids making anyone 
uneasy in Conversation. (Of Education p.64)
Decorum is, first and foremost, negative —  never giving 
offence being more important than "doing obliging things". In 
conversation, the man of breeding will shun the extremes of 
obscenity and blasphemy, or slander and pedantry. Towards his 
superiors he will observe a golden mean between "abject and base 
servility" and "impudent and encroaching Freedom."^ In actual 
practice, the man v;ho takes care to avoid being troublesome will 
make a positive contribution to society. His manners will be 
graceful, his words moderate and wise. He will be equally at 
home discussing horses and dogs with country gentlemen, or the 
"ancients" with scholars. If he indulges in raillery, it will 
be delicate; if mirth, elegant. And by following his example 
others will make themselves more urbane and polite —  the eighteenth 
century used these words with full consciousness of their original 
meanings. "City-behaviour" refined and polished a man, rubbing
 ^Fielding, op. cit., p.140,
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of his provinciality and awkwardness; it also made for social
coherence and solidarity —  London "society" was so small that
eccentrics in manners and dress were well-known and could be
publicly reprimanded in periodicals.^ The gentleman, through
fear of being made ridiculous by his singularity, followed the
fashion: "how extravagant soever a mode may be, a man would yet
2
be still more extravagant if he refused to comply with it."
The polished man is affable ("courteous.... easy to be spoken 
to"^), decent, civil ("elegant of manners"^), above all, complaisant. 
Since so many of the gentleman's attributes are interchangeable, 
we find complaisance being defined as politeness, and vice versa: 
it is even made synonymous with tolerance. More precisely, it is 
"a virtue that bjLnds all orders of men together in a friendly 
intercourse of words and actions, and is suited to that equality 
in human nature which everyone ought to consider, as far as is 
consistent with the order and economy of the world" (Guardian No. l62).
A "good mien" was the groundwork of such easy manners. The 
dancing-master taught the young gentleman carriage and deportment,
"how to come in or go out of a Chamber where is Company... how to 
carry"his head, his hands, and his toes out, all in the best way,
5
and with the handsomest presence." The results are self-assurance
I\îr. How'd'call is desired to leave off those buttons";
Tatler No. 21.
^The Art of Pleasing in Conversation, vol. I. p.55*
^Martin, A New English Dictionary.
^Johnson, Dictionary (1755)*
^Cailhard, The Complete Gentleman, pt. II, p.49.
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and the admiration of the company.
 ^ Finally, the polite gentleman will have good taste. The 
desirability of taste was never in question during the eighteenth 
century, but its nature was constantly so. Early in the century, 
there was a growing body of opinion that taste is simply personal 
preference, that the individual response to a work of art is thé “ 
only valid one. But "de gustibus non est disputandum" had not 
yet gained general acceptance. Shaftesbury observed that it was
not enough to make one's "humour alone the rule of what is 
beautiful and agreeable" (Characteristics, Vol. II, p.257). Taste 
is not innate; on the contrary, it was felt to inhere in a 
cultivated and sensitive minority who rightly imposed their 
judgements in disputed cases. In looking at sculpture, for 
example, Shaftesbury is willing to "relish" only those pieces 
which a consensus of opinion has already established as being 
good (Vol. I, pp. 217-20). Steele's authoritative manner, and the 
respect given to his words were noted by Gay;^ and if Steele was 
the "Censor of Great Britain", Addison was its elegantiae arbiter.
His pronouncements were respected because he was so obviously 
reasonable and sensible, and had keen insight into the workings of 
nature, especially of human nature. It was precisely reason, 
nature and sense, not caprice and enthusiasm that directed good 
taste. Taste, in short, was something that could and should be 
cultivated; and "how long ere a true taste is gained.*" (Characteristies. 
Vol. II, p.129). Addison, in Spectator No. 409, notes that
 ^The Present State of Wit, pp. 3-4.
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"Gracian very often recommends 'the fine taste', as the utmost
perfection of an accomplished man", and himself advises
conversation for its improvement. We may well conclude with
Steele that "a finished gentleman is perhaps the most uncommon
of all the great characters in life". (Guardian No. 34)*
With so much discussion and praise of the ideal figure, it
was natural that an author should wish to treat social instead of
'personal' themes, and to appear as a gentleman rather than an
original genius. Congreve's statement to Voltaire, that he
desired to he considered not as an author hut as a gentleman, was,
as Professor Dohree has shown, probably nothing more than the
irritated reaction of a dramatist pestered to discuss his own work,
and wishing to speak only as "an amateur of letters...not as an
expert".^ But Congreve would have been echoed, in all seriousness,
by the majority of his contemporaries. The "honourable gentlemen
of the Duneiad'*are bad writers partly because they are neither
honourable nor gentlemen. Many write for hire: James Moore Smythe
had an inordinate "passion to be thought a wit", and James Ralph
2
"was wholly illiterate and knew no language, not even French".
The man who condemns them appears, in Orrery's well-known account, 
as a model of social grace:
‘His manners were delicate, easy, and engaging: and
he treated his friends with a politeness that charmed, 
and a generosity that was much tc his honour.
^ Beljame, p. 359 a.
 ^Notes to Duneiad, II, 1. ^0 and III, 1. I63.
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Every guest was made happy within his doors.
Pleasure dwelt under his roof, and elegance
presided at his table".^
In his actual writings, the author looked, as so often, to
Horace —  to "his sly, polite, insinuating, style", his delicacy,
his mixing of goodbreeding with morality. The example of
Rabelais, on the other hand, was to be shunned: "the genius and
the scholar is all you can admire; you want the gentleman to
2
converse with in him". When a correspondent inquired about
"the chief qualification of a good poet, especially of one who
writes plays", Mr. Spectator answered briefly and categorically,
"To be a very well-bred man" (No. 314). This answer gets it both
ways; while voicing middle-class disgust with obscenity and
blasphemy in Restoration plays, it definitely sets the writer
in an aristocratic milieu, and demands of him "polite" literature,
characterized by elegance, taste, and above all, good sense:
If I have written well, let it be considered that
*tis what no man can do without good sense, a
quality that not only renders one capable of being
3
a good writer, but a good man.
Pope's own Epistle to Burlington, one of the finest
 ^Quoted by G. Sherbum, The Early Career of Alexander Pope
(1954), p.45.
2
Young, Preface to The Love of Fame, Complete Works, Ed.
J. Nichols, (1854), Vol.II, p.346.
 ^Pope, Preface to Works (l71?) Sig. a 3 r. Cf. Pomfret's description 
of those modem authors he thought it worthwhile studying, as "men 
of steady sense" (Choice, 1.27).
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expressions of Augustan civilization, is precisely a poem 
addressed by one gentleman to another, Burlington being, 
according to Defoe's distinction, a gentleman by both birth and 
breeding; Pope only by the latter. The predominant tone blends 
easy familiarity with the polite deference necessary in addressing 
a social superior. At the opening of the poem, the author's 
mild surprise, evenly distributed between the follies of the 
miser and the prodigal, marks him out as a man of moderation and 
wisdom. And with a complexity typical of Pope, the first 
paragraph criticises not only the ignorant spendthrift, but at 
the same time the "artists" who "choose his Pictures, Music, Meats" 
(1.6), and who are so very far from being true gentlemen. The 
spendthrift buys "For Pembroke Statues, dirty Gods and Coins"
(1. 8). The items are arranged in descending order, with the 
"dirty gods" as the pivot on which the line turns: these are
pieces of statuary^ revered, like coins, only for the sign of 
their antiquity. Their dirt confers value, and the collector 
will not remove it. But "dirty" also implies moral impurity, 
with reference to the gods' behaviour in mythology, and to the 
postures of the statues. The connoisseur thus offends against 
eighteenth century ideas of decency, and against classical culture, 
of which he prizes only the most questionable aspects. The 
prodigal also purchases "Rare monkish manuscripts for Heame alone" 
(1.9). Pope's attitude is indicated by the derogatory tone of 
the adjective and the ambiguity of "alone" —  only for Heame, not for
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himself"; or "on the advice of Heame, and of no one else": the
second reading holds H e a m e 's eccentricity and singularity up to
scom. Both the antiquarian and the medievalist are specialists
(and therefore pedants), the butt of eighteenth century satirists
and the special target of the Scriblerus Club. They are men
without any sense of the relative values of things, who expend
time and energy on mere details: "It was a most peculiar talent
in Martinus to convert every trifle into a serious thing, either
in the way of life, or in learning".^ The sustained attack on
pedantry that Pope and his friends made, becomes the wit and the
gentleman, whose own conduct is ruled by reason and a sense of
proportion. The heads of the verbal critics were "Libraries out 
2
of order"; the gentleman valued and observed order both in his 
library and out of it.
At the end of the first paragraph, the reader of the Epistle 
to Burlington is ready to admit that the author "writes much like 
a gentleman" (Tatler No. 5*)' And, as a gentleman should. Pope 
wears his leaming lightly. He has an easy but unostentatious 
width of reference —  modern literature (Gulliver's Travels and 
Don Quixote), mythology (Dryadé, Ceres:), the details of landscape- 
gardening, architecture and the visual arts:
On painted ceilings you devoutly stare.
Where sprawl the saints of Verrio or Lxiguerre, (ll« 145-6)
 ^Memoirs of Scriblerus, Ed. C. Kerby-Miller (l950)> p.129. 
 ^Dunciad II, 1.192 n.
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the "or" suggesting, amongst other things, that Pope is too much 
the modest amateur to he able to differentiate between two such 
similar painters. The range of reference is wide, but by no 
means exceptional for the cultured gentleman. The lightness of 
touch is even more apparent in the references to Roman and 
Renaissance civilizations, the standards of architectural 
magnificence. Rome is introduced indirectly in compliments to 
Burlington, in the Latinate vocabulary, and the occasional 
Ciceronian declamation and oratorical gesture. And the culture 
of Italy is implied in the names of the "fools" who imitate its j 
externals and miss its essence —  Villario, Visto and Bubo.
i
Pope could rely on his readers’ understanding his references, 
and responding to his ironies and fluctuating tone; responding 
also to his injunctions to follow sense, and observe decorum 
"ev'n in an ornament". For the poem, though presented to 
Burlington, is really addressed to all those, gentlemen and others, 
practising (or simply interested in) architecture and gardening.
By line 47 —  "To build, to plant, whatever you intend" —  "you" 
includes all the amateur practitioners: by line 79 —  "Behold
Villario*s ten-years toil complete" —  it is the general reader 
who is invited to survey, in turn, two examples of taste without 
sense, and one of magnificence without either. The generalrreader, 
though he doesn’t build or plant, can pass judgement on the follies 
of some who do. Though it is Pope himself who pronounces sentence
^ A point made by R.A. Brower in his analysis of this poem (The 
Field of Light, 1951, p.154.)
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on Timon —  "I curse such lavish coast" —  and though he directs 
his last words only to Burlington, the effect is of a coherent 
group condemning vain ostentation, and upholding the principles 
of nature, sense and order.
Those three principles are intimately related. Bad taste 
denies them, not so much severally as in their total harmony. 
Timon's garden, for example, is symmetrical, hut depressingly so, 
because the insistence on order has led to the "inversion" of 
Nature and the abandonment of sense: 
a lake behind 
Improves the keenness of the Northern Wind.
(11. 111-12).
Bad taste also denies virtue and morality. In Sir Visto it 
accompanies crime and moral frailty (he easily succumbs to the 
Demon's temptation); and it is Heaven's vengeance on Bubo’s 
"awkward pride". The collocation of social and moral failings 
in this phrase is interesting: inelegance or perverseness of
behaviour is,just as much as pride, a form of hubris, an insult
offered to a power greater than the individual.
By implication, therefore, good taste is securely founded in
the first place on good morals; virtue is of prime importance in
the gentleman’s make-up. In the second place, taste is founded 
on sense. The bad taste of the"Imitating Fools" is revealed in 
their total lack of any feeling for proportion. They even go so 
far as to sacrifice their health for the sake of magnificence.
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Their productions are lifeless and senseless, with the formal 
stiffness of the gardens at Versailles, and with a complete 
lack of decorum:
Load some vain Church with old Theatric state.
Turn Arcs of Triumph to a Carden - gate.
(11. 29 -50)
They fly from one extreme to the other. Even Sahinus, whose 
name suggests Horace's Sabine Farm, is not quite above suspicion. 
He is all for groves but a little childish in his enthusiasm —  
"stray'd" and "sat delighted" suggest a certain inanity of 
behaviour —  and certainly somewhat unsocial, enjoying his "young
Woods" in rapturous solitude. His passion, however, has the, 
sanction of the Spectator: "I would rather look upon a tree in
all its luxuriancy and diffusion of boughs and branches, than 
when it is cut and trimmed into a mathematical figure" (No. 414) -- 
whereas his son's preference for a "boundless green" or a 
"flourished carpet" makes him a "Foe to the Dryads of his 
Father's groves", and leads to the destruction of life and 
nobility:
The thriving plants ignoble broomsticks made.
Now sweep those alleys they were b o m  to shade.
(11. 97 - 8).
The various manifestations of bad taste are brought together, 
for our ironic inspection, in the narrated visit to Timon's Villa. 
The key-note is struck immediately:•
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So proud, so grand, of that stupendous air,
Soft and agreeable come never there.
(ii. 101-2)
Pope has already indicated the moral basis of taste: in Timon
the spiritual ill-health that manifests itself in bad taste 
is,explicitly and repeatedly, defined as pride. The "so proud"
of the opening, and the significant line at the end of the 
visit —  "Sick of his civil pride from M o m  to Eve " (l. 66) —  
frame, as it were, the picture of the Villa,and in that line 
the allusion to Mulciber, 
from M o m
To Noon he fell, from Noon to dewy Eve,
A Summers day (Paradise Lost, I, 11. 742-4) 
relates pride, as Pope is so fond of relating it, to its first and 
greatest manifestation, the Fall of the Angels. There is, indeed, 
a nice appropriateness in joining Timon with Mulciber, the 
architect of Pandemonium.
For Timon, magnificence is synonymous with mere material 
size. In his Villa all proportion and decency are confounded. 
Greatness, with Timon, dwells in such a draught.
As brings all Brobdignag before your thought.
To compass this, his building is a Town,
His pond an Ocean, his parterre a Down.
(11. 105-6).
But the sheer want of proportion is tumed against the owner, by 
the satiric technique of distortion of scale favoured by Swift:
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the reference to Brobdignag.. actually points us back to the 
exemplary use of that technique in Gulliver's Travels. Timon's 
pride is ridiculous, because the vastness of building, pond and 
parterre has the opposite effect to that intended, and reduces 
the master himself, by comparison, to the stature of "A puny 
insect, shiv'ring at a breeze". Physical 'puniness' and sickness
accompanies littleness of mind. Timon is condemned as ill
(i.e. abnormal) in body, mind and soul.
This accomplished. Pope moves on to attack the products of 
bad taste, the vulgarity of "Two cupids squirt before", the 
thoughtless placing of the Lake, the absurd symmetry of the garden: 
On every side you look, behold the walli
No pleasing Intricacies intervene,
No artful wildness to perplex the scene;
Grove nods at grove, each alley has a brother,
And half the platform just reflects the other.
(11. 114-8)
"The form of his plantation is stiffly regular".^ All is 
artful, nothing wild, whereas a blend of both would have pleased 
by being at the same time intricate and fascinating, lively 
instead of stiff. There is worse to come:
The suff'ring eye inverted Nature sees.
Trees cut to Statues, Statues thick as trees.
(11. 119-20)
The gentleman who "follows Nature" suffers in sympathy with her.
But Timon by "inverting" Nature is striking at spontaneous life
^Pope, 'A Master-Key to Popery' (1732);Twickenham Edition, Vol. Ill
11, p.177*
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itself; hence the barrenness of the whole scene. We have 
already had a suggestion of wintry bleakness in the keen 
"Northern wind"; now we have the more oppresive aridity of a 
summer's day,
With here a fountain never to be play'd.
And there a Summer-house that knows no shade...
Unwater'd see the drooping sea-horse mourn.
And swallows roost in Nilus' dusty Um.
(11. 121 ff.)
This is the final and unanswerable charge against Timon's 
garden, and Pope goes on to consider the anti-social aspects of 
the house. Ease of access has been sacrificed to splendid 
regularity. This reveals not only a lack of decorum (similar to 
placing statues of gladiators in flower-beds), but also a complete 
want of consideration for others.^ The approach to the house is 
intended to impress the visitor; instead it fatigues and 
exasperates him. It gratifies Timon's vanity, and symbolizes 
his pride, which is incompatible with affability ("open access") 
and ease of manners. Timon, the eighteenth century's version 
of the misanthropist, is branded as "unpolite".
Whereas the true gentleman will delight in using the library 
he has built up, Timon simply collects books for the sake of their 
print or binding, once again conclusively demonstrating his lack 
of sense. The bibliophile was a stock joke, and Pope's version
^ "The Approaches and Communications of house with garden... ill 
judged and inconvenient"; Pope's note to line I50.
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isn't particular^ distinguished. What is important, is his 
reference to Milton and Locke as modem classics, as standard 
reading for gentlemen; both authors had been warmly recommended 
in the Tatler and Spectator. Pope's companion, until the poet 
dissuades him, is ready to look for these authors on the shelves, 
as evidence of their host's being as well-bred as himself.
And now the Chapel's silver Bell you hear,
That summons you to all the Pride of Pray'r . (14I-2)
The silver bell is an unnecessary piece of ostentation. As the 
sound of the words suggests, its ringing, though dainty, is too 
unobstrusive, unlike the chiming clocks and scraping footsteps 
that announce dinner. The deliberate contrasting of these two 
sets of sounds brings out the utter worldliness of Timon's 
attitude. The chapel is an excuse for ostentation and sloth, 
not to mention the sensual enjoyment of staring at painted saints, 
indecently sprawling over the ceilings and displaying their charms: 
On gilded clouds in fair expansion lie.
And bring all Paradise before your eye. (ll. 147-8)
Timon's paradise, that is, but not the poet's. Timon, guilty 
of Pride and Avarice —  the two Deadly Sins Pope most consistently 
attacks —  and of encouraging Sloth, Lechery and Gluttony, has been 
visited by Heaven "with a taste". The chapel music is completely 
out of place:
Light quirks of music, broken and uneven,
Make the soul dance upon a jig to Heaven. (ll. 145-4)
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The vulgarity ("quirks"),the offence against decorum, here widens 
into sacrilege. The air of gaiety and recreation is encouraged 
hy the upholstery and the preacher, wittily joined to one 
another hy a characteristic zengma:
To rest, the cushion and soft Dean invite.
Who never mentions Hell to ears polite.
(11. 149-50)
That final, crushing, bitterly ironical "polite" completely 
demolishes the light-hearted, aristocratic congregation. Their 
politeness is frivolity, superficiality and a refusal to come to 
terms with life. Like the crowds Dr. Johnson observed at 
Ranelagh, "there was no one in all that brilliant circle, that 
was not afraid to go home and think".^
This sort of politeness doesn't operate to the advantage 
of society. We have already experienced the inconvenient 
approaches to the Villa. At dinner the lavishness and 
obsequiousness are a substitute for the complaisance and geniality 
that should preside at every table. Instead of elegance, there is 
vulgarity which we have come to expect of Timon:
The rich buffet well-colour'd serpents grace.
And gaping Tritons spew to wash your face.
(11. 153-4)
Instead of conversation there is the noise of ringing salvers, and 
a general air of awe and solemnity. In fact, the religious
 ^Boswell's Life, Vol. Ill, p.199.
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atmosphere appropriate to the Chapel has got into the dining-hall, 
while the Chapel has become an adjunct of the drawing-room.
Instead of sergice and attention, there is regimentation of the 
guests, and complete disregard for their requirements —  
"complaisantly help'd to all I ha té! (l. I64). The courtesies of 
a Timon are not delightful but tiring. "Civil Pride" is a 
contradiction in terms, true civility involving modesty and 
self-effacement, a willingness "to proceed to the utmost Verge in 
paying the respect due to others".^
The satire on Timon's Villa gains its power from the very 
same positive values that Timon violates; and it has a directly 
positive aim, to exemplify, as Pope himself put it "that nothing 
but Good Sense can attain" true greatness (note to line 99)* The 
full meaning of the satire doesn't emerge if it is considered in 
vacuo, without reference to the values implied in it, and to its 
context.
I
Pope suggests in the lines on Sir Virto and Timon, that Taste 
has a moral basis. Timon is charitable by accident, but the 
cheerful tenants of the ideal gentleman farmer
bless their yearly toil.
Yet to their Lord owe more than to the soil.
(11. 183-4)
But the prerequisite of Taste that receives most stress in the 
poem is Sense, the innate characteristic of the gentleman, a
 ^Fielding, "Essay on Conversation", p.130.
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a heaven-sent quality:
Good Sense, which only is the gift of Heav'n,
And tho* no science, fairly worth the seven:
A Light, which in yourself you must perceive. (ll. 45-5) 
Though Sense, by its Divine origin, might seem to be as 
capricious as religious enthusiasm, it is traditional as well 
as inspirational. The heritage of Good Sense is renewed in 
each fortunate individual. It is therefore both more fundamental 
than taste ("previous to" it), and more secure, because it 
descends to its living embodiments in a direct line from the 
ancients.
It will be found true, that in every age, the highest 
character for sense and leaming has been obtain'd by 
those who have been most indebted to them [the ancients^.
For to say truth, whatever is very good sense must have 
been common sense in all times; and what we call 
Learning, is but knowledge of the sense of our 
predecessors.^
Sense, to achieve magnificence, co-operates with Nature, 
the advice to "Consult the Genius of the Place in all" (l. 57), 
indicating a deliberate and reasonable act. The nature of such 
a joint enterprise is perfectly illustrated at the close of the 
same paragraph, still describing the genius loci, who "Paints as 
you plant, and as you work, designs". (I.64) Nature and the
 ^Pope, Preface to Works (1717), sig. al^f.
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gentleman have changed places: while he fulfils Nature's function
of planting and encouraging growth, Nature has become the artist, 
forming and colouring the scene. Co-operation is complete. The 
result, with Time's assistance, is unity and spontaneity, "order 
in variety", "A work to wonder at —  perhaps a STOW" (l. 70); 
or, in other terms, it is the useful splendour of what was 
formerly Timon's Villa:
Another age shall see the golden Ear 
Imbrown the Slope, and nod on the Parterre,
Deep Harvests bury all his pride has plann'd.
And laughing Ceres re-assume the Land. (ll.175-6)
The assurance and dignity of the tone, the confidence characteristic 
of Pope's prophetic manner,^ convey the full triumph of Nature's 
restoration, which is also a triumph for Art and Agriculture.
The gentleman can make such an assured utterance, because land- 
ownership confers both responsibility and length of vision, and 
because the values he asserts, and watches over, are securely 
realized in the contemporary scene: Timon and men like him are
only aberrations. As in the earlier passage, the Art-Nature 
assimilation is complete, for Ceres is the godd.essr' both of 
natural growth and of cultivation. The land is hers by right, 
in so far as she is Nature; she laughs because her gifts, improved 
by cultivation, will ensure prosperity: the "golden ear" is
 ^ Cf. "The Muse's wing shall brush you all away", (Dialogue II,
1. 223); and "Our sons shall see it leisurely decay", (Donne IV,
1. 44).
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substantial riches. The point of view is very like that put 
forward by Addison in Spectator No. 414!
If the products of Nature rise in value, according 
as they more or less resemble those of art, we may 
be sure that artificial works receive a greater 
advantage from their resemblance of such as are 
natural;... But why may not a whole estate be thrown 
into a kind of garden by frequent plantations, that 
may turn as much to the profit as the pleasure of 
the owner?.... Fields of c o m  make a pleasant 
prospect...
Timon's Villa usurped and burdened the land with "huge heaps" 
of pride. Bathurst and Burlington grace and improve it —  
their expenditure is "sanctified" by use (the religious 
suggestion is important) and their "Splendour borrows all her 
rays from Sense". (I.I8O)
The future lies not with Timon but with the gentleman farmer 
and the gentleman builder, represented by\two noble lords.
Bathurst (the real subject of 11. 181 ff.) unites a Senecan or 
Horatian desire for quiet contentment —  the theme of the early 
Ode on Solitude —  with an active interest in improving his stock, 
and planting, not for "pride and show" but for'future buildings" 
and "future Navies". He is at once a true patriot, a man of 
sense who follows Nature —
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Whose ample lawns are not asham'd to feed 
The milky heifer and deserving steed, (ll. 185-6) 
and the apotheosis of social man, enjoying perfect relations 
with his equals ("neighbours") and his inferiors(the "cheerful 
tenants").
Burlington is the ideal patron, taking the "falling arts" —  
especially architecture, to which the adjective is literally 
appropriate —  into his care. He is an ideal patron because he 
is also a skilled architect and designer, creating new wonders as 
well as repairing the old. He is a second Maecenas and a second ' 
Vitruvius —  both of whom, significantly, were associated with 
the court of Augustus. In Burlington's work is united all that 
is best in classical. Renaissance and English architecture; as 
Pope sees it, it is the triumphant solution of the problem of 
tradition and the individual talent. And to complete the theme 
of the gentleman in society, Burlington is shown in relation to 
his superiors —
Till kings call forth thA idea*s of your Mind 
Proud to accomplish what such hands designed, (ll. 195-6) 
He is the perfect subject, ready and willing to submit his designs 
at the bidding of a king; at the same time his skill and knowledge 
make him truly valued and respected. He, like Bathurst, is 
bringing blessings and prosperity to a peaceful land. At the 
close of the poem, the foregoing suggestions of a social pattern.
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and of unbroken traditions, are caught up into an account of 
ordered creative activity on an "imperial" scale. The 
gentleman, the standard of reference throughout the Epistle, 
is now subsumed in a vision of Order, Peace and Stability.
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C H A P T E R  III 
THE MORAL FRAIvIEWORK OF POPE'S SATIRES
(i)
Rejected Possibilities 
The Temple of Fame appeared early in 1715, the author being 
then twenty-six years old. Among the suppliants at Fame's 
shrine the poet sees "a youthful train", "The Men of Pleasure, 
Dress and Gallantry". Their desires outrun their performance, 
but they challenge the attention of the goddess by virtue of 
their perseverance and the manner of their lives: "Sprightly
our Nights, polite are all our Days", (l. 583). Their claim is 
allowed:
The Queen assents, the Trumpet rends the Skies,
And at each blast a Lady's Honour dies.
Pleas'd with the strange Success, vast Numbers prest 
Around the Shrine, and made the same Request:
What you (she cry'd) unlearn'd in Arts to please. 
Slaves to your selves, and ev'n fatigu'd with Ease,
Who lose a Length of undeserving Days;
Wou'd you usurp the Lover's dear-bought Praise?
(11. 392-9)
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To the end of his life Pope did his utmost- to ensure that no 
fame should ever he accorded to the slothful and self-centred, 
those who squander their talents, and have never experienced any 
out-going of spirit. The beaux of the court are at least 
sociable, and, though to no purpose, extremely active. In spite 
of the irony of "dear-bought Praise", Fame's speech implies that 
there is something to be said for men skilled "in Arts to please".
Meanwhile, there was a great deal more to be said for the 
truly polite men and women who had welcomed Pope into their 
circle, and involved him in a round of visits: "I am not a day
without what they call elegant company", he wrote to Teresa Blount 
in 1716 (E C IX, 266). And the following year, to Caryl1: "After
some attendance on my Lord Burlington, I have been at the Duke of 
Shrewsbury's, Duke of Argyle's, Lady Rochester's, Lord Percival's, 
î;Ir. Stonor's, Lord Winchelsea's, Sir Godfrey Kneller, who has made 
me a fine present of a picture, and Duchess Hamilton's".^ The 
young poet "was now really for the first time enjoying... his 
insight into the terms on which the world offered itself to the
2
happy few, and those terms made a mixture healing to irritation".
But seventeen years after the Temple of Fame, the keyword 
"polite" marks a crucial stage in the moral degeneration of Sir 
Balaam: "He marries, bows at court, and grows polite" —  the
 ^ 6 Aug., 1717 (EC VI, 248).
2
Henry James, Lord Beaupré (1923), p.56.
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degeneration accompanying step by step the knight's rapid rise on 
the social ladder. The perfect gentleman ("Granville the polite") 
makes indeed a brief appearance in the Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot, at 
the head of a catalogue of the poet's early friends. But that 
catalogue depends for its impressiveness on the breathtaking 
concentration of notabilities. Granville, Talbot, and the rest 
are names to conjure with, but the persons who receive detailed 
treatment in the poem are the poet's family, the poet himself, 
and Arbuthnot. The Epistle celebrates honesty, innocence, and 
independence, the Christian not the courtly virtues. Though 
civility at the beginning of the poem is apparently something 
of an asset —  it is used by Pope himself when he is dealing with 
strangers and the fringes of his acquaintance —  towards the close 
it appears as a habit that can be successfully imparted to dogs:
So well-bred Spaniels civilly delight 
In mumbling of the Game they dare not bite
(11. 513-4)
—  and when it becomes second nature in a Sporus or an Atticus, 
it has tumed into something thoroughly evil, or, at best, a mask 
so habitually assumed as to prevent a man from ever speaking out. 
Pope, intent on speaking out, declined to treat "wise Peter" with 
complaisance, or Chartres with civility (Satire II i, 11. 3-4) —  
a frame of mind markedly at variance with that expressed in his 
early correspondence with Wycherley and Cromwell, where the social 
virtue of civility is complemented by, but never contrasted with, 
the private virtue of sincerity. An over-insistence on forms and
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ceremonies, on putting the company at their ease, could seriously 
interfere withthe business of living well, as it seemed to Pope 
and some of his contemporaries to have already impaired the 
quality of religious worship: "In this polite age of ours, we
have so liv'd away the spirit of devotion, that many seem afraid 
even to be suspected of it". The well-bred congregation in 
Timon's chapel is merely lulled asleep by the "soft Dean's" 
preaching.
Some part of the blame for this situation must be laid at the
door of Steele and Addison. They were not the first, but they
were certainly the most popular of those who recommended morality
for the wrong reasons. Lady Mary Chudleigh had advocated
humility, the most "amiable" of virtues, because it "keeps us
reserv'd and silent, modest and respectful, attentive to what is
said, and willing to be instructed, makes us easy in conversation,
2
not apt to be passionate, dogmatical or imposing". And when 
Addison and Steele, addressing in part the same audience as Lady 
]\'ïary, endeavoured to "make morality appear amiable to people of 
gay dispositions",^ it was inevitable that morality should undergo 
some strange transformations. Steele, in Tatler No. 45» implies
 ^William Law, A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life (1729), p.482.
2
Essays upon Several Subjects (17IO), p.31.
 ^Addison, The Freeholder, No. 45, May 25, 1716; Works (l72l). Vol. IV
p.523.
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that ambition is to be deplored only because it destroys the 
pleasures of conversation, while in the seventy-fifth Spectator, 
he illustrates the social advantages of belief in a life hereafter. 
But "belief" is hardly the right word:
He that can work himself into a pleasure in 
considering this being as an uncertain one, and think 
to reap an Advantage by its discontinuance, is in a 
fair way of doing all things with a graceful 
unconcern, and gentlemanlike ease... What I would here 
contend for is, that the more virtuous the man is, 
the nearer he will naturally be to the Character of 
genteel and agreeable.
Addison's praise of cheerfulness was likewise aimed at those readers 
repelled by the austere doctrines of the Puritan "Saints". He 
argued that a severe sanctity deterred men from religion, "by 
representing it as an unsociable state", whereas in fact the "true 
spirit of religion" gives an "uninterrupted cheerfulness" (Spectator 
No. 494). The activating principle in the life of the cheerfully 
moral man is "good nature",^ for while good-breeding is merely 
negative (doing nothing that will hurt or displease others) good­
nature, a disposition to please or profit others by word or action,
2
supplies the positive charge. The logical outcome of this vague 
and easy-going morality is the gentleman as Chesterfield, putting
^"The two great ornaments of virtue, which... make her altogether 
lovely, are cheerfulness and good-nature" (Spectator No. 243).
2
Sir William Temple, 'Heads, Designed for an Essay on Conversation'-, 
Works (1720), Vol. I, p.313.
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second things first, defines him: *’a very well-bred man, who
behaves properly and politely in all companies. It is necessary
that he should have an unblemished character into the bargain”.^
And it is the failings of the same gentleman, and his nineteenth
century descendants, that Newman so trenchantly exposes —  his
conscience is merely self-respect; he aims to be modest, not
humble, and his nearest approach to self-abasement is a pose of
condescension that accentuates, instead of removing, the rigid
2
barriers between inferiors and superiors.
Pope’s rejection of a politeness that was skin-deep, and a 
civility that was too often insincere, took the form of an 
insistence that virtue and piety are the possession of humble 
minorities (the Quakers) or of isolated individuals, free from the 
corrupting influences of courts (the llan of Ross) and educational
institutions (Bethel). Those who can keep their principles
uncorrupted in the midst of temptations —  Sir John Barnard, Sir 
Joseph Jekyll, and the young Opposition "patriots" —  are still 
more praiseworthy, and more rare. "Virtue... is got into so narrow 
a circle that it is hard, very hard, to know where to look for 
it".^ The very men who ought to set an example are notoriously 
deficient:
^ The Letters of ... Lord Chesterfield, Ed. B. Dobree (l932), 
Vol. VI, p. 256O.
 ^The Idea of ^  University (I852), Discourse VIII.
 ^Pope to Swift, 9 April, 1730 (EC VII, 192).
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From Peer or Bishop 'tis no easy thing 
To draw the man who loves his God, or King:
Alas] I copy (or my draught would fail)
From honest Mah'met, or plain Parson Hale.
(Epistle to a Lady, 11. 195-8) 
Pope’s standard of reference is shifting from the honnête homme to 
the vir bonus, the sincere plain man who follows nature and "observes 
a mean": the shift, however, is never complete. As a moral agent,
the gentleman may be defective, but Pope’s verse, in its tone and 
technique,continues to appeal to the same ideal of cultivation, 
urbanity and intelligence, that some at least of his polite readers 
were trying to live up to. The only exceptions are the unsatisfactory 
Epilogue to the Satires, and the fragmentary 1740, where Pope 
deliberately adopts a Juvenalian mode, with an appropriate battery 
of exclamation marks and rhetorical questions. Under the English 
Augustus, the "sly, polite, insinuating style" of Horace is 
ineffective and unappreciated. This Horatian manner also bears a 
likeness to Walpole’s tactics of screening political culprits from 
punishment (Dialogue I, 11. 21-2), and Pope therefore abandons it.
These poems are Pope’s most sustained attempts at plain speaking 
and lofty moral indignation. Fortunately, he did not elsewhere 
sever his connections with the best aspects of Augustan civilization.
In some eighteenth century authors, "politeness" and "civility" 
are exalted into a philosophy of life. If, to Pope, they seemed
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unequal to that office, so did the two main ethical systems then 
current, the morality of "the middle ranks of society", and the 
brand of stoicism fashionable among the upper classes. The first 
of these may conveniently be labelled ’Puritan', irrespective of 
whether it was adhered to by nonconformists or members of the 
Established Church. The middle-classes provided both the most 
regular churchgoers, and the majority of the Dissenters, estimated 
in 1703 as being a quarter of the population of England.^ These 
two facts help to explain the enormous demand, up to about I7IO, 
for religious literature, and the rapid sale, later in the century, 
of Robinson Crusoe and Hogarth's moral prints. On the evidence of 
the Term Catalogues, scarcely a year elapsed between I67O and I7O9, 
without a reprint or reissue of a work by either Bunyan or Baxter; 
while Robinson Crusoe went through four editions within four months 
of publication, and was widely pirated and imitated. Bunyan and 
Defoe became standard middle-class reading. Gildon, in a pamphlet 
attacking Robinson Crusoe, says that every old woman bought the 
book, and left it "as a Legacy with the Pilgrim's Progress, the 
Practice of Piety, and God's Revenge against Murther, to her 
Posterity".^ Shopkeepers, tradesmen and small industrialists were 
the most obviously pious part of the community, and it was in their 
ranks that the pioneers of economic progress were to be found.
For the Puritan "Saint" a life of austere discipline was the 
true service of God, but the virtues that shape such a life —
 ^The Life and Strange Surprizing Adventures of I*Ær. D... De F... 
(1719), pp. ix-x.
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thrift, sobriety, diligence, moderation —  are also the virtues 
that make for success in industry and commerce. The prosperous 
cloth-manufacturer in Hogarth's Industry and Idleness (1747) is a 
Quaker. The idea that "orare est laborare" was gradually 
abandoned for the easier and more fruitful "laborare est orare"; 
even this dwindled to the catchword "Industry and Prudence", which 
could be repeated by anyone intent on bettering himself, no matter 
what his religious persuasion. The injunction to be charitable, 
and to ask Heaven's blessing on one's labour, came as an afterthought. 
The crudest form of this morality appears in Hogarth: idleness in
the wealthy and the poor is equally disastrous, and the easy ways 
of making money —  picking pockets and cheating at cards —  lead 
to Bridewell or Tybum. The alternative is industry, the 
"unremitted industry" of the milliner who offers her earnings to 
save the rake, and of the industrious apprentice who becomes Lord 
Mayor of London —  "The hand of the diligent maketh rich". Crusoe, 
the type of the heroic character formed by Puritanism, makes his 
island a going concern by sheer will-power, coupled with prudence 
and har^work. He is the incarnation of individual enterprise, 
and his determination to conquer his world, when transferred to a 
social setting, involves the sacrificing of the public good, or at 
least the good of a rival, to one's private interest.
The negative side of this creed expressed itself in
The various transformations of the Puritan ethic are traced in 
detail in the fourth chapter of Professor R.H. Tawney's Religion 
and the Rise of Capitalism (2nd Ed., Penguin Books,
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unorganised, though often intenæ, opposition to the stage, and
in the Societies for Reformation of Planners. The attitude of
these Societies was that the good of our neighbours is best
served not by charity, "but much more in reducing them to the
Practice of Virtue and Religion,... at least in restraining them
from the open and licentious Practice of those Vices which have so
pernicious an Influence upon the Publick"; if advice and reproof
fail, then the "Fear of humane Punishment" must be the incentive
to reform.^ In a typical year (December 1719 to December 1720),
nearly two thousand offenders were prosecuted in London alone,
the majority for "lewd and disorderly practices", others for
"exercising their Trades or Ordinary Callings on the Lord's Day",
2
or for "Prophane Swearing and Cursing". But the Societies,whose 
members were accused of not practising what they preached, and of 
conniving at the sins of the wealthy, degenerated "into factious 
clubs and... a trade to enrich little knavish informers of the
meanest rank".^ The reforming zeal of the Puritan movement was
!
rapidly becoming extinct.
The positive aspects of this zeal, notably the extensive 
founding of Charity*.' - Schools, suffered a similar loss of impetus. 
An optimistic note was struck as early as I69O: "The Sun of Charity
doth s h i n e " a n d  by I7OI, forty schools had been established to
 ^John Leng, A Sermon Preached to the Societies for Reformation of 
Ivlanners,.. .December the 29th, 1718 (1719), pp. 22-25.
2
The Six and Twentieth Account of the Progress made in the Cities
of London and Westminster,... by the Societies for Promoting a
, Reformation of IVIanners (l72l), pp. 1, 5.
Swift, A Project for the Advancement of Religion (17O&), Prose Works
X Ed. Temple Scott, Vol. Ill (l898), p.41.
A Psalm of Thanksgiving to be Sung by the Children of Christ's 
Hospitall ' —  -----------------------
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give poor children the rudiments of education, and then to put 
them out to "apprenticeships and services". Two motives were 
at work here, first the desire to extirpate profaneness and 
debauchery by instilling Christian morals into the young —  the 
Schools thus supplementing the work of the Reformers of Manners. 
Secondly, in accordance with the middle-class belief that poverty 
was brought about solely by idleness, the Schools were intended 
to swell the numbers of the "industrious poor", on whose labours 
the material prosperity of the nation depended, by thinning the 
ranks of the idle poor. Work was added to learning, and the
children taught to spin, loiit and sew.^ It was ultimately more
profitable to educate poor children than to support adult beggars, 
and if the apprentices relapsed into penury, they had only them­
selves and their slothfulness to blame. Though there were, in
1719» a hundred and thirty schools in London, and over one thousand
2
three hundred in the remainder of the United Kingdom, the movement 
petered out. The motives of the founders were not always above 
suspicion; the wealthy were sometimes salving their consciences, 
and "Pride and Vanity have built more hospitals than all the 
Virtues together".^ In any case, the two main impulses behind 
these foundations don't provide a very satisfactory basis for 
social reform.
 ^The Present State of Charity Schools, appended to Thomas Sherlock's 
Sermon preach'd ... St. Sepulchre, May 21st, 1719 (l719)> p.40*
 ^T b i d . pp. 32, 36, 39.
 ^Bernard Mandeville, The Fable of the Bees, ed. P.B. Kaye (1924), 
Vol. 1, p. 261.
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The Puritan ethic was anathema to Pope, Tory and Roman 
Catholic as he was, for several reasons: it was the morality
of the "moneyed interest" as a whole, and of the trading classes 
particular, the code to which they could appeal to justify their 
economic selfishness and ruthlesness, and to excuse their "grinding 
the faces of the poor". In addition, it encouraged simplification 
in the realm of moral judgements, and appeared to Pope inadequate, 
by reason of its harshness and austerity, as a basis for any life 
other than one devoted to acquiring wealth. But although Bope 
has nothing in common with the current middle-class morality, its 
various manifestations (and perversions) have to be taken into 
account as an important part of the background of his satire. Seen 
against such a background, his insistence on loving and considering 
one's neighbour, on moderation even in the best cause —
For Virtue's self may too much zeal be had;
The worst of madmen is a Saint run mad
(Epistle 1 vl, 11. 26-7)
—  his hatred of bigotry, and his refusal to deal in terms of 
moral black and white, all take on a special importance.
The particular form of stoicism toyed with by the upper 
classes was even more sterile. Indicative both of the source 
and the modishness of the philosophy, is the presence of a copy 
of"Seneca's 'Morals'" in Leonora's library (Spectator No. 57). 
Deriving largely from Seneca, stoicism reached the eighteenth 
century via Montaigne —  Cato was as much his hero as Addison's.
But eighteenth century stoicism dwelt less than Seneca, less even
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than Montaigne, on nobility (and rigidity) of soul, on resignation 
to fate, and patient endurance. % a t  it took over, and emphasised, 
were the doctrines of self-mastery, and of the supremacy of reason 
over the passions, resulting in an "equability of temper", the 
•apathy* attainable only by the rational man. In the eyes of 
the eighteenth century the turmoils of the seventeenth were the 
work of "enthusiastic" and irrational fanatics, and the exaltation 
of reason seemed one of the best ways of preventing history from 
repeating itself. This idolization of reason received further 
support from the theory and practice of social behaviour.
Passionate eruptions in conversation are sure to put one's hearers 
out of countenance; to act with grace and decorum, a man must be 
thoroughly master of himself, of his words and gestures. Lady 
Chudleigh declares the impossibility of being happy ’.'without 
making reason, the Standard of all our Thoughts, Words and Actions, 
and firmly resolving to yield a constant, ready and cheerful 
Obedience to its Dictates".^ She doesn't in fact advocate stoical 
apathy —  the word had already something of its modern sense of 
unhealthy indolence and indifference; apathy was, nevertheless, 
the logical outcome of an unswerving allegiance to reason:
This evening, after a little ease from the raging 
pain caused by... an aching tooth... I began to 
reflect with admiration on those heroic spirits, 
which in the conduct of their lives seem to live
^Poems on Several Occasions (1705), Preface, sig.A4^. See also 
her poems The Happy Man, and The Resolve.
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so much above the condition of our make, as not 
only under the agonies of pain to forbear any 
intemperate word or gesture, but also in their... 
ordinary behaviour to resist the impulses of 
their very blood and constitution. This watch 
over a man's self, and the command of his temper,
I take to be the greatest of human perfections,...
Aristaeus is, in my opinion, a perfect master 
of himself in all circumstances. He has all 
the spirit that man can have, and yet is as 
regular in his behaviour as a mere machine. He 
is sensible of every passion, but ruffled by none.
(Tatler No. I76)
But if Steele was blissfully unaware of the limitations of acting 
like "a mere machine", of the undesirability of stifling the
impulses of "blood and constitution", there were contemporary
protests (and jokes) against the fashionable philosophy. Lockit 
tells his daughter:
Learn to bear your husband's death like a 
reasonable woman. Tis not the fashion now a days 
so much as to affect sorrow upon these occasions....
Act like a woman of spirit.
(Beggar's Opera, II, ii) 
The main criticism was the impracticability of the attempt to 
deny human nature —
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For men may pretend what they will to philosophy, 
and contempt of the world... to the extirpation 
of their passions, and an insensibility ofthese 
things, which the weaker and undisciplin'd part 
of mankind keeps such a wailing and lamentation 
about: But when all is done, nature has framed
us as we are, and hath planted in our nature 
strong inclinations and affections to our friends 
and relations.^
It was asserted as a corollary that the Stoics had eradicated
the good affections while only imperfectly concealing such
2
unworthy passions as envy, resentment and pride.
From the point of view of Pope's work, the most important 
protest came from Swift, who satirised the life according to 
Reason, albeit indirectly, in the last book of Gulliver's Travels. 
The Houyhnhnms are "wholly governed by reason"fProse Works, Vol. 
VIII, p. 284). They behave like philosophers, being total 
strangers to agitation, and are characterised by the cardinal 
virtues —  prudence, fortitude, justice and temperance —  as well 
as by friendship and universal benevolence. The result is that 
besides showing no grief at their own impending death, they also 
express none at the loss of a friend or relation (p. 285). Their
language has no word for "love", and marriage is simply a
"reasonable" transaction in which public spirit (preserving the 
breed) is the main consideration. In educating their young
 ^Tillotson, Sermon 15, Works (2nd Ed., 1717), Vol. I, pp. 112-113
2 Cf. Mandeville, Fable of Bees, Vol. I, pp. I5I ff.
Joseph Butler, Works, ed. J.H. Bernard (19OO), Vol. I, p.80.
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they act not from fondness, hut from the dictates of reason 
(pp. 279-81). Swift's attitude is eventually revealed in the 
simple phrase "inimitable Houyhnhnms" —  literally inimitable 
because man is not only "vile" by such an exalted standard, but 
also "miserable" in possessing a "corrupted nature". Intellectual 
pride is the great weakness of the Stoic position; Swift doesn't 
insist upon it (though it inheres in the Houyhnhnms' attitude to 
the Yahoos) because it is only a particular form of the human 
pride which is the central theme of the Travels, and which is 
proved at the conclusion to be a logical absurdity. Man cannot 
ignore the conditions of his existence.
The similarity between Swift's attitude and the Second Epistle 
of the Essay on Man is evident. But Pope, with his customary 
eclecticism, didn't reject every Stoic doctrine, and some important 
conceptions of the earliest Stoics (Zeno, for example) appear as 
positive values in his satire.^ His relation to Stoicism is 
comparable to that of Sir William Temple, whose Essays the young 
poet read "at his first setting out" (Spence, p. 199)* Temple 
observed that both the Epicureans and Stoics agreed "the greatest 
temper, if not the total subduing of passion, and exercise of 
reason, to be the state of the greatest felicity.... to live without 
desires or fears... to place true riches in wanting little, rather
 ^Professor Dobree has recently pointed out echoes of Seneca and 
Marcus Aurelius in the Essay on iVIan; The Broken Cistern (1954) > 
pp. 50-55.
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than in possessing much, and true pleasure in temperance...; to 
live with indifference to the common enjoyments and accidents 
of life, and with constancy upon the greater blows of fate or 
of chance...; to follow nature". The Epicureans sought this 
felicity in "tranquillity of mind and indolence of body", and 
Temple approves; the Stoics achieved only insensibility, contrary 
"to common nature and common sense".^ The elements of Stoic 
philosophy that Pope incorporated into his work include most of 
the conceptions noted by Temple, together with the fundamental 
doctrine that virtue is the only good in life —
Virtue alone is happiness below.
(Essay on Ivlan, IV, 1. 510)
Be virtuous and be happy for your pains.
(Epistle I vi, 1. 62)
So Pope at Twickenham is "content with little", exemplifying in 
practice - Bethel's sermon, with its rhetorical climax;
And who stands safest, tell me? is it he 
That spreads and swells in puff'd Prosperity,
Or blest with little, whose preventing Care 
In Peace provides fit arms against a War?
(Satire II ii, II. 125-8)
The implication here is that Divine blessing actually takes the 
form of endowing men with a bare sufficiency of worldly wealth.
^ Works, Vol. I, pp. 173-4.
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In spite of double taxation as a Catholic, "Fortune not much 
of humbling me can boast" (l. I51), and the poem concludes with 
an appeal for self-mastery and constancy in a world where possessions 
are constantly changing hands:
Let Lands and Houses have what Lords they will,
Let us be fix'd, and our own masters still.
Significantly, Pope has here considerably muted Horace's exhortation 
to firm resolution and endurance in the face of the greatest 
difficulties; while the female version of these lines is, 
appropriately, an even slighter affair:
Let Pops or Fortune fly which way they will;
Disdain all loss of Tickets, or Codille;
Spleen, Vapours, or Small-pox, above them all.
And Mistress of herself, tho' China fall.
(Epistle to a Lady, 11. 265-8) 
Stoicism, for Pope as for Temple, becomes objectionable when 
the rule of reason means the enslavement of the passions. Pope 
protested at length against this state of affairs as early as 
1712, in Spectator No. 408* The passions impel the understanding, 
and "preserve it from stagnating and corruption; for they are... 
necessary to the health of the mind". And though they were 
"designed for subjection", "we must endeavour to manage them so as 
to retain their vigour, yet keep them under strict command; we 
must govern them rather like free subjects than slaves". Then 
follows an attack on the extreme Stoic position:
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prudence is simply indifference, or, at worst, inhumanity. Her 
behaviour, studiously correct, is a substitute for any genuine 
feeling.
"With ev'ry pleasing, ev'ry prudent part,
"Say, what can Cloe want"? -- she wants a Heart.
She speaks, behaves, and acts just as she ought:
But never, never, reach'd one gen'rous Thought.
Virtue she finds too painful an endeavour.
Content to dwell in Decencies for ever.
So very reasonable, so unmov'd.
As never yet to love, or to be lov'd,
She, while her lover pants upon her breast,
Can mark the figures on an Indian chest;
And when she sees her friend in deep despair.
Observes how much a Chintz exceeds Mohair.
(Epistle ^  a Lady, 11.159-170) 
This is a crushing indictment of the fashionable stoicism, and the 
superficial moral attitude it encouraged. The easy life of decencies 
is contrasted with the traditional insistence on the difficulties of 
practising virtue in a world full of temptations; but it was the 
external decencies which eighteenth century society, represented by 
the interlocutor here, strove to attain.
After all, if stoicism encourages pride and moral inertia, 
it is also, fortunately, an impossible ideal. Pope's reply to 
Steele's eulogy of the "heroic spirits" who are unmoved by the
greater calamities, is to be found in his edition of Shakespeare. The
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"shining passages" distinguished by stars and commas are less 
indicative of Pope’s taste in Shakespeare than corroborative of 
the editor’s own attitudes and prejudices —  contempt of riches, 
hatred of courts and courtiers, praise of friendship and retirement. 
So in Much Ado about Nothing Pope draws attention to Leonato’s words, 
I will be flesh and blood;
For there was never yet philosopher.
That could endure the tooth-ach patiently;
However they have writ the stile of Gods,
And made a pish at Chance and Sufferance.(Vi)^
The sane point is made in Epistle I i, where Pope heightens and 
complicates Horace’s irony at the expense of the Stoics. While 
Horace actually parodies the pompous manner of contemporary Stoic 
lectures. Pope preserves the tone of the gentleman, who, though 
"reas’ning", is also eminently sensible; who appreciates the 
folly of attempting to "ease [the] heart of all that it admires"
(l. 76, my italics).
Say, does thy blood rebel, thy bosom move 
With wretched Av'rice, or as wretched Love?
Ijiow, there are Words, and Spells, which can controll 
(Between the Fits) this Fever of the soul:
Know, there are Rhymes, which (fresh and fresh apply’d)
Will cure the arrant'st Puppy of his Pride.
(11. 55-60)
The last two couplets are mock-serious in tone. The cures Horace 
offers are "verba et voces", maxims and words of advice, not dubious
 ^ Cf. also Pope's notes on the Odyssey. Bk. 17,1. 249» and Bk.XVII,
1. 279.
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spells and ineffectual rhymes which have to he constantly applied.
Pope thus emphasizes the incurable nature of the condition, for 
there is nothing in Horace corresponding to "between the fits" —  
the modest admission that eruptions of passion are inevitable.
The original of the first couplet is "PerVet Avaritia, miseroque Cupidine 
pectus"? Pope's normal equivalent for "Cupido" is lust, or, when 
a specific desire is under consideration, "Love of ease","Love of 
Sway". In Pope, love,tout court, is a positive value, a form of 
energy and spirit: the second "wretched" in this passage is purely
ironical, like the farewell to "Verse, and Love, and ev'ry Toy" 
at the beginning of the poem. The coupling of Avarice and Love 
as undesirable qualities amply demonstrates the absence of 
discrimination in a thorough-going stoicism. The heroic character, 
as produced by this philosophy, is an absurdity —  more than that, 
an enormity.
In short, that reas'ning, high, immortal Thing,
Just less than Jove, and much above a King,
Nay half in Heav'n —  except (what's mighty odd)
A Fit of Vapours clouds this Demi-god.
(11. 185-8) (
The enormity comes out in the word "thing": in the veiled allusion
to the Psalmist's "Thou has made him a little lower than the 
Angels" (Psalm VIII, 5)> and in the half-visualized impression of 
a man incongruously suspended between Earth and Heaven, quite 
literally a "Demi-god". Stoicism, in short, is hubris, the 
individuals attempt to rush out of his sphere, to usurp an exalted
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rank he is not fitted to enjoy; and the attempt is doomed to 
failure and ridicule from the start.
(ii)
Sources and Affinities 
"Pope's reading", Professor Sherbum has remarked, "was 
largely English and Classical, and one must cling to that fact".^
The sentence comes from a review of the most systematic sttempt 
at tracking down some of Pope's sources, M. Emile Audra's 
"L'Influence française dans 1 'oeuvre ^  Pope' (l95l)- M. Audra 
certainly claims too much for his countrymen, because he doesn't 
sufficiently recognise the commonplaceness of many of the "ideas" 
in Pope's poetry which he discusses, and the consequent futility 
of trying to trace them to a particular source. This error isn't 
confined to M. Audra; some of Pope's English editors and critics 
have made similarly excessive claims for the "influence" of 
Shaftesbury or Bolingbroke. Where Audra admits that some of 
Pope's 'ideas' were in the air when the poet was writing, he doesn't 
modify his argument accordingly. Of Pope's debt to Montaigne, 
for example, he writes:
L 'enseignement dont il s'inspira le plus volontiers, 
ce fut celui-ci: que la vérité est chose malaisée à
connaître, qu'il faut se tenir à l'écart de tout parti 
extrême, qu il faut s' abstemir de toute opinion arrêtée, 
(p. 478).
1 _Modem Lanmiage Notes, Volume L (1955), P-476.
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The first concept, though it is not important as a moral value.
Pope could equally well have found in Locke, or, to cite only 
one political text, in Donne's third Satire ; Horace urges 
moderation as much as Montaigne, and Audra himself refers to the 
general reaction in eighteenth century England against "les excès, 
les tyrannies, et les ridicules de la revolution puritaine"
(pp. 478-9); finally, the avoidance of dogmatism was an ideal 
imposed, as I have suggested, by society. Montaigne's influence 
readily blends with other, and more potent influences, to form a 
complex whole.
There is no doubt that Pope knew the works of various French 
thinkers, sometimes at first hand. Writing to Caryl1 in the 
spring of 1720, he mentions Nicole's Essais de Morale, and singles 
out for special praise the first treatise on the "faiblesse de 
l'homme".^ And in 1751 he thanks Caryll for his recommendation
2
of Pascal's Pensées, "though I have been beforehand with you in it." 
In other cases, French influences were more indirect. La 
Rochefoucauld was Swift's favourite philosopher, and, perhaps 
mainly through him, was well-known to the Scriblerus Club: the
Thoughts on Various Subjects, a collaborative affair, echo and 
imitate the &Iaximes. Pope disliked La Rochefoucauld's general
position (though no doubt he admired his terse method of 
presentation) and used only those maxims which harmonised with his
 ^EC VI, 272. See Audra, pp. 10-11, for the idett-ification of the 
author of these Essais, on which Elwin and Courthope are silent.
 ^ 6 Feb. (EC VI, 236)
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own point of view. As for the tribute to Charron as "more sage" 
than Montaigne (Epistle to Cobham, 1. I46), that is probably 
nothing more than deference to Bolingbroke’s superior judgment.
Of all these authors, none has so many points of contact with 
Pope as Montaigne. But the relationship can't be expressed simply 
in terms of "influence";it is rather a matter of Pope's deliberate 
selection of arguments, illustrations, ideas to support his own 
attitudes and opinions. He shares with Montaigne an abhomnce of 
civil war, and a corresponding delight in stability and the status 
quo ; a moderate form of stoicism, with its insistence on following 
Nature; and a belief in human inconstancy, the impossibility of 
reconciling a man's actions with one another.^ Montaigne also, 
following Plutarch, dwells on the need for moderation and self- 
knowledge; he is proud of his independence and forthrightness, 
and is therefore upheld by Pope as an example of plain speaking:
I love to pour out all myself, as plain 
As downright Shippen, or as old Montagne.
In them, as certain to be lov'd as seen,
The Soul stood forth, nor kept a Thought within.
(Satire II i, 11. 5I-4)
But —  and this illustrates perfectly the futility of trying to 
trace moral commonplaces to a particular source —  Boileau, whom 
Pope knew and admired, also emphasises self-knowledge and 
moderation. And, like Pope, he condemns the behaviour of miser
 ^ Pope told Spence that Montaigne's Essay on "The Inconstancy of
our Actions" (Book II, Essay i) was his best; G. Sherbum, "Pope 
at Work", Essays on the Eighteenth Century, p.50.
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and prodigal as equally foolish, scoffs at the widespread horror 
of poverty as the "last disgrace", and declares that true 
contentment lies at home and is satisfied with little.
Pope's practice, indeed that of most poets, is an unashamed 
eclecticism; everything, French, English or Classical, essays, 
poems or sermons, is grist to his mill, and liable to be used 
for poetic ends.^ The discursive essayist associates easily 
with the precise thinker, the pagan philosopher with the Christian 
apostle :
As drives the storm, at any door I knock.
And house with Montagne now, or now with Lock...
Sometimes, with Aristippus, or St. Paul,
Indulge my Candor, and grow all to all.
(Epistle I i, 11. 25 ff.)
Of English philosophers, we know that Pope read Locke very early 
(Spence, p.199)5 and however "insipid" Locke appeared to Pope 
then, an author in the first half of the eighteenth century could 
hardly avoid paying him his due homage. Bacon, "wise" and sensible, 
is joined with Locke as a target for the Dunces' blame (Dunciad (b) 
III 1. 215), and opposed to them are Hobbes and Mandeville, the 
bêtes noires of the eighteenth century, thinkers who 
Find Virtue local, all Relation scorn,
See all in Self, and but for self be bom.
(Dunciad IV 11 479-80)
 ^ Cf. "1 cannot see in Shakespeare either a deliberate scepticism, 
as of Montaigne, or a deliberate cynicism, as of Machiavelli, or 
a deliberate resignation, as of Seneca. I can see that he used
all of these things for dramatic ends"; T-S. Eliot, "Shakespeare
and the Stoicism of Seneca", Selected Essays, p.154.
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Behind all these specific references and allusions stands 
Bolingbroke, the great unknovm quantity. Pope admitted "at 
several times, how much (or rather how wholly) he himself was 
obliged to him for the thoughts and reasonings in his moral work" 
(Spence, p.144) but the proportions of original and derived 
thought in Bolingbroke*s conversations, as in the "seven or eight 
sheets" he sent Pope "by way of letters", must remain a mystery. 
Bolingbroke was, in a special sense. Pope ' s ^‘philosopher” the 
medium through which the poet assimilated a variety of philosophic 
systems: if he is to dominate the Essay on Man it should be, I
think, as a purveyor of material, rather than an originator.
More influential than Montaigne, and altogether more tangible 
than Bolingbroke, are Plutarch and (inevitably) Horace. The way 
in which all four unite is suggested by Pope's allusion to Aristippus 
in the passage from The First Epistle of the First Book quoted above. 
Pope's note refers us to Horace's "Omnis Aristippum decuit color, 
et status, et res" (Epistle I xvii, 1. 25); while the note in the 
Twickenham Edition points out that Aristippus was Bolingbroke's 
favourite philosopher. Finally, both Plutarch and Montaigne 
mention him approvingly:
Aristippus was wont to say, that the principal 
benefit he had extracted from Philosophy was, 
that he spoke freely and openly to all.^
 ^Montaigne, Essays, trans. C. Cotton (5rd Ed., I700), Vol. II, p.50.
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Pope went so far as to call Plutarch "the greatest of moral
philosophers,"^ and quoted him extensively in the notes to the
Homer translation. Like Pope, Plutarch was an avowed eclect.ic,.
borrowing elements from Pythagoras, the Academy and the middle 
2
Stoa; and like most eclect ics, he was strongly oppsed to 
extremes of any kind, including the Stoical. He insists, for 
example, that reason, though supreme, must only "prune and 
cultivate the passions," which are to supply the impetus to moral 
action. On such questions as usury and covetousness, the need for 
self-knowledge, the value of friendship and inner contentment, his 
attitude closely resembles Pope’s.
For the English Augustans, Homer, Virgil and Horace were, 
without question, "the greatest geniuses of all antiquity" 
(Spectator No. 585)> and while praise was lavished on Homer's fire 
and Virgil's judgment, Horace, both as poet and critic, was really 
in the foreground of the contemporary literary scene. Lines and 
phrases from his poems formed a sort of lingua franca of the 
cultured classes; more mottoes from the Tatler, Spectator and 
Guardian were taken from his works than from those of any other 
single writer.^ Prior wrote vers de société on Horatian lines,
 ^To Cromwell, 19 Oct., 1709 (EC VI, 88).
 ^The Oxford Classical Dictionary (1949) s.v. Plutarch.
 ^ Caroline Goad, Horace in the English Literature of the Eighteenth 
Century, Yale Studies in English, 58 (l918), pp. 46-7»
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while Pope learnt from and dev loped Horace's satirical and 
epitolary manner. There are close parallels between Pope and 
Horace in their literary and social situations —  a similarity, 
for example, between Lucilius, Horace's model for satiric poetry, 
who wrote too harshly and too fluently, and Pope's predecessors, 
Donne and "copious Dryden". The victims of Pope's and Horace's 
satire are much the same —  misers and legacy-hunters; pompous 
and insensitive Stoics; the upstarts and social climbers who 
are both the cause and effect of unsettled conditions; men eager 
to amass land and wealth, and to disfigure the countryside with 
their tasteless villas. And the ideals behind the attacks show 
a marked similarity. Horace was eclectic in both philosophy and 
politics. He "seems to think that a glorified common sense is 
better than any sytem of philosophy".^ In advocating the 'good 
life', and teaching how it may be attained, he combines the 
principles of Epicureans, Peripatetics and Stoics. This good life 
is associated with the country; in the rural shades is to be found 
a peace of mind impossible among "Those cares that haunt the court 
and town". (Satire II vi, I.I52). Human felicity lies in 
independency and uprightness of character; in friendship, and 
in following the "golden mean". Horace exemplifies his own 
teaching on this last point by conscientiously avoiding all
C.N. Smiley, Horace, his Poetry and Philosophy (1945)> P*8. I 
am indebted to this study for much of the material on Horace in 
this paragraph.
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exaggeration in his poetry, and by an ironical understatement of 
emotions. It was mainly because Donne's second Satire also 
celebrates the middle way —  "mean's blest" -- while his fourth 
is loosely based on Horace's ninth Satire of the First Book, 
that Pope selected them for polishing and modernising. Though 
Pope's insistence on making the most of human potentialities is 
related to Horace's "carpe diem", there is little in Pope to 
correspond to Horace on the impartiality and inevitability of 
death. Nor is there much of the Latin poet's praise of the old 
heroic Roman character, "bonus et fortis", courageous, enduring, 
loyally reticent, and patriotic in the fullest sense of the 
word (Ode III ii). For Pope, the gentleman must strive to be a 
'j? ’ man of integrity and moral courage, but the converse is equally
true.
If the stress, as Professor Sherbum has insisted, must be 
put on Pope's "English and Classical" reading, it must not be 
allowed to rest too exclusively on the professional philosophers, 
nor, indeed, on mere "reading". Pope made an explicit refusal 
to adhere to any philosophical system; what he did commit himself 
to was a body of traditional social morality, stemming ultimately 
from the Bible as interpreted by the medieval Church. By I7OO 
this morality was quite definitely a thing of the past, for the 
whole tendency of the seventeenth century was to remove economic 
activity from the jurisdiction of the Church. In his letter
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concerning Toleration Locke admitted that Christianity "carries
the greatest opposition to covetousness, ambition, discord,
contention and all manner of inordinate desires" (Works Vol. II
p.275)» but the total effect of the Letter is to hinder this
"opposition" from functioning to any purpose. The magistrate
and the Church, Locke argues, must not interfere with one another:
the former has power over property, but not over souls, while the
only penalty a Church can inflict is excommunication: "nothing
ought, or can be transacted [there] relating to the possession of
civil and wordly goods" (p.255)* The clergy came half-way to meet
the philosopher: "Bishops and Councils have no authority to
bind Property, and determine the condition of estates"; they
have absolutely no power "to determine Civil Affairs".^
The Church's social teaching, though it had no longer any
practical force, survived well into the eighteenth century in
the form of proverbs and sayings: the Oxford Dictionary of
English Proverbs reveals the quantity of popular wisdom concerning
2
for example, the right use of money. Such material was not 
directly available to the polite writer, as it had been to 
Bunyan: anything savouring too strongly of folk speech was
barred from conversation and literature -- "'Tis for the vulgar
 ^Jeremy Collier, Essays upon Several Moral Subjects, Part III
(1705), pp* 212-13.
2
See also the proverbs about Covetousness, Riches and Wealth in 
M.P. Tilley, A Dictionary of the Proverbs in England in the 
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (i95Q)«
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only to express themselves hy Proverbs".^' Indirectly, however
the material was utilised by Pope, with the paradoxical result
that, for all his "polish", he often seems nearer in outlook to
the peasant or small farmer than does Wordsworth, writing in a
"language really used by men".
Medieval morality was most readily accessible to Pope through
the medium of Elizabethan literature, especially through Shakespeare,
Jonson, bonne, Hall and Bacon. Jonson's comedies were popular
in the early part of the eighteenth century -- " ’What Boy but hears
2
the sayings of old Ben?’" —  and were familiar to Pope, who makes 
a number of explicit references —  the texts are assembled by 
Professor Warren in his Alexander Pope as Critic and Humanist (1929)? 
p.258. Pope was, moreover, intending to bring out an edition of 
Jonson, had marked and indexed some ’shining passages’, and had 
made marginal references to some of Jonson’s Sources.^ Yet 
another of Pope’s projects was a modernisation of two or three of 
Bishop Hall’s satires, including the long ironical recantation for
Oldmixon, Essay on Criticism, p.50. Cf. Chesterfield: "Theieis,
likewise, an-' awkwardness of expression and words, most carefully 
to be avoided; such as false English... old sayings, and common 
proverbs; which are so many proofs of having kept bad and low 
company"; Letters, ed. Dobree, Vol. II, p. 46I.
 ^Epistle II i, 1. 60. See A.Nicholl, A History of Early Eighteenth 
Century Drama (1925), pp. 128-58. In the I7O8-9 season at Drury 
Lane, The Alchemist was performed seven times (p.l30).
 ^A. Warren, ’Pope and Ben Jonson’, Modem Language Notes, Vol. XLV 
(1950), pp. 86-8.
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writing satire (Satire VI i). According to Singer, Pope first
read these poems at a "late period of his poetical career", and
"was so sensible of their merit as to wish he had seen them sooner".^
The attraction of Hall's work was not purely aesthetic: the
similarity between his satiric standards and victims, and those of
Pope, is often remarkably close. Finally, we have Warton's
2
testimony to Pope's great fondness for the Essays of Bacon, whose 
pungent sentences have the manner and authority of proverbs and the 
conciseness of Pope's own couplets. Pope was also acquainted with 
Ascham and Hooker, and in conversation with Spence referred 
indiscriminately to a host of Elizabethan dramatists whom he perhaps 
knew only by name.^
Much of Elizabethan dramatic and formal verse satire is an 
expansion of Bacon's dictum, "The ways to enrich are many, and most 
of them foul" (Essay 54)> though some authors would have preferred 
to read "innumerable" for "many", and "all" for "most". Society 
seemed to be transferring its allegiance from God to Mammon. Hall 
and Jonson both satirise the current crazes and stratagems for 
making money —  alchemy, quackery, engrossing com, rack-renting —  
and the wiles of the money-lender, the overreacher, and the land- 
grabber. Extortioners and profiteers are pitiless birds of prey —
^ Preface to Hall's Satires (l824), p.v.
 ^An Essay on the Genius and Writings of Pope, Vol. I (5rd ed.,1772), 
pp. 156-7.
 ^ Spence, pp. 176, 510 (n) and 21.
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vultures and comorants. Jonson's money-maker may glory 
More in the cunning purchase of [his] wealth 
Than in the glad possession;
(Volpone, I i, 11. 50-2)
Hall, however, mercilessly attacks the ostentation of the nouveaux 
riches, and the folly of the spendthrift heirs who can't regulate 
their expenses and fall into the usurer's hands. Writers 
generally lament the absence of honest simplicity, and the 
disappearance of old-established families, with their traditions 
of responsibility and hospitality. The land is passing to the 
"new men" with their new style of living — "Where’s th' old land­
lords troops, and almes"? (bonne. Satire II, I. IO5). Paced with 
this situation, the satirists urge men to rest satisfied with their 
lot, and to be content with reasonable gain. The Elizabethans 
insisted as strongly as Horace and Plutarch on the need to "observe 
a mean"; Bacon found in the myths of Icarus and of Scylla and 
Charybdis the important lesson that "the way of vertue lies in a 
direct path betweene excesse and defect".^ Nature's bounty is 
not the monopoly of a few —
Could ever wise man wish in good estate 
The use of all things indiscriminate?
(Hall, Satire V iii, 11. 24-5)
The folly of centring happiness in the mere accumulation of riches 
is enforced by reference to the skull beneath the skin: Hall makes
his wise man retort to an unprincipled materialist;
 ^The Wisdome of the Ancients, trans. Sir Arthur Gorges (1619), p.145.
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Pond foole, six feete shall serve for all they store;
And he that cares for most, shall find no more.
(Satire II ii, 11.57-8)
To the Elizabethan satirists (as conservative-minded as Pope and
Swift), Nature, the community, the skull, were the realities; money
and the sensual enjoyments it could buy, the mere shadow. Hence
the preoccupation, especially prominent in Shakespeare, with the
problem of appearance and reality ("men should be what they seem"),
a preoccupation made concrete in the drama by the conventions
of disguise and masque.
The positive standard implied by the irony of these satirists
is tied to the past: it is significant that Jonson assimilates
into his comedies the technique and attitudes of the Morality
Plays. Medieval social theory had a firm religious basis; it
regarded society as an organism, not as an economic machine; "the
satisfaction of the profit-motive, of "greed", or, equally, the
wasteful gratification of selfish pleasure... were "against
nature", contrary to the obvious expression of the divine will".^
Any form of self-interest was wicked, because it ran counter to
the public good: but its worst manifestation was the pursuit of
wealth. There was a medieval consensus of opinion that "Christianity
has no more deadly foe than the anpetitus divitiarum infinitus, the
2
unbridled indulgence of the acquisitive appetite".
 ^L.G. Salingar, 'The Revenger's Tragedy and the Morality Tradition', 
Scrutiny, Vol. VI no.4 (l958), p.413*
2
Tawney, Religion and the Rise of Capitalism, p. viii.
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By the mid-seventeenth century this attitude had been 
reversed; an industrial and commercial economy organised for 
profit wa.s slowly being substituted for an agricultural one 
based simply on subsistence. The word was now "money commands 
all things". The Puritan ethic, which had opposed the individual 
profiteering of monopolists and projectors, but had unwittingly 
co-operated in overtinming the traditional morality, held that 
covetousness was less dangerous than sloth, that money-making 
could be turned to God's glory, and therefore that riches were 
not bad in themselves.^ Illustrative of the changed attitude 
is the corruption of the Old Testament teaching, "He that hath 
pity upon the poor lendeth unto the Lord; and that which he 
hath given will he pay him again" (Proverbs XIX, 17)> into 
"Giving much to the poor doth enrich a man's store". In a 
society beginning to appreciate the power of the financier, this 
naturally took the further form.
Gold thus given,
2
Lies out at interest in the bank of Heaven.
The medieval social theory had been inoperative for well 
over a century when Pope was writing hi^èatires; it was preserved 
only in a body of literary works, and in proverbs and aphorisms. 
But the ultimate sources of these attitudes, the Biblical texts 
dealing with social behaviour, were more familiar to Pope than
 ^ Ibid. pp. 258-42.
Dodlsey, On Riches, 11. 53-4
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his Plutarch, Montaigne, or even Horace, and were used by him 
more often and more subtly. These texts included, to take 
again the specific and central question of the acquisition of 
riches: "he that maketh haste to be rich shall not be innocent"
(Proverbs. XXVIII, 20); "Take heed and beware of covetousness: 
for a man's life consisteth not in the abundance of things which 
he possesseth" (Luke XII, I5), a text on which both South and 
Tillotson preached a group of sermons; and the familiar story of 
Dives and Lazarus (Luke XVI, 19-31 )• Perhaps most important of 
all, there were St. Paul's exhortations in the First Epistle to 
Timothy: a bishop must be "given to hospitality,... not greedy
of filthy lucre" (ill, 2-5); "Perverse disputings of men of 
corrupt minds, and destitute of the truth, supposing that gaii^is 
godliness; from such withdraw thyself... For the love of money is 
the root of all evil; which while some have coveted after, they 
have erred from the faith, and pierced themselves through with 
many sorrows... Charge them that are rich in this world, that they 
be not highminded, nor trust in uncertain riches, but in the living 
God... That they do good, that they be rich in good works, ready 
to distribute, willing to communicate" (VI, 5, 10, I7, 18).
Pope told Caryll in 1732 that his studies were "directed to 
a good end, the advancement of moral and religious virtue, and 
the disparagement of vicious and corrupt hearts":^ the two 
activities were inseparable for Pope, and they are inseparable in
27 Sept. (EC VI, 334).
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his verse. He does not tack morals on to satire —  a trick 
which Swift is guilty of; instead the very language of his 
satire constantly implies moral values and makes moral judgments. 
"Raillery", Addison had declared, "is useless when it has no 
moral under it".  ^ Pope's satire becomes most directly "useful" 
when it suggests or alludes to Scriptural texts and incidents —  
the coupling of moral and religious virtue in the letter to 
Caryll is not accidental; when, in fact, the moral is so 
immediately "under" the raillery that their boundaries cannot be 
distinguished.
A religious note is liable to appear in Pope's verse at
unexpected times;
But grant I may relapse, for want of Grace,
Again to rhime, can London be the place?
(Epistle II ii, 11. 88-9)
The use of "relapse" and "Grace" here is characteristic of the
general tendency of great poetry to revive a perpetually fading
medium, forcing the reader to appreciate the full weight and body
2
of words which he normally takes for granted. But the effect of 
most of Pope's religious "tonings" is to force his reader's 
attention on to moral values which are taken as much for granted 
as the language embodying them, and with more fatal results.
Rack'd with Sciatics, martyr'd with the Stone,
Will any mortal let himself alone?
(Epistle I Vi, 11. 54-5)
 ^ Freeholder No. 45 (25 Iviay, 1716), Works Vol. IV, p. 525.
2 See J. Middleton Murry , The Problem of Style (1922), pp. III-I5.
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The "v/itty" allusion to the death by stoning of St. Stephen, the 
first Christian martyr, reflects back on the verb "rack'd", and 
measures how far the flat colloquial use of this word has departed 
from its original sense. But it does more; it briefly, but 
effectively, implies a standard of constancy and resolution against 
which to set both the emotional unbalance and fickleness which is 
the poem's theme, and the pagan apathy ("Nil admirari") which is 
Horace's remedy for the "Mind's disease".
On other occasions, the Bible joins forces with Horace, or 
with pagan mythology in general:
But he, who hurts a harmless neighbour's peace.
Insults fall'n worth, or beauty in distress,
% o  loves a lye, lame slander helps about.
Who writes a Libel, or who copies out....
(To Arbuthnot. 11. 287-90)
These lines set side by side ideals of Christian charity -- here 
perverted into helping "lame slander" —  and medieval chivalry; 
the injunction to "love thy neighbour" and Horace's attack on 
false friends in Satire I iv. In the Fourth Epistle of the 
Essay on Ivlan, misers are punningly equated with the Titans.
0 sons of earth.' attempt ye still to rise.
By mountains pil'd on mountains, to the skies.
Heav'n still with laughter the vain toil surveys.
And buries madmen in the heaps they raise.
(11. 73-6)
The accumulation of riches is as much an act of hubris as piling
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Pelion on Ossa.^ The materialists are further associated with
the proud rebellious kings of Psalm II who provoke God's derision,
and finally, with a return to the Titan metaphor, the heaps of
gold become the earth that will be thrown into the madmen's
graves. By this reminder that all are mortal, Pope enlists the
support of the popular traditional morality, which expressed
itself in the common seventeenth century punning motto on sundials,
"We must [die-all]", and the typical proverb "Nothing so sure as
death". And Pope's reference to gold as dirt is related to
Bacon's "Riches are like muck" (Essay XV), and Ben Jonson's "The
2
old proverb's true I see: gold is but mucke".
Pope's use of Biblical allusion is normally, as here, 
influenced by traditional attitudes. Sometimes a Scriptural 
passage will be utilised simply for the sake of a heightened tone, 
an effect of sublimity and majesty; but the more common, "witty" 
allusions are frequently to those very texts on which the now 
unfashionable social morality had been based. These two allusive
techniques can be illustrated from the Epistle to Bathurst;
 ^ Cf. the ironical advice to Murray: "Advance thy golden 
mountains to the skies" (Epistle I vi. 1.73).
p
The Case is Altered, IV ix, 11. 20-1. For a detailed analysis 
of the lines from the Essay on Plan, see Professor Maynard 
Mack's article, 'On Reading Pope*, College English, Vol. VII 
(1946), pp. 271-2.
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Ask we what makes one keep, and one bestow?
That POvV'R who bids the Ocean ebb and flow.
Bids seed-time, harvest, equal course maintain.
Thro* reconciled extremes of drought and rain,
Builds Life on Death, on Change Duration founds.
And gives th * eternal wheels to know their rounds.
Riches, like insects, when conceal'd they lie,
Wait but for wings, and in their season, fly.
Who sees pale l\îammon pine amidst his store.
Sees but a backward steward for the poor.
(11. 165-74)
The basic pattern of the first six lines is supplied by a verse 
in the Book of Genesis: "While the earth reraaineth, seed-time
and harvest, and cold and heat, and summer and winter, and day
and night shall not cease" (VIII, 22); the result is an 
impressive appeal to normality and durability after the long 
satiric enumeration of the perverse and changing motives of the 
covetous. The two lines beginning, "Riches, like insects...", 
develop, in a deft and precise manner suitable to the changed tone, 
another Old Testament verse: "for riches certainly make themselves
wings; they fly away as an eagle toward heaven" (Proverbs XXIII, 5). 
But this verse had been current during the seventeenth century as 
a proverb; and, moreover, it was a verse with associations —  it 
had been adapted by Bacon in his Essay "Of Riches", and repeated 
in seventeenth and early eighteenth century sermons. The last 
couplet quoted also has a Biblical origin —  the parable of the
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unjust steward who is representative of the "unrighteous mammon" 
(Luke XVI, I-I5). But it has also a more immediate source in 
two proverbs based on this parable: "Rich men are stewards for
the poor", and "He that hoards up money takes pains for other 
men" And, perhaps most important of all. Pope’s miser is a 
civilized descendant of Spenser’s Mammon, and bears a strong 
likeness to the victims of Elizabethan satires on covetousness.^ 
"To know the good from bad" is a "better Art" than 
construing Greek (Enistle II ii, 1. 55); it is also immensely 
more difficult. The satirist cannot avoid making a sheep and 
goat division of humanity —  he has Biblical authority for doing 
so —  but moral values are elusive things when they are being 
applied to living people. Abstractly considered, vice may be 
a monster of so frightful mien.
As, to be hated, needs but to be seen,
(Essay on Man, II, 11. 217-8)
2
while goodness "hath a native beauty and brightness in it", 
and is therefore as immediately recognisable. But though vice 
and virtue are as distinct as black and white, they have a 
disconcerting tendency, under observation, to merge into grey, 
and to make the satirist’s task a very complex one:
 ^E.g. Sir Epicure Mammon in The Alchemist; and see also Hall, 
Satire IV v, 11. 129-50.
 ^Tillotson, Sermon I48, Works, Vol. II, p.517*
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Pictures like these, dear Madam, to design,
Asks no firm hand, and no unerring line;
Some wand’ring touches, some reflected light,
Some flying stroke alone can hit 'em right:
For how should equal Colours do the knack?
Chameleons who can paint in white and black?
(To a Lady, 11. 151-6)
This is first of all a witty development of the portrait-gallery 
metaphor that underlies the first part of the Epistle to a Lady: 
"equal Colours" (identical in intensity, or evenly proportioned —  
OED, senses 1 and 4) are inadequate to a constantly changing 
subject. Translating the metaphor into terms of the writer, "it 
is very difficult to describe in words (black marks upon white 
paper) a sex which is naturally so fickle". But there is another 
sense of equal which is appropriate here —  "just", "impartial"
(Latin aequus): "it is impossible to mete out strict justice
to ladies: their conduct evades the simple moral categories of
right and wrong".
A passage in the Essay on Man makes the same point more 
explicitly and more solemnly, and goes on to emphasize the need 
to face the difficulties involved.
This light and darkness in our chaos join’d.
What shall divide? The God within the mind.
Extremes in Nature equal ends produce.
In Man they join to some mysterious use;
Tho' each by turns the other's bounds invade.
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As, in some well-wrought picture, light and shade,
And oft so mix, the difference is too nice 
Where encfe the Virtue, or begins the Vice.
Foolsi who from hence into the notion fall,
That Vice or Virtue there is none at all.
If White and Black blend, soften and unite
A thousand ways, is there no black and white?
Ask you oiwn heart, and nothing is so plain;
'Tis to mistake them, costs the time and pain.
(II, 11. 203-16)
The necessary distinctions have to be made: the difficulty of 
the task is no excuse for moral cowardice. "What's wrong is
wrong , wherever it is done" (Sober Advice, 1. 78.) —  the "wherever"
implying both vigilance and courage on the satirist's part. There
is as much need for both qualities in the moral as in the literary 
sphere —  wicked behaviour is more intolerable than second-rate 
literature, Chartres and Peter Walter constitute a greater threat 
than Grub Street. At the end of the Dunciad, morality expires 
"unawares" (IV, I.65O); and a note in Book Three of the same poem 
warns the reader not to rest too secure in his contempt for the 
"weak Instruments" who have brought about "so great a Revolution 
in Learning": "Remember what the Dutch stories somewhere relate,
that a great part of their Provinces was once overflow'd, by a 
small opening made in one of their Dykes by a single Water-Rat"
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(B, III, 1. 533, n.). In a wider sense than Pope intended in 
1717, "the life of a wit is a warfare on earth".^
(iii)
The Moral Framework.
With such a complexity of sources and affinities it is not
surprising that Pope's morality (i.e. the morality expressdin
his poetry) doesn't readily lend itself to systemisation. But
some main outlines can be distinguished. Sir William Temple
had declared that "the- root of all immorality" was the craving
to be something other, or to have something more (Works, Vol. I,
p. 3O8) -- in other words, Pride and Concupiscence; and these
2
are the reigning vices in Pope's satire. They are the vices
most natural to man because of his position in the universe, where
he stands "in the middle of existences" (Tatler No. 246). As
Tillotson expressed it, quoting Scaliger, "Man is mundi utriusque nexus,
%
the bond of both worlds". And Pope himself declared, "As Nature 
has framed the several species of beings in a chain, so man seems 
to be placed as the middle link between angels and brutes" (Spectator
 ^ Preface to Works (1717), sig. a 1 
2
Cf. Pascal: "7/hat then is to be the Fate of Mani shall he be
equal to GOB? or shall he not be superior to the Beasts?... 
What Religion shall instruct us to correct at once our Pride, 
and our Concupiscence?" Thoughts on Religion, trans. B. 
Kennet (2nd ed., 1727), P-30*
 ^Sermon 85, Works, Vol. I, p.625*
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No. 4O8). These words make explicit reference to the concept 
of the Chain of Being, the concept, so fundamental in Elizabethan 
literature, of a harmonious, full and orderly universe. This 
idea had survived, in an attenuated form, into the eighteenth 
century; but as well as losing in the process of survival most 
of its splendour and elaboration, it also lost a great deal of 
its validity. Even Pope himself, who used the concept freely 
in organising the Essay on Man, had his doubts. In conversation 
with Spence, he included the expression "Scale of Beings" among 
the"cant phrases" typical of the Spectator (Spence, p.167). The 
eighteenth century clung to the Chain because it provided a neat 
explanation of man's nature. Lady Chudleigh writes of
a scale of beings, which reaches from the first Cause 
to the most imperceptible effect, from the infinite 
Creator to the smallest of his productions... as we 
see an innumerable company of beings below us, and 
each species to be less perfect in its kind, till they 
end in a point, an indivisible solid: so there are
almost an infinite number of beings above us, who as 
much exceed us, as we do the minutest insect or the 
smallest plant.^
In the sight of the angels, who have both intuitive knowledge and 
supreme happiness, man is but a worm. Compared with the beasts, 
who act by the unerring laws of instinct, he is equally miserable. 




Reason is the idol of the Age of Enlightenment. It is 
common to all men, a "natural" endowment: hence "follow Nature",
an injunction emphatically repeated by Pope, could be interpreted
"act-
simply as ^ 'according to reason". Reason also serves to keep 
up the excellency and dignity of human nature, because it is man's 
special prerojative, his distinctive badge: hence to "follow
Nature" is also to behave conformably to the queer situation in 
which man finds himself. If men would only acknowledge their 
position, and act accordingly, all would be well. "But the 
misfortune is, men despise what they may be masters of, and 
affect what they are not fit for: they.... bend all their ambition
to excel in what is out of their reach:... they can enjoy no 
satisfaction in what they have, because of the absurd inclination 
they are possessed with for what they have not" (Spectator No. 404, 
by Pope).
The stoics are proud, because they ignore or deny man's 
passion and weakness, and exalt themselves into demi-gods; 
conversely, the vain, the lecherous, the covetous, all who lust 
after the delights of the world and the flesh, deny the divinity 
of man, and reduce him to the level of the brutes. But in fact 
both failings, pride and concupiscence, are inherent in every 
human being. The first is "bestow'd on all, a common friend" 
(Essay on Man, II, 1. 272); at the same time, riches are "the 
favourite, nay the only, mistress of mankind, to which all their
I6l
endeavours are directed".^ Thus man is "This hour a slave, the 
next a deity" (Essay on Man, I, 1. 68); a mixture of pride and 
dullness —  using the latter term with the extended sense Pope 
gave it, to include "all... Shortness of Sight, or imperfect 
Sense of Things". (Dunciad (b) I, I.15 n.). But the mixture is 
not always inthe proportions one would expect:
Have I in silent wonder seen such things 
As Pride in Slaves, and Avarice in Kings?
(Dialog-ue I. 11. IO9-IO)
Avarice is only one, though for Pope the most important, form 
of concupiscence, and Pope seeks to bring out the relation between 
gluttony, lechery and avarice, grouping them under the general 
title "Lust".
Go then, and if you can, admire the state 
Of beaming diamonds, and reflected plate;
Procure a Taste to double the surprize.
And gaze on Parian Charms with learned eyes:
Be struck with bright Brocade, or Tyrian Dye,
Our Birth-day Nobles Splendid Livery.
(Epistle I vi, 11. 28-33)
This, from a not very distinguished piece, shows how thoroughly 
Pope moralized his song. The original has simply, "Go then, gaze 
in rapt 'admiration* at silver plate, at ancient marbles and 
bronzes, at works of art, at gems and Tyrian dyes": there is
 ^ Pope to Caryll, 27 Sept., 1732 (EJ3 VI, 554).
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nothing of the complication of Pope's lines, where love of 
wealth ("beaming diamonds") is associated with vanity and 
gluttony ("reflected plate"), and the fine trappings of the 
court are the livery of the dependent and flatterer. The 
sine qua non of the gentleman, a fine taste, is to be "procured" 
with effort and care: but the verb also suggests the activities
of the pimp. In fact, the pretended connoisseur will be looking 
at sculpture for the wrong reasons, gratifying his lust by 
gazing at "Parian Charms". Ironically, Mark Pattison condemned 
this phrase on account of the frigidity in the word charms.^
In many a minor eighteenth century poem, "charms"is simply part 
of the stock poetic vocabulary, and often justly censurable; 
but Pope's use of the word is an altogether different matter.
What this passage implies, and the whole poem proceeds to make 
explicit, is that the diverse ways to happiness pursued by the 
foolish, are all equally unsettling and evil.
Against pride and vicious appetites, the saving counsels are
"The golden sentences at Delphos; know thy self. Nothing too 
2
much". Creed is rectified by moderation, and pride by self- 
knowledge, by the achievement of a happy balance between one's 
aspirations, instincts and potentialities. Pope's Epistles and 
Satires are primarily concerned with "moderation or the Use of
 ^Pope, Satires and Epistles (l872), p. 155*
 ^Temple, Works, Vol.I, p.506.
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Things" (Spence, p.48), while the idea of self-knowledge as a 
corrective to pride is most fully considered in the first two 
epistles of the Essay on Man, where man is treated in relation 
to the universe and to himself. Both the Delphic golden rules 
had been insisted on by Montaigne and Plutarch: the letter's
common theme is that virtue lies in a mean between two extremes, 
in either of which man is acting out of his proper sphere: 
liberality is located between prodigality and avarice, fortitude 
between rashness and cowardice, and so on.^ And Pope wrote to 
an unidentified correspondent: "I preserve a mean which is the
excellence, justice, and fitness of all things in the moral system, 
Virtue's a mean, and vice is an excess,
2
In doing more than's fit, or doing less".
The view which Pope expresses here was the normal one: man
has only to be reasonable in order to be virtuous. Pride and 
greed are rebellions not against the Deity, but against a principle, 
the principle of Order.
In Pride, in reas'ning Pride, our error lies;
All quit their sphere, and rush into the skies.
Pride still is aiming at the blest abodes.
Men would be Angels, Angels would be Gods,
Aspiring to be Gods, if Angels fell.
Aspiring to be Angels, Men rebell;
And who but wishes to invert the laws 
Of ORDER, sins against the Eternal Cause.
(Essay on Man I, 11. 125-30)
 ^Metals, trans. by seVeral hands (4th ed., I7O4), Vol. Ill, p.458.
2 EC X, 267.
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Order was to the Augustans more real than a Creator v/ho was
diminished to an Eternal Cause. To overthrow order in
■ 2 
s/ architecture in gothicism and bad taste; in ethics, it is bice.
The Civil Y/ar was still a bitter memory; the anniversary of
Charles I's death was observed, among the pious, as a day of
fast. Order, as slippery in meaning as most key-terms of the
Augustan period, was often regarded simply as a synonym of Nature
and Reason: "As Nature is Order and Rule, and Harmony in the
visible world, so Reason is the very same throughout the invisible
Creation. F5r Reason is Order, and the result of Order. And
nothing, that is Irregular, as far as it is Irregular, ever was,
2
or ever can be either Natural or Reasonable".
A society which thus idolizes Reason and Order, will tend to 
prefer the most reasonable virtues. To Addison and his 
contemporaries, the religion of a Pascal seemed gloomy and for­
bidding. In the early eighteenth century, the idea of man's 
corrupt nature and his regeneration through prayer and Grace are 
preached by isolated individuals. Hence the widespread indifference 
to humility, which Newman censured, and hence, too, Pope's question, 
"Can'st thou endure a foe, forgive a friend?" (Enisble, II ii, 1. 31?) 
Turning the other cheek, and praying for one's enemies, don't make 
a part of the rational life. In the same way, to be content with
"Among us, the beauty of building and planting is placed chiefly 
in some certain proportions, symmetries, or uniformities"; Temple, 
'Of Gardening' (1685), Works, Vol. I, p.186. This remained true 
of architectural tradition, though not of gardening, throughout 
the eighteenth century.
 ^John Dennis, Critical Works, ed. E.N. Hooker, Vol. I (1939), p.202.
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little is a more reasonable and more easily followed precept than 
"Sell all thou hast," or "Take no thought for the morrow," and 
even the clergy were ready to admit as much. On the whole, the 
eighteenth century preferred, to follow Nature rather than Christ, 
and the wisdom of Greece and Rome rather than the Bible. Sir 
William Temple had declared: BI know not three wiser precepts for
the conduct either of Princes or private men, than —
'Servare modura, finemque tueri,
Naturamque sequi;'^ 
and Pope had put these precepts into Windsor Forest;
T*observe a mean, be to himself a friend,
To follow Nature, and regard his end.
(11. 251-2)
This was at the beginning of his poetical career. In his 
satires, ‘pride' usually carries a reference to the fall of man 
or the fall of the angels. This specifically Christian use of 
the word relates Pope both to a traditional morality (the tag "as 
proud as Lucifer" was current throughout the eighteenth century), 
and to Elizabethan literature, where pride and acquisitiveness had 
received extensive treatment. In his edition of Shakespeare, Pope 
marked Timon's tirade against "arrogant man", enslaved by gold 
(Timon of Athens, IV v and vi), and the Duke's long speech to 
Claudio in the same play, including
 ^ "Of Gardening", Works, vol. I, p.185*
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If thou art rich, thou'rt poor;
For like an ass, whose hack with ingots hows.
Thou bear'st thy heavy riches but a journey.
And death unloadstkthee. (ill i)
Supporting the Elizabethan attitude was the Bible; and as Pope 
drew closer to Jonson and Hall in his satirical view-point, he 
also increasingly incorporated Biblical teaching into the fabric 
of his work. Really Pope has the best of both worlds, drawing 
heavily on the classical tradition, on the wisdom of Horace and 
Plutarch, and at the same time using words that have a distinctly 
Biblical ring. So the activities of the Dunces are seen against 
an epic background that is both classical (Homer and Virgil) and 
Christian (Milton); and the whole poem is suspended between the 
parodies of Creation (Book I (b), 11. 55 ff•) and of the Day of 
Judgment, the substitution of "the Kingdom of the Dull upon earth".
Dr. Johnson's complaint about the derivativeness of Pope's 
"moral instructions" —  "we have heard all this before" —  would 
be unanswerable if Pope had professed to be an original ethical 
thinker. But Pope's tradi&onalism, the solid orthodoxy of his 
moral position, is a source of his satiric strength, giving weight 
to his judgment of the contemporary scene. Charles Lloyd, a
Argument of Book IV. The conclusion of the book deliberately 
takes over the stock vocabulary of Doomsday Odes —  sickening, 
rave, giddy —  and the common formula "He comes! He comes!".
2167.
minor contributor to the Byron-Bowles•controversy, found two 
separable elements in Pope's work —  "Scandal most tart, or 
most insipid ethics";^ in the same way Professor Dobree has 
admired the Epistles to Several Persons for "some lovely passages 
here and there", and condemned their morals as "unwaveringly trite". 
But the "beauties" of Pope the satirist, the extracts representing 
him in this capacity in anthologies, are simply the points at 
which the moral pressure sustaining a whole poem reaches its 
greatest intensity. The Fourth Book of the Dunciad, and the 
best of the Satires and Epistles are examples, none better, "of 
the high and helpful public, and as it were, civic use of the 
imagination", the imagination employed "in the interest of
5
morality".
 ^Poetical Essays on the Character of Pope, as a Poet and Moralist
(1821), p.8.
 ^Alexander Pope (l9$l), p*91*
Henry James, The Lesson of the Master, Preface, p.11.
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And the four cardinal virtues being abrogated as popish, 
the four princely ones succeed —  cunning, rapine, time­
serving and luxury.—
POPE to Caryll, 29 March, I7I8.
It is next to impossible for the poet to compose in the 
metropolis "while Town, and Court, and City roars" (Epistle 
II ii, 1. 125). When he made this tripartite division of 
London society, Pope had already turned his back on the tovm —  
the superficially polite, who read satire and scandal only with 
a lust to misapply fictitious characters.^ But the "corrupt
2
and corruptible world within the vortex of the court and city" 
was, on political and moral grounds, equally repellent, and Pope
See, for example. Lady Mary Wortley Montagu's complaint to 
Arbuthnot about 'Sappho': "the town... generally suppose
Pope means me, whenever he mentions the name": cited in the
Twickenham Edition, Vol. Ill, pt. ii, p.50.
 ^Pope to Bathurst [28 April, 1741} (E C VIII, 358).
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therefore allied himself with the "country party" in opposition
to the "court party", and with the "landed interest" against the
moneyed. It is these alignments which give Pope's moral attitudes
their force and direction.
The first of the antitheses —  "court party" and "country
party" —  was strictly a political affair; according to
Bolingbroke, indeed, there was a more complete political cleavage
between these groups than between Whigs and Tories.^ Under
William III, the country party had consisted simply of members of
Parliament who voted against the measures of the administration;
in consequence it had always been less stable than the ministerial
2
group, who enjoyed the King's confidence. The accession of 
George I clarified the situation; the Whig aristo\cracy who 
were largely responsible for bringing the Hanoverians to England 
now formed the backbone of the court party. And during the 
Walpole regime, the country party, virtually identical with,the 
Opposition, went on emphasising that only independent members could 
be truly said to represent their constituents in the House. For 
them, the court meant bribery, flattery, intrigue and place-hunting.
As Steele noted in 1711,"the landed and trading interests... 
are ever jarring" (Spectator No. 174)* Here was a more
fundamental division, the differences between the two groups being
 ^A Dissertation on Parties, Works, Ed. D. Mlallet (1754), Vol. II, p. 251.
 ^G.N. Clark, The Later Stuarts (1934), p.173*
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mainly social and economic, but involving also distinct codes 
of morality and ways of life. On the whole, the moneyed men 
were Whigs, while the Tory party formed "the bulk of the 
landed interest".^ But the division could override politics. 
Walpole, politically obnoxious to Pope, is yet praised as a country 
gentleman and family man (Dialogue I, 11. 29-32; II, 11. 133-3); 
in introducing the Excise Bill, he had the interests of the
2
"landed gentlemen" at heart, though his motives were misinterpreted. 
The real clash was between the established landed families, many 
of whom had been gradually impoverished during the seventeenth 
century, and the nouveaux riches, who had made their fortunes in 
industry and commerce, law and finance. During the seventeenth 
century it was felt that landed property provided for its owner a 
secure and unhurried way of life. As Bacon had observed, the 
improvement of land is the most natural, but also the slowest 
method of "enriching" (Essay XXXIV). A century later this point 
of view was no longer generally held.
I regard trade... as the most natural and likely 
method of making a man’s fortune; having observed, 
since my being a Spectator in the world, greater 
Estates got about ’Change, than at Whitehall or 
St. James’s. I believe I may also add, that the
 ^Bolingbroke, Letter to Sir W. Wyndham, Works, Vol. I, p.9*
 ^See his speech of 9 Feb., 1732, quoted in G.R.S. Taylor, 
Robert Walpole; and His Age (1931), P-275-
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first acquisitions are generally attended with 
more satisfaction, and as good a conscience.^
We might also compare the verdict of Bacon, already quoted, that 
"the ways to enrich are many, and most of them foul", with the 
cheery assurance of the same Spectator paper: "Though the ways 
of getting money were long since very numerous, and though so 
many new ones have been found out of late years, there is certainly 
still remaining so large a field for invention", etc. The 
breakdown of the medieval attitude was almost complete. But the 
policy of "get-rich-quick" still had its critics, who saw it as 
involving not only anxiety and insecurity, but also unscrupulousness 
and selfish individualism.
Lawyers and merchants had been purchasing estates and
establishing landed families in the sixteenth century: many
substantial squires in the Civil War period were of merchant stock.
It was not, however, until the late seventeenth century that a
conflict between the moneyed and landed men became apparent. Swift,
writing in 1721, professes to abominate "that scheme of politics,
now about thirty years old, of setting up a moneyed interest in
2
opposition to the landed". It was becoming increasingly clear 
in the l690's that the moral standards, the interests, the whole 
ways of life of the two groups were incompatible. Though there
 ^ Spectator No. 283, by Budgell.
 ^To Pope, 10 Jan., 1?21 (E C VII, 28).
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was actually a slowing down in the purchase of land by the middle
classes, there was a rapid increase in profits from trade,
navigation and finance. "Tradesmen leave off now with immense
wealth, not less than two or three hundred thousand pound, nay
with half a million in their pockets".^ The men who had made
their fortunes in commerce turned financiers, and obtained a large
measure of political power. They and their lesser brethren
asserted their right to be regarded as gentlemen: Mr. Sealand
roundly declares to Sir John Bevil, "Sir,.... give me leave to
say, that we merchants are a species of gentry that have grown
into the world this last century, and are as honourable, and
almost as useful, as you landed folks, that have always thought
2
yourselves so much above us". As Collier, thoroughly middle- 
class in his attitude, put it: "Trading raises an estate, and
that procures honour".^
By "estate", the early eighteenth century writer means simply 
fortune or capital, whether in cash or land. The "estates got by
tea and coffee",^ the profits made by the clothiers of the West 
Country, and the manufacturers in Yorkshire, served as capital 
for fresh ventures, and for ultimate retirement. Land still
 ^ Defoe, Complete English Gentleman, p.266.
Steele, The Conscious Lovers (l722). Act TV, scene il. 
 ^Essays Part I (6th ed., 1722), p.70.
^ Mandeville, Fable of Bees, Vol. I, p.339*
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conferred great social prestige, and was still regarded as perhaps 
the best long-term investment —  more especially after 
the South Sea Bubble disaster of 1720. But commercial investment 
and banking were becoming more secure; the merchant preferred 
simply to build or purchase a handsome villa conveniently near 
London, a country seat in which he could spend his week-ends, or 
the whole summer, and to which he would eventually retire. Defoe 
notes that the new "handsome, large houses" in Essex and Surrey 
are usually "citizens' Country-Houses"; of the area round 
Tottenham, Newington and Edmonton, he comments, "There is not 
anything more fine in their Degrees, than most of the buildings 
this way; only with this observation, that they are generally 
belonging to the middle sort of Mankind, grown wealthy by Trade, 
and who still taste of London; some of them live both in the 
City, and in the Country at the same time: yet many of these
are immensely Rich.
After an investigation of land ownership in Bedfordshire and
Northamptonshire between 1680 and 1740, Professor H.J. Habbakuk
concluded that "the drift of property was towards the stable and
2
conservative elements in society". Elsewhere, however, the 
gentry were obliged'"to turn out of the seats of their ancestors" 
(Spectator No. 174), fo make way for new and self-made men. In
 ^Tour, ed. Cole, Vol. I, pp. 6, 168-9, 382.
 ^ 'English Landownership, 1680-1740', Eoonomic History Review, Vol. X
(1940), p.3.
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Northumberland and Durham, the old Catholic gentry were almost
totally eliminated during the eighteenth century by the mine-
owners and coal-shippers: "before 1745 the new men were completely
in the saddle".^ Defoe reported, admittedly on hearsay, that
less than a fifth of the ancient families were left in Kent and
Essex, the estates of the remainder having been bought by merchants 
2
and tradesmen. The gentry naturally tried to retard this process; 
during the debates on the I7OI Act of Settlement, some of the 
peers "talked of linking their peerages with inalienable landed 
properties, and of limiting the freedom of peeresses in their own 
right to marry beneath their rank, hints of that desire for a 
closed aristocracy which was again to be expressed in Stanhope's 
Peerage Bill in 1719".  ^ Such measures could not have changed the 
situation radically: the gentry, encumbered with a land tax of
four shillings in the pound, and too often living extravagantly, 
were forced to sell their lands to pay their debts. It was a 
commonplace of the first part of the eighteenth century, that "our 
gentry are, generally speaking in debt; and many families have 
put it into a kind of method of being so from generation to 
generation".^ In the first five years of William and Mary's reign, 
thirty-eight Acts were passed enabling private gentlemen, or their
 ^E. Hughes, North Country Life in the Eighteenth Century (1952) 
p. xviii.
2
Complete English Gentleman, p.263*
 ^ Clark, Later Stuarts, p.l84.
 ^Spectator No. 82. Cf. Defoe: "Every gentleman seems to be willing 
to live as gay as he can...many even of the greatest estates are 
overwhelm'd in debt"; Complete English Gentleman, pp. 104-5.
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trustees, to sell estates "for the payment of debts".^ In this
predicament, the most obvious courses open to the landed classes
were to apprentice their sons to "trades and employments", and to
marry their daughters into the moneyed families. "I think I
remember, within less than fifty years, the first noble Families
that married into the City for downright Money", wrote Sir William 
2
Temple. An outstanding case was that of the Grosvenor family, 
of great antiquity, but, until the late seventeenth century, of 
moderate fortune. Pope apparently believed that "all Grosvenor's 
mines" (actually a coal-mine in Wrexham owned by the family since 
the sixteenth century) were the source of the family wealth 
(Epistle II ii, 1. 273). But the foundations of that fortune were 
laid in I676, when Sir Thomas Grosvenor married the eleven-year-old 
daughter and heiress of Alexander Davies, a London scrivener. The 
dowry consisted of a large sum of ready money and extensive 
properties in Westminster: the family began to develop the area
round Grosvenor Square in the 1720's.^ In such matches there were 
usually gains for both parties, the moneyed family exchanging 
tangible possessions for influence and prestige: Sir Balaam’s
daughter "flaunts a Viscount’s tawdry wife" (To Bathurst, 1. 391).
The purchasers of the forfeited estates were men who sought
 ^Statutes of the Realm, Vol. VI (I8I9), pp. 155, 179, 249f., 309f.,
424f.
 ^ "Of Popular Discontents" (ca. I685), Works, Vol. I, p.268. On the 
date of this essay see H.E. Woodbridge, Sir William Temple The Man 
and His Work (194O), pp. 212, 222 and 241.
3
D N B , s.v. Sir Thomas Grosvenor; J. Croston, County Families of 
Lancashire and Cheshire, (I887), pp. 319, 327-31; W.J. Loftie,
A History of London (I883), Vol. II, pp. IOI-5, and Supplement (I884), 
pp. 4IO-II.
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power through wealth, "scriveners" and financiers who could amass 
much more than the mere trader, honest or otherwise. In 1695 the 
estate of Helmsley, in the North Riding of Yorkshire, was sold by 
the Duke of Buckingham's trustees to Sir Charles Buncombe for 
£90,000, and Duncombe was reported to have still nearly as much 
again in cash.^
Hemsley once proud Buckingham's delight,
Slides to a Scriv'ner or a City Knight.
(Satire II ii, 11. 177-8)
Pope's disgust at this sort of proceeding is registered in the play 
on "slides", suggesting both the slippery nature of property, and the 
degrading effect of this particular purchase. His contempt for 
Duncombe is conveyed by a characteristic device: the "or" of the
second line doesn't indicate an alternative buyer, but it does 
suggest that Duncombe has been laiighted for services as a scrivener, 
and that in these degenerate days the one title is as respectable as 
the other.
Duncombe built for himself a large country house at Teddington, 
with ceilings by Verrio. He was a typical magnate of the City,
"where such prodigious estates are rais'd in one man's age ; instances 
of which we have seen in those of Sir Josiah Child, Sir John Lethulier, 
Sir James Bateman, Sir Robert Clayton, Sir William Scawen, and 
Hundreds more, whose beginnings were small, or but small compar'd, 
and who have exceeded even the greatest Part of the Nobility of
 ^ D N B, and V C H Yorkshire, North Riding, Vol. I, p.492
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England in Wealth, at their Death, and all of their o^m getting".^
Sir Josiah Child, for example, a merchant's son, rose to be a chief
supplier of naval stores, then a Director and later the Governor
of the East India Company. In 1673 be purchased Wanstead Abbey,
and ten years later Evelyn estimated his fortune at £200,000 (D N B ).
Such men were increasingly gathering political power into their
hands. In 1694» the year of its foundation, the Bank of England
loaned £1,200, 000 to the Government, at eight per cent, and thus
"set the fashion... of raising State loans from private corporations,
instead of getting the money inthe form of compulsory taxation. It
was the cleverest move the new financiers had made in the development
of their power." The wealthy could now, for the first time, make
money by large-scale loans to the Government; in 1720 the South
Sea Company took over the greater part of the National Debt, amounting
to some £30,000,000.^
Such things did not pass without complaint. Swift pleaded for
hk(_
more care in educating the sons of^hobility and principal gentry,
3
because he wanted to see the landed men back in control of affairs.
In 1713» Aislabie, afterwards Chancellor of the Exchequer, declared 
in the Commons that "of late years the companies of money'd men
 ^Defoe, Tour, Vol. I, p.169.
 ^Taylor, Walpole and his Age, pp. 195-202.
 ^ 'An Essay on Modem Education', Prose Works, Vol. XI, pp. 49-57.
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were grown so proud as not only to treat familiarly with the 
Parliament, hut even to pretend to dictate to them; and therefore 
it was high time to give them a check, and let them know that the 
landed men, and their representatives, were masters of the main­
spring and stock of the wealth of the kingdom".^ Meanwhile, it
was left to Pope to lodge more telling and trenchant protests,
against both "Lordly Luxury" and "City gain" (To Bathurst, 1. I48) 
What chiefly angered Pope and his friends in the members of
the court party was their lack of foresight, their vanity, and
their complete want of principle. The court hangers-on lived only 
for show and luxury; their philosophy was simple —  "Live your 
Life in Joy and Sport" (Satire II vii, 1. I8I). Like their 
sixteenth and seventeenth century counterparts, they were giving up 
estates for the sake of gaudy finery:
Now lands are sold, and Nations undermin'd,
2
For the gilt Coach, and four lac'd slaves behind.
The complaint that realities are being abandoned for appearances 
reminds one of Tourneur; but there is a new and sinister political 
note in "Nations undermin'd". Throughout the eighteenth century, 
the Court was the centre of political activity, and the ethics of
Taylor, Walpole and his A#e, p. 162. Cf. Bolingbroke: "The landed
men are the true owners of our political vessel; the moneyed men as 
such, are no more than passengers in it"; Reflections on the Present 
State of the Nation, Works, Vol. Ill, p.174*
Benjamin Stillingfleet, An Essay on Conversation (1737), 11. 75-6.
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politicians, of whatever party, were far from irreproachable. 
Place-hunting was a matter of course, as were the bribing, openly 
or covertly, of electors, and the buying off of party journalists. 
Anpropriately enough, it was the Secret Service funds that provided 
the money for these political manoeuvres. There was a general 
consensus of opinion that politicians and courtiers were simply out 
for themselves: "'tis the Genius of a true Courtier not to lend a
Hand, or part with a Farthing to one that wants every thing".^ 
Flattery had become an essential qualification for success, 
politicians were untrustworthy, and the insecurity of the various 
administrations during the first tv/o decades of the eighteenth 
century, served to keep them so. Shaftesbury gave a pungent account 
of the situation:
First a general acquaintance. Visits, levees.
Attendance upon the great and little. Popularity.
A Place in Parliament. Then another at Court. Then 
intrigue, corruption, prostitution. Then a higher 
place. Then a title. Then a remove. A new 
minister.' Factions at Court. Shipwreck of ministries.
The new, the old. Engage with one, piece up with
2
t'other. Bargains, losses, after-games, retrievals.
 ^Tom Brown, Amusements Serious and Comical (17OO), p.13* Cf. 
Rochester (?),
Deserve a Dungeon if you would be Great;
Rogues always are our Ministers of State.
(A Satyr, 11. 17-18).
 ^ Characteristics, Vol. II, p.285*
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Courtiers had already provided fruitful themes for satire when 
Pope flatly declared
Adieu to Virtue, if you're once a Slave:
Send her to Court, you send her to her Grave,
(Epistle I i, 11. 118-9) 
and thus put himself openly on the side of popular opinion, and, in 
particular, of the country gentleman. Erasmus had denounced 
courtiers as "for the most part a base, servile, cringing, low- 
spirited Sort of Flatterers",^ and Pope marked several Shakespearian 
passages of the same tenor, including Hotspur's long description 
of the effeminate courtier (l Henry 4, I iv), and Bellarius's 
recommendation of rural happiness.
Oh this life 
Is nobler than attending for a check;
Richer than doing nothing for a bauble....
2
Prouder, than rustling in upaid for silk.
(Cymbeline, III iii)
Pope sees courtiers as vain, affected and dogmatical: their
representative, the Town Mouse,
walks from dish to dish.
Tastes for his Friend of Fowl and Fish;
Tells all their names, lays down the law.
Que ja_ est bon.' Ah goutez gai
(Satire II vi, 11. 200-5)
The sprinkling of French tags throughout this epistle throws into
^ Moriae Encomium: or, a Panegyrick upon Folly, trans. W. Kenet (17O9),
p. 127.
See also As You Like It, II i and V vi; and Merchant of Venice, III v.
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relief the simplicity of the Country Mouse's speech and manner 
of life.
The court is further characterised by lewdness.
Painted for sight, and essenc'd for the smell,
Like Frigates fraught with Spice and Cochinel,
Sail in the Ladies ; How each Pyrate eyes 
So weak a Vessel, and so rich a Prizei 
Top-gallant he, and she in all her Trim,
He boarding her, she striking sail to him.
"Dear Countess! you have Charms all Hearts to hit J"
And "sweet Sir Foplingi you have so much witJ"
Such Wits and Beauties are not prais'd for nought.
For both the Beauty and the Wit are bought.
(Donne 17, 11. 226-35)
The final couplet, with the snap of its rhyme, and the play on 
"bought" (deliberately italicised), makes a scathing comment on 
court ceremonial, on the disparity between painted beauty and the 
ugly reality beneath(taking "bought" as purchased); and between 
the elegant exchange of compliments, the predatory motives of the 
men, and the mercenary character of the whole proceeding (reading 
"bought" as bribed). Donne's pirate metaphor has been considerably 
expanded: "weak a Vessel" hints, ironically, at the First Epistle
of St. Peter (ill, 7) and exploits the same type of sexual symbolism 
as used in the Rape of the Lock. A "well-rigg'd Frigate" was a 
cant term in the late seventeenth century for a "well-dressed Wench";
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but the noun, in slang, might be used straightforwardly of a 
whore.^
Finally, the illicit pleasures of the court are united with 
scandal-mongering, when Pope contrasts the ways of the so-called 
"Great" with his own mode of life at Twickenham, among his 
closest friends:
Envy must own, I live among the Great,
No Pimp of Pleasure, and no Spy of State,
With Eyes that Pry not. Tongue that ne'er repeats.
Fond to spread Friendships, but to cover Heats.
(Satire II i, 11. 33-6)
In comparison with the court party, the moneyed men seemed to
Pope to show too much of the wrong sort of foresight, but at the
same time to be equally unprincipled. A typical moneyed man,
though one not specifically satirised by Pope, was Sir Robert
Clayton (1629-1707)• Clayton was apprenticed to his uncle, a
London scrivener, whose money he inherited; later (l682) the
estates of a partner in Clayton's own scrivening business came to
him in the same way. "By his own exertions, aided by these
accessories of wealth, £he} amassed a fortune sufficient to give
him a commanding influence in the councils of the corporation of
London" (P N B). A staunch Y/hig and Protestant, like others of
his class, he was Sheriff and Lord Mayor of London, and "was
l-Qe,
rewarded for his fidelity to^Whig cause by a place on the board of
à_Francis Grose, A Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue, Ed. 
E. Partridge (1931)> and Eric Partridge, A Dictionary of the 
Underworld (1949)•
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Customs". He was, in addition, a Director of the Bank of
England, and in 1697 he personally loaned the King £30,000 to pay
off the,troops. Meanwhile, he and his partner had been purchasing
property in Surrey: the manors of Harden (I672), Westhall (I674),
Flower and Bletchingley (1677) -- the latter having been sold under
an Act of Parliament fs7r the discharge of Lord Peterborough’s debts.
After Clayton's death the work of adding to these estates was
continued by his nephew and heir.^
It is against such men, enriched and enivoiled by financial
speculation, that Pope directs his satire, rather than against the
captains of industry and commerce. Pope's preference is continually
for the solid and tangible as against, for example, Aristotelian
reasoning, the enthusiastic fantasies of Shaftesbury's Moralists,
or the abstract science of "political arithmetic"; and Pope shared
Bolingbroke's incomprehension and horror of the mysteries of high
finance. Bolingbroke criticises the system of public credit on the
grounds that "the main springs that turn, or may turn, the artificial
wheel of credit, and make the paper estates that are fastened to it,
2
rise or fall, lurk behind the veil of the treasury". Pope's 
complaint against this same "paper credit" is, that it works 
silently and invisibly:
 ^D K B and V C H Surrey. Vol. IV, pp. 258, 28?f•, 523, 336.
2
A Dissertation on Parties, Works, Vol. II, p.245*
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Pregnant with thousands flits the Scrap unseen,
And silent sells a King or buys a Queen.^
But the rational objection to the moneyed men is that their
wealth is founded on crime —  on forestalling, giving wrong measure,
falsifying deeds to property, or generally by grinding the poor.
This, of course, was a usual complaint against money-makers, from
the small trader upwards, and had been so throughout the seventeenth
century. In the Beggar's Opera, Lockit takes it for granted that
"honest tradesmen" are ready to overreach one another (ill, i).
Some colour, indeed, is given to the complaints by the significant
phrase on the tomb of Sir George Mertins (died 1J2J), "In Trade he
2
was without Extortion". Then again, there is the form of certain 
questions,proposed by Bishop Gibson as a preparation for Holy 
Communion: "Have I not endeavoured to impose upon my neighbour in
matters of trade and traffic, by concealing the faults of my own 
goods? Have I not taken advantage of his ignorance or his necessities 
to demand an immoderate price for my own goods, or to allow him too
3
small a consideration for his?" The implication is that extortion 
was a normal, or at least only to be expected, way of gain.
Epistle to Bathurst, 11. 77-8; and cf. 11. 37-8 of the same poem: 
In vain may Heroes fight, and Patriots rave;
If secret Gold saps on from Knave to Knave.
 ^J. Hackett, Select and Remarkable Epitaphs (1757), Vol. I, p.186.
3
Quoted in Clarke, Eighteenth Century Piety, p.12.
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The hungry Judges soon the Sentence sign,
And wretches hang that Jury-men may Dine:
The Merchant from th' Exchange returns in Peace....
(Rape of the Lock. Ill, 11. 21-5) 
This juxtaposition of condemned criminals and the unmolested merchant 
is certainly a "delicate" stroke of satire: the merchant is too
clever to he detected in his crimes, or at least is wealthy enough 
to evade prosecution -- the traditional theme that gold perverts 
justice. Even the prosperity of an entire city, if founded on 
commerce, is not above suspicion: "proud Venice rose" from "dirt
and seaweed" (Essay on Man, IV, 1. 292 - my italics).
For Pope, the supreme living example of the criminal money­
maker was Peter Walter.
One, one man only breeds my just offence;
^Vhom Crimes gave wealth, and wealth gave impudence.
(Donne II, 11. 45-6)
Said to be worth £300,000 at his death,^ Walter had acquired his 
wealth by acting as a "money scrivener" —  a term abhorrent to Pope —  
supplying those who wanted to raise money quickly on security. In
this capacity he had risen to become "steward to the Duke of
2
Newcastle, and other noblemen and gentlemen", and was "extremely
3
respected by the Nobility of this land". The feeling of confidence
^ Twickenham Edition, Vol. IV, Biographical Appendix.
 ^J. Hutôhins, The History... of Dorset (3rd Ed., 1861-73), Vol. Ill, 
p. 671.
 ^Epistle to Bathurst, 1. 125, Pope's note.
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and respect, however, was not mutual:
His Office keeps your Parchment-Fates entire.
He starves with cold to save them from the Fire;
For you, he walks the streets thro' rain or dust.
For not in Chariots Peter puts his trust;
For you he sweats and labours at the Laws,
Takes God to witness he affects your cause.
And lyes to every Lord in every thing 
Like a King's Favourite —  or like a King.
(Donne I I ,  11. 71-8)
The primary meaning of the line about chariots is that Peter prefers 
hard cash to courtly ostentation; taking the chariots as symbols of 
their owners, there is a further meaning that Peter hss no confidence 
in the mere promises of Lords. Peter is, in fact, giving a crudely 
materialistic interpretation to the injunction "Put not your trust 
in princes, nor in the son of man" (Psalm CXLVI, 3)* On the other 
hand, he is even further from the positive doctrine, "Put your 
trust in the Lord " (Psalm IV, 5); the legal context makes his 
perjury more than usually shocking, by encouraging a literal, and 
terrifying, reading of "Takes God to witness".
Walter had bought considerable property in Wiltshire, Dorset 
and Somerset.^ And quite typically, this man, enriched by crime, 
is assertive and impudent —  "pert, proud and positive" (Donne II,
1. 52). He is yet another example of the social upstart, "one of
 ^ Hutchins, loc -cit., and Index.
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mean Birth and Condition that is grown rich on a sudden, and 
behaves himself insolently"^ —  insolently, that is, both to his 
"betters" and to the class from which he has risen.
And there's your green Nobility,
On Citizens so witty.
Whose Fortune and Gentility
2
Arose from London's City.
Fortune these men unquestionably had; their "gentility" was a 
different matter —  indeed the traditional reaction was to deny it 
them altogether.
For let a man get never so much money to buy an
Estate, he cannot purchase one Grain of GENTILITY with it,
but will remain Jack in the Proverb still...: for put
him into what Circumstances you please, he will discover 
himself at one time or other in Point of Behaviour, to 
be of a mean Extract, Awkward, Ungenteel and Ungenerous, 
a Gentleman at Second-Hand only, or a vain-glorious 
Upstart : For you cannot make a_ silken Purse of a_
Sow's Ear.^
The orthodoxy of Pope's attitude to the bourgeois gentilhomme comes 
out in the witty and brilliantly concise narrative of Sir Job.
1
2
N. Bailey, Dictionary, (6th Ed. 1733), s.v. Upstart.
The Beau Monde or the Pleasures of St. James's. A Ballad (1730), 
stanza xiv.
5
Bailey, Dictionary, s.v. Gentleman
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Sir Job sail’d forth, the evening bright and still,
"No place on earth (he cry'd) like Greenwich Hillj"
Up starts a Palace, loJ th' obedient base 
Slopes at its foot, the woods its sides embrace.
The silver Thames reflects its marble face.
Now let some v/himzy, or that Dev'l within 
Which guides all those who know not what they mean 
But give the Knight (or give his Lady) spleen;
"Away, away! take all your scaffolds down,
"For Snug's the word: My Dear! we'll live in Town".
(Epistle I i, 11. 138-47)
The grotesque name is intended to suggest the Puritan merchant or 
manufacturer, who has been made a City Knight on account of his 
wealth. Of the attributes of his Biblical namesake. Sir Job has 
only prosperity; his nominal uprightness and fear of the Lord 
are no proof against the "Dev'l within", who tempts not with sore 
boils, but with the spleen. The immoderate Sir Job chooses to 
build nothing less than a Palace, and that on a conveniently 
conspicuous site. The word-play in "up starts" makes the building 
itself symbolize its owner: it enforces homage from its inferiors,
it is "embraced" by the surrounding woods, and its faj^ ade is 
reflected in the Thames —  pride, vanity and lewdness inhere in the 
very dwellings of such men as Sir Job, men with neither self- 
knowledge, responsibility nor taste. The situation is comparable 
to that in the Elizabethan and Jacobean period, when a major complaint
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of the satirists was that "those who acquired their position 
through the wealth obtained in trade or industry had not a 
tradition of responsibility which would justify that position".^
The moneyed men may be contemptible; but first of all they 
are criminals, and, appropriately, as thick as thieves. In all 
good faith. Pope's friend warns the intrepid poet that 
Plums, and Directors, Shylock and his Wife,
Will club their Testers, now, to take your life!
(Satire II i, 11. IO3-4)
The rich and unscrupulous victims of Pope's satire, afraid to take 
action themselves, will pool their funds to hire an assassin —  
though each out of niggardliness will contribute no more than six­
pence. Taking "club" as "combine", and with a joke on the 
etymology of Tester (ultimately Italian testone, a coin imprinted 
with a "large head") we have an image of conspirators putting 
their heads together; and the verb "club" also suggests the 
barbarous way in which they will have the poet murdered. A similar 
hint of confederacies açiong the wealthy, though with no suggestion 
now of gang warfare, is made in the sketch of the miserly Sir 
Gilbert Heathcote, introduced in a "long-tailed simile" in the 
DuneiadÎ
As when the long-ear'd milky mothers wait 
At some sick miser's triple-bolted gate.
For their defrauded, absent foals they make
 ^I.e. Knights, Drama and Society in the Age of Jonson (1937), p-117*
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A moan so loud, that all the Guild awake,
Sore sighs Sir G » , starting at the bray
From dreams of millions, and three groats to pay!
(b, II, 11. 237-42)
I can't agree with Professor Sutherland, in his note in the 
Twickenham Edition, that "here 'Guild' seems to mean nothing 
more precise than 'company', or 'fellowship', i.e. the miser's 
neighbours in the City". Heathcote's house in St. Swithin's 
Lane was in the very heart of the City, near the Bank (of which he 
was a founder and Director), and the Exchange ; his neighbours are 
as miserly as he, and, like him, men enriched by trading. Pope is,
I think, definitely glancing at the medieval Trade Guilds, and 
suggesting their modem equivalent, an alliance of capitalists 
seeking to realise their "dreams of millions" by any means, fair 
or foul.
For the new men are concerned only with getting. Vanneck, 
the wealthy merchant, is a "money-headed, and money-hearted citizen",^ 
and the great tenet of the City is
"Get Money, Money still!
"And then let Virtue follow, if she will".
(Epistle I i, 11. 79-80)
Since land was still a safe investment, the moneyed men also bought 
property. Pope suggests that the feverish money-making of Peter 
Walter, a Sir Giles Overreach of the eighteenth century, proceeds 
from a desire to buy Britain wholesale (To Bathurst, 11. 125-8).
 ^ Pope to Lord Orrery, 19 Oct., 1738 (E C VIII, 405).
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But Walter's actual method, and indeed the usual procedure, was to 
purchase piecemeal —  an unscrupulous attorney like Walter being 
in the best position to pursue such a policy:
In shillings and in pence at first they deal,
And steal so little, few perceive they steal;
Till like the Sea, they compass all the land.
From Scots to Wight, from Mount to Dover strand...
Piecemeal they win this Acre first, then that.
Glean on, and gather up the whole Estate.
(Donne II, 11. 85 ff.)
Unfortunately, neither the immense fortunes nor the properties
of the new men are of real value to them. Not only do they lack 
the taste and sense that would sanctify their expensive villas and 
palaces; they have allowed the traditions of hospitality and charity
to lapse, and with them the "Art to enjoy" both riches and land —
estates now are not even managed economically. On this Pope is 
completely at one with Steele.
There is no man who can be said to be a proprietor of 
an estate, but he who knows how to enjoy it... a 
peasant with a great estate is but an incumbent,... 
he must be a gentleman to be a landlord... Who, that 
has any passion for his native country, does not think 
it worse than conquered, when so large dimensions of it 
are in the hands of savages, thatknow no use of property 
but to be tyrants: or liberty, but to be unmannerly?
(Tatler No. I69)
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By contrast, the true country gentleman is a "father to his tenants, 
and patron to his neighbours... His life i^spent in the good offices 
of an advocate, a referee, a companion, a mediator, and a friend".
Men like Clayton, Duncombe and Peter Walter are building up estates 
to gratify their vanity and love of power, and to establish a 
landed family: they have neither respect nor use for the country.
Heathcote himself, and such large-acred Men,
Lords of fat E 'sham, or of Lincoln Fen,
Buy every stick of Wood that lends them heat.
Buy every Pullet they afford to eat.
Yet these are Wights, who fondly call their own 
Half that the Dev'l o'erlooks from Lincoln Town".
(Epistle II ii, 11. 24O-5)
For all their riches, these men are envious,^ miserly (suggested by 
the words "afford to eat"), and senselessly unreasonable, for, by 
trying to secure estates to themselves and heirs for ever, they 
attempt to defy the laws of Man, of Nature, and of God.
The court party and the moneyed interest, then, would seem 
to have been distinguished, in Pope's eyes, by all the sins in the 
canon. They are vain, ambitious, uncharitable, dishonest, 
unscrupulous and extravagant; their lives are a restless round of 
bribery and flattery, luxury and gluttony, or extortion and double- 
dealing. The landed men are, of course, their complete opposites.
^See Professor Butt's note on 1. 245 (Twickenham Edition Vol. IV,
p. 5 4 0 ) .
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In the first place they really "follow Nature", as their situation
allows them to; in fact they actively co-operate with Nature,
improving the soil, planting, and landscaping their estates,
deliberately creating the sort of prospect in which the country
house harmonises with its setting. The "ha! ha!" or sunken fence,
used by Bridgeman to "conceal the bounds" of an estate,set the
garden "free from its prim regularity, that it might assort with
the wilder country without";^ it therefore symbolized the alliance
2
between the landowner and the country, between man and nature.
In spite of the charge commonly made in the nineteenth century, 
there was a strong sense of "rural stabilities" among the Augustan 
gentleman, and the sense was shared by Pope in his five acres at 
Twickenham.^ As Horace had humourously admitted "you, gentlemen, 
are the only philosophers, and alone have the secret of a happy 
life, whose wealth has, for all to see, solid foundation in well- 
appointed country houses"(Epistle I, xv). By contrast, the 
nouveau riche is unrooted: the merchant Penitens in Law 's Serious
Call spends Sunday in the country, in "idleness and refreshment" 
after the rigours of the week (pp. 55-6); the country house is,
 ^ Horace Walpole, 'On Modern Gardening', Works (1798)» Vol. II, p.535* 
2
Leslie Stephen, Literature and Society in the Eighteenth Century,
pp. 125-6.
5
"Knowing more of town life, and of fleeting manners than of the 
country and of its rural stabilities, he C^ope) has, we are told, 
done every thing that was possible to corrupt and degrade the 
English taste in poetry"; Edinburgh Monthly Review, Vol. V (l82l),
p. 617.
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for him, a "retreat", a holiday resort.
It was inevitable that in the late seventeenth century there 
should be an impulse towards celebrating rural content in a 
Horatian manner, as there had been in the sixteenth century. But 
whereas a recurrent theme in Tottel's Miscellany (1557) is the mean 
and constant estate, the new emphasis, as in Cowley, is on "a little 
convenient Estate", or, as in Pomfret and such of his followers 
as Giles Jacob, on a "cleare and competent" one. The court is 
insecure, because of the nachinations of the ambitious;^ true 
liberty and ease are to be found only in the country. The country­
man, moreover, will possess real self-knowledge -- Seneca being 
brought in, as he had been in the sixteenth century, to reinforce 
the Horatian tradition:
Nor can the Man, to say the worst.
Who quiet lives, be greatly curs'd;
Who breaths unknown, unheard of dies,
2
Vi/hose end no "Post-Boys" advertise.
The "rural scene" is "a Type of Paradise",^ and, ideally, its more 
well-to-do inhabitants continue to practise the old virtues of 
hospitality and alms-giving. As Steele had pointed out, the 
accomplishments of the true landlord are "benevolence, civility, 
social and human virtues" (Tatler No. 169). So Pope describes
 ^An Essay on Polite Behaviour, p.45.
2
William Diaper, ^  Imitation of the Seventeenth Epistle of the First 
Book of Horace (1714), p.5.
Pope 'Lines on Solitude and Retirement', added to Wycherley's 
For Solitude.
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himself, in language which itself evokes the ideals of simplicity 
and frankness, as dispensing an unceremonious hospitality in the 
best Homeric spirit:
But ancient friends, (tho' poor, or out of play)
That touch my Bell, I cannot turn away.
'Tis true, no Turbots dignify my boards.
But gudgeons, flounders, what my Thames affords...
My lands are sold, my Father’s house is gone:
I’ll hire another, is not that my own.
And yours my friends? thro’ whose free-opening gate 
None comes too early, none departs too late;
(For I, who hold sage Homer's rule the best.
Welcome the coming, speed the going guest.
The poet as country dweller is delightfully honest, a "sincere
2
well-wisher" both to "the constitution" and the "church established".
3
He says Grace before meals, and attends Church on Sundays. Pope 
summarises his position in the Epistle to Arbuthnot;
I was not b o m  for Courts or great Affairs,
I pay my Debts, believe, and say my Pray’rs.
(11. 267-8)
There should be, I think, a strong speech emphasis on the second "I"; 
paying his debts differentiates a man from the extravagant courtiers,
 ^ Satire II ii, 11. 139 ff» The reference to Homer is Pope’s addition 
 ^Pope to Swift, 28 Nov., 1729 (E C VII, 174).
 ^Satire II ii, 1. I5O; To Arbuthnot, 11. 11-12.
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just as a genuine belief in the prayers he repeats distinguishes 
him from the ostensibly devout trades people who use their piety 
"for a cloak of maliciousness".
(ii)
The Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot: _a Study in Personal
Relationships.
Of the poems I am considering, the Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot
is the only one to have been generally recognised as a masterpiece.
Being a complex poem, it has been read in various ways and admired
for different reasons —  by Johnson for the elegance, spirit and
dignity with which the poet vindicates his character;^ by Elwin
and Courthope for its "sustained dramatic power", variety of
detail, and "elevation of sentiment" (E C III, 237)* More recently,
Professor Elder Olson has indicated a fruitful approach to the poem
as a piece of rhetoric, its structure carefully organised to
persuade the poet’s readers of the innocence of his past conduct,
2
and his good intentions for the future. There is no doubt that 
the first two paragraphs of the Epistle are aimed at winning 
sympathy and respect for the poet, by establishing him as peace- 
loving, kindly towards his servant, and Church-going. In fact,
this creation of the poet’s character begins even before the first 
line of the poem, since Pope’s preliminary "Advertisement", as 
Elwin and Courthope pointed out, "raised in the public mind an idea
 ^Lives, Vol. Ill, p.246.
2
’Rhetoric and the Appreciation of Pope’, Modem Philology,
Vol. XXXVII (1959), pp. 15-35.
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of his forbearance under provocation, of his moral superiority 
to his enemies, and of his love of virtue" (E C III, 231).
Professor Olson has put his finger on a most important 
feature of the Epistle. But his approach tends to minimise one 
aspect of the poem; in bringing out its rhetoric, he has dwelt 
too much on the poem as a "bill of complaint". In spite of the 
"Advertisement", there is compliment as well as complaint and self­
justification; and in the first part of the poem the subject of 
the compliment is Arbuthnot himself, who, as a true friend, is 
sharply contrasted with the poet's false friends and flatterers.
The first figure to emerge with some degree of clarity from 
the besieging rabble of poetasters is the penniless bard.
Then from the î.îint walks forth the ¥ian of Ryme,
Happyi to catch me, just at Dinner-time.
(11. 13-14)
By way of commentary on the couplet, we have the following from 
Mark Pattison: "An unpardonable feature of Pope’s satire is his
constantly harping upon the beggaries and miseries of poor authors"; 
and Pattison refers us back to his Introduction, where he has 
remarked that Pope "fell furiously upon the trade of authorship, 
treated poverty as a vice, and descends even to contrast his own 
’poet’s dignity and ease' with the raggedness and dinnerlessness of 
the sons of rhyme".^ In general. Pope's contempt for poor authors 
is that of the professional writer for the ungifted amateur who
 ^Pope, Satires and Epistles, ed. Pattison, pp. IO4 and I4
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thinks to make his living the easy way. As the prefatory material
to the Duneiad makes clear, the poverty of writers is "contracted,
by neglect of their proper talent thro* self-conceit of greater
abilities".^ But the "Man of Ryme", as well as being a dinnerless
bard, is also a visitor who professes delight at his good fortune
in catching the poet at home. He is one of those who, according
to Plutarch, "haunts your kitchen and watches the Dial that he may
nick your supper-time"; one who "spunges upon [his] Acquaintance 
2
for a Dinner". Plutarch classifies such a man as a flatterer —  
though of the most easily detected type —  and unfavourably compares 
him with a genuine friend- Addison remarked that "no subject of 
morality... has been better handled and more exhausted" than that 
of friendship (Spectator No. 68); and amongst the more important 
"handlings" easily available to Pope may be mentioned Horace's 
eighteenth Epistle, Bacon's Essay "Of Friendship" (xxvii), three
5
of Robeft South's Sermons, and Addison's own Spectator paper, 
which draws heavily on the Apocryphal Book of Ecclesiasticus. But 
Plutarch was the only author to advise on "How to Know a Flatterer 
from a Friend" —  an essay that was certainly familiar to Pope (it 
is utilized in the notes to the Homer translation) and is at times
 ^ 'MartimsScriblerus, of the Poem' ( Twickenham Edition, Vol. V,p.50).Cf. 
By thriving men subsists each other trade;
Of every broken craft a writer's made.
Young, Two Epistles to Mr. Pope Concerning the Authors of the Age (1750 ] 
I, 11. 55-4.
 ^Morals, Vol. II, pp. 103 and 111.
5 Vol. I, Sermon 1; Vol. II, 2; Vol. VII, 8.
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remarkably close to the Epistle to Arbuthnot. For example,
Plutarch introduces (p.109) flatterers who imitate the moral and 
physical defects and mannerisms of their victims (Aristotle's 
stammering, Alexander's inclination of his neck):
There are, who to my Person pay their Court,
I cough like Horace, and tho' lean, am short,
Ammon's great Son one shoulder had too high...
(11. 115 ff.)
Again; "if he ^the flatterer^ perceive a man pretends to be Master 
of a Style, he presently presents him with something of his own 
composing, requesting him to peruse and correct it" (p.ll9). Such, 
precisely, are the tricks of the author of the "Virgin Tragedy", and 
the "bard of Drury^lane":
"The Piece you think is incorrect: why take it,
"I'm all submission, what you'd have it, make it".
(11. 45-6)
Then there is Pitholeon, who tries to blackmail Pope into interceding 
with a nobleman to obtain him a place. The modesty of these men 
quite false —  they pass with alarming rapidity from rage to 
deference —  and their motives are, of course, purely mercenary:
Three things another's modest wishes bound.
My Friendship, and a Prologue, and ten Pound.
(11. 47-8)
For the suing party, the items in the last line are ranged in an 
ascending order of importance: for the poet (and the reader) the
materialistic climax of the request makes it clear that "Friendship",
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if it means anything at all, is only the countenancing and support 
that a mere patron could provide. Pope's view, as he had 
expressed it in the Essay on Criticism is that "each ill author 
is as had a friend".^ The friendship these men profess is abusive 
(To Arbuthnot, 1. 112), more so than the open insults of the 
wrathful fools who keep at a distance: "One Flatterer's worse
than all" (l. IO4). For those who "fly to Twickenham" are all 
flatterers in Plutarch's sense, and their obliging behaviour is 
reduced to an absurdity when they are seen praising in Pope the 
deformities of his betters.
The exemplar of true friendship in these first one hundred 
and twenty-five lines of the poem is Arbuthnot himself, significantly 
addressed as "Friend to my Life": this puts in their true perspective
the creatures who are friends merely to Pope's money or influence.
V/e suspect those who seek only to please and compliment us; the
2
true friend should, "when need requires, thwart and contradict us".
He should be always ready to give advice, and to reprehend "impartially
3
and reasonably whatsoever needs reprehension". Whereas the so- 
called friends are purely self-seeking in their relations with the 
poet, Arbuthnot, genuinely concerned for his friend's well-being, 
is ready to offer good advice (as he thinks) and to recommend
1. 519. Quoted, with a slight difference, to Swift, 23 March, 1728, 
a propos of the victims of the Dunciad, "authors whose incapacity 
is not greater than their insincerity" (EC VII, 124).
 ^Plutarch, p.114; cf. Pope to Caryll, 21 Dec., 1712: "I think a
compliment is the worst-natured thing a man can with honesty be 
guilty of to a friend whom there is but two civil ways of abusing, 
raillery and compliment; and of these compliment is the civilest 
and unfairest" (EC VI, I75).
 ^ South, Sermons, Vol. VIII, p.167.
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prudence: "Good friend forbear!..." "Hold! for God-sake —
you'll offend". Moreover, Arbuthnot is reasonable: Pope thinks
his possible objections worth countering —
You think this cruel? take it for a rule 
No creature smarts so little as a fool;
(11. 83-4).
and since Arbuthnot doesn't reply to the poet's rhetorical questions, 
he may be taken as acquiescing in Pope's conclusions. The poetasters, 
in contrast, choose to ignore a "saving counsel" that has all the 
authority of Horace behind it.
The next stage of the argument sketches the poet's literary 
career. Arbuthnot, lavishing his professional "Art add Care" on 
Pope is now associated with the critics and encourageTw of the 
budding writer. These, "Granville the polite", "Icnowing Walsh", 
and "well-natur'd Garth", are in turn contrasted with furious and 
venal critics (Dennis and Gildon), the more sober "verbal critics", 
and the foolishly proud scribblers, who were piqued by Pope's just 
taunts. But all these lesser lights are dismissed with a 
magnanimous gesture, and attention is focussed on Atticus. Atticus 
is a transitional figure, for he is both a literary dictator and a 
"prude in friendship",^ whose resei-ve and suspicion are in violent 
contrast to Arbuthnot's frankness, and the welcome given Pope by 
his early patrons, who "with open arms received one poet more"
(l. 142). In his literary capacity, Atticus is besieged by
 ^ "I know there are prudes in friendship, who expect distance, awe 
and adoration"; to Cromwell, 30 Dec., I7IO (EC VI, 118).
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flatterers, and enjoys the situation. Pope, then as now, kept 
aloof, refusing both to flatter and be flattered; for verse has 
been degraded to an "itch", and its practitioners are no better 
than well-trained puppies. So Pope,
sick of Fops, and Poetry, and Prate,
To Bufo left the whole Costalian state .
(11. 229-30)
Bufo is a more complex figure than the foolish hunting Lord 
of the Second Book of the Dunciad (B, 11. I9I ff.); his patronage 
raises in an acute form the questions of charity and hospitality, 
and of the dependency of the poet. In the 1720's patronage by 
individuals was rapidly disappearing. The wealthy were less 
willing than formerly to part with money to authors, and Walpole 
was certainly very far from willing to reward writers with places. 
Similarly, the system of payment for the dedication of a play —  
as much as twenty guineas under George I -- lapsed during the reign 
of George 11.^ It was Pope himself who had shown writers the way 
towards independence by turning Homer into a commercial proposition: 
But (thanks to Homer) since I live and thrive.
Indebted to no Prince or Peer alive
(Epistle II ii,11. 68-9)
—  there is a distinct lift in the verse here, an air of triumph. 
Pope, as Leslie Stephen observed, "received a kind of commission
 ^ For a detailed account of patronage during the eighteenth century, 
see Collins, Authorship in the Days of Johnson, ch. III.
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from the upper class to execute the translation. The list of 
his subscribers seems to be almost a directory to the upper circle 
of the day;... the patron had been superseded by a kind of joint- 
stock body of collective patronage".^ But the scribbling tribe 
couldn't, or wouldn't, follow Pope's lead; and so, supporting 
Dulness' throne, is to be found
Poetic Justice, with her lifted scale.
Where, in nice balance, truth with gold she weighs.
And solid pudding against empty praise.
(Dunciad (b ) I, 11. 52-4)
2
The two lines of the couplet are exactly parallel; in the 
panegyrics produced by Grub Street, truth is sacrificed to more 
substantial sovereigns, and worthless praise is bestowed in return 
for the wherewithal to buy the necessaries of life. % e n  Pope in 
his Epistle to Harley writes a dedication of his own, he is conscious 
that it stands apart from the normal run of such poems. In the
first place, Harley is out of power; in the second, Pope is critical 
of his subject, refusing to blink the truth, and his muse is quite 
unbiassed —  "No hireling she, no prostitute to praise" (I.36).
But the unexpected result of a genuinely impartial investigation of 
Harley's actions, is to "dignify disgrace" (l. 30) —  quite the 
reverse of the normal dedication, whose fulsomeness actually debases 
the man jn power to whom it is addressed.
 ^English Literature and Society, p.87.
2
OED, s.v. Weigh, lib: "To balance with or against (another object
regarded as a counterpoise) in order to a comparative estimate".
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Pope could boast not only of never having flattered a 
nobleman for money, but also of not having approached any 
politician in hopes of a sinecure. To his version of Donne's 
fourth Satire he adds a couplet referring proudly to his own 
situation,
I hop'd for no Commission from his Grace;
I bought no Benefice, I begg’d no Place.
(11. 11-12)
And in asserting his courage in publishing satires, he could also 
assert his complete independence —  "Un-plac'd, un-pension'd, no 
Man's Heir, or Slave" (Satire II i, 1. 116) —  this independence 
giving him a unique position as a satirist (Boileau was "pension'd" 
and Dryden a Laureate), and vouching for the honesty and impartiality 
of his attacks.
Thanks to Homer, then. Pope was "no man's debtor", enjoyed 
his "Liberty and Ease", and asked for nothing more than "Bread and 
Independency" (Epistle I vii, 11. 64 ff). This last phrase reminds 
us of Pope's political alignment with'the country party and the 
landed men, some of whom still retained a large measure of self- 
sufficiency. The country gentry, wrote an anonymous author in I7I8, 
"provide every Thing within themselves, for the Support of their 
families, by agreeing with some Tenant for whatever they want all 
the year round, at a set-price; or by reserving so much land as is 
sufficient to answer that End: and they have their own Slaughter­
houses, Graneries, and Store-Rooms, for all their necessary Provisions,
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independent of the several Trades in the Neighbourhood".^ When 
offering the hospitality of his Twickenham villa to "ancient friends", 
Pope sets before them home-grown and local produce.
Independent means allow Pope to maintain "a poet's dignity
and ease" —  the only sort of personal dignity that Pope is really
concerned about. The flattering dependent of some noble patron —
There march'd the bard and blockhead side by side,
ViTho rhym'd for hire, and patronis'd for pride
(Dunciad IV, 11. 101-2)
—  and the political hack who, like Amall, "writ for hire and
2
valued himself upon it", had thrown aside their integrity. The 
degrading obscenities performed in the Second Book of the Dunciad 
are simply a realisation of the indecencies and indignities that 
such men practice daily. Pope prided himself on having no relations 
at all with patrons, and nothing but private friendship for 
politicians:
Oh let me live my own! and die so too!
("To live and die is all I have to do":)
Maintain a Poet's Dignity and Ease,
And see what friends, and read what books I please.
Above a Patron, tho' I condescend 
Sometimes to call a Minister my Friend.
(To Arbutiinot, 11. 261-6)
 ^At Essay to Prove, that Regrators, Ingrossers, Forestallers, are 
Destructive of Trade, pp. 20-1.
 ^Dunciad (b ) II, 1. J15 n.
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Strictly speaking, the verbs in these lines are all controlled 
by the opening "let"; Pope is expressing only a fervent wish.
But insensibly we slip into the present, and the wished-for 
situation becomes an achieved reality:
I pay my Debts, believe and say my Pray'rs,
Can sleep with a Poem in my head.
Nor imow, if Dennis be alive or dead.
(11. 268-70)
From this secondary climax, the Epistle to Arbuthnot moves, by
way of the Sporus portrait, to a more positive statement. Pope
won't write morally bad verse, and refuses to associate himself 
with scandal-mongers or babbling blockheads, typified by Sporus. The 
guarantee for these assertions is that Pope is, quite simply, not a 
morally bad man -- he has declined to answer savage attacks, he is 
sprung from honest stock, and is a pattern of warm friendliness and 
filial piety. In the first stage of this argument, the proud and 
foppish patron reappears; his conduct now is not merely ludicrous, 
but actively and slyly harmful, undermining the reputation of his
protege; he is a man
Who can your Merit selfishly approve.
And show the Sense of it, without the Love;
ViOio has the Vanity to call you Friend,
Yet wants the Honour injur'd to defend;
Who tells whate'er you think, whate'er you say,
And, if he lie not, must at least betray.
(11. 293-8)
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Such a man delights in putting the worst possible construction on 
things;^ and such a man (though he is much else besides) is Sporus, 
who, as the incarnation of the desire to bring evil out of good, is 
very properly identified as Satan. In so far as he is Lord Hervey, 
Sporus is the poem's raison d'être, his "Tales" and "Lyes" 
necessitating a reply from Pope: he is the most formidable of the
poet's enemies. But Sporus is greater in evil than his historical 
model: he is Everyman's enemy, "Eve's tempter", the infernal
serpent, with infernal attributes, "Wit that can creep, and Pride 
that licks the dust". The essential thing about Sporus, taking 
the whole poem as a study of man in society, is that he can't enter 
into genuine personal relations with anyone. Because he has no 
personality (he is an unresolved "antithesis") he is incapable of 
real experience:
Whose Buzz the Witty and the Pair annoys.
Yet Wit ne'er tastes, and Beauty ne'er enjoys,... 
Amphibious Thing! that acting either Part,
The trifling Head, or the corrupted Heart!
Pop at the Toilet, Platt'rer at the Board,
Now trips a Lady, and now struts a Lord.
(11. 311 ff.)
But Sporus is also the fantastic embodiment of all the literary 
and social vices discussed in the poem: he has the pride of a
Bufo, the meaningless civility of an Atticus; he is a flatterer,
 ^According to South, an essential "privilege" of friendship is the 
"favourable construction of all passages between friends";
Sermons, Vol. II, p.56.
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and a man of rhyme —  and his courtliness doesn’t conceal his 
kinship with Grub Street ("this Bug"; "this painted Child of 
Dirt").
This concentration of vice elicits a full and final counter­
statement. First the theme of Pope's integrity and independency 
as a writer is recapitulated: he depises lies and flattery; he
is by nature "soft" and humble, declining to retaliate upon his 
aggressors. Then, by one of Pope's neatest transitions, the 
poet's own parents are presented as types of virtue, and are 
deliberately contrasted, point by point, with Sporus and the 
denizens of Grub Street —  sociable Christian behaviour against 
back-biting and malicious gossip; "unspotted names", bodily and 
mental health, against the recurrent imagery of dirt and disease 
associated with Grub Street; "innoxious" against the mad-dog 
ravings of the poetasters, and the venom of Sporus. The poet's 
father was humble, peace-loving and truthful, "By Nature honest, 
by Experience wise" (l. 4CO): the poet's earnest exclamation,
"Oh grant me thus to live, and thus to die!" looks back to the 
request in line 262, "Oh let me live my own! and die so too!" 
but the "good man's^virtue surpasses the earlier ideal of poetic 
independence; the poet's^has taught the good life by actually 
living it. And the last paragraph of the poem shows Pope no longer 
as author, but as friend and son, engaged in the two most vital 
personal relationships open to him, warmly wishing each domestic 
bliss for Arbuthnot, and tenderly caring for an aged mother, solicitous 
to
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Explore the Thought, explain the asking Eye,
And keep awhile one Parent from the Sky!
(11. 412-13)
Pope (or Arbuthnot speaking for him, according to Warburton's text)
resigns himself to Providence's care -- "the rest belongs to 
Heav'n"; and the reader acquiesces in the judgment "thus far was 
right", because he has witnessed the poet conducting himself with 
unfaltering rectitude through the particularly complex set of 
relationships that surround the man of letters.
(iii)
Honesty
For the modem reader, "honest" is the most difficult word in 
Pope's moral vocabulary, for two main reasons. First, Pope uses 
it with a wide and vague meaning of "virtuous" or "good"; secondly, 
when he seems to be using it more definitely and precisely, it is 
very often with a meaning for which we should nov; use a different 
word. For the first of these practices Pope had behind him the 
authority of contemporary authors and lexicographers. John Kersey 
defines honest as "good, virtuous, just",^ and Bailey, conversely, 
gives "moral honesty" as a definition of virtue. Professor Maynard 
Ivlack has cited further evidence, from Sir William Temple and Walter 
Charleton, of this rather vague usage of the noun, in his note on a 
couplet in the Essay on Man;
 ^Dictionarium Anglo-Britannicum: or, a General English Dictionary
(1708).
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A Wit's a feather, and a Chief a rod;
An honest Man's the noblest work of God.
(Epistle IV, 11. 247-8)
The OED is I think undoubtedly wrong in giving this as an example 
of its sense ^c: "That deals fairly and uprightly in speech and
act; sincere, truthful, candid; that will not lie, cheat or 
steal". Against this interpretation I cannot do better than 
quote Professor Empson's observations on the couplet in question; 
in Pope's time, if you could be an honest man in 
all senses, you were going a long way. Wit and 
chief light the word from tv/o angles ; it is clearly 
the function of honest to exclude the faults of 
either...; the man who can be both unlike the wit, 
vain, easily hurt and blown from his course..., and 
unlike the chief, narrow, harsh, fond of power —  
the man who can recognise and fulfil both his own 
nature and his duties to society is the Type of man, 
the measure of all things.^
Professor Empson goes on to describe this as a flat use of the word;
but some of Pope's uses of "honest" can be even flatter, because 
more limited and narrow. Thus the "honest" of the First Satire
of the Second Book —  Boileau's "honest strain" (l. Ill),
Collingboume's "honest rhymes" (l. I46) —  is simply "truthful", 
"candid", "outspoken". The "honest anguish" with which Pope reads
 ^The Structure of Complex Words (l95l), p.l96.
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the had poems submitted to his judgment is "genuine" Arbuthnot,
1. 3B); while "honest Instinct" in the Essay on Man (ill, 1. 88) 
appears as a frank and ingenuous "volunteer". The ironical use 
of honest in the story of Sir Balaam is an isolated case.
Asleep and naked as an Indian lay.
An honest factor stole a Gem away;
He pledg'd it to the Knight; the Knight had wit.
So kept the Diamond, but the rogue was bit.
(To Bathurst, 11. 361-4)
The irony here exploits another narrow meaning of honest —  not 
lying, cheating or stealing —  its most important meaning for the 
tradesman who prided himself on fair dealing. Collier, for 
example, in his Essay "Of Honesty", seems unaware of any meaning 
of the word other than "clear dealing".^ The factor can steal 
from a harmless and defenceless Indian, without any scruple, and 
without losing his claim to be called honest by his fellow traders.
For the London merchants are a law unto themselves, and the factor 
is upholding a code of "honesty" among theives when he pledges the 
gem to Balaam. He, in his turn, has no scruples about breaking 
his word with one of the Guild; he is the embodiment, at a higher 
level than the tradesman, of the economic self-seeking that 
sanctified itself as "honesty".
It seemed to Pope and his friends that honestry and trade were 
incompatible. "I believe", said Swift, "there is hardly a nation 
in Christendom, where all kind of fraud is practised in so
 ^Moral Essays, Part IV (1709), pp. 31-95*
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unmeasurable a degree as with us. The lawyer, the tradesman,
the mechanic, have found so many arts to deceive in their several
callings, that they far outgrow the common prudence of mankind,
1
which is in no sort able to fence against them". Conscience was
giving way to gain, in the Court as much as in the City: Lord
Stanhope told Whiston that "it was impossible for a minister of
2
state to be an honest man". Meanwhile, in polite circles, 
civility was exalted at the expense of sincerity:
To such extent good-nature now is spread,
To be sincere is monstrously ill-bred 
As Tillotson declared in his last and much-quoted sermon, "if any 
man speaks as he thinks... he can hardly escape the censure of 
rudeness and want of breeding. The old English plainness and 
sincerity, thatgenerous integrity of nature and honesty of 
disposition.... is in a great measure lost among us"; and what 
Tillotson meant by sincerity was "really to be, what we would
seem and appear to be" (Works, Vol. I, pp. 7 and 5)* Robert South
had summed up the whole situation, rather more forthrightly, in a 
sermon preached in I676: "It is looked upon as a great piece of
weakness, and unfitness for business (forsooth) for a man to be so
clear and open, as really to think not only what he says, but what
he swears: and when he makes any promise, to have the least intent
 ^A Project f^o_r the Advancement of Religion (17O9), Prose Works,
Vol. Ill, p.44.
 ^Quoted in T. Tyers, An Historical Rhapsody on Mr. Pope (2nd ed.,1782) 
p. 91.
 ^Dodsley, On Good and 111-Mature, 11. I5-I6.
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of performing it... Nothing is thought beautiful that is not 
painted" (Sermons, Vol. I, p.323).
The point of view is the traditional one: South's reference
to painting, and Tillotson's contrast of being and seeming, 
immediately suggest the Elizabethan preoccupation with the 
discrepancies between appearance and reality. The problem was 
still a very real one in the early eighteenth century —  "in this 
deceitful age of ours, there is no arguing from an Outside"^ 
but what the Elizabethans treated at the level of tragedy now 
becomes matter for polite wit and comedy. The disguised hero 
and fair-seeming villian give place to the .abstract argument, 
in the Epistle to Cobham, that"there is no judging of the Motives 
from the Actions". But two very important embodiments of the 
appearance-reality problem —  "painted ladies" and the fashionable 
people who can't pay for their finery —  remain as satiric targets 
in the eighteenth century. The first has a place, along with all 
the other stock jokes of the period, in the Beggar's Opera: "I hope", 
says Mac3\eath to his doxy, "you don't want the repairs of quality 
and lay on paint" (ll, i); and Swift deals with "painting" at 
great, and often nauseating, lengths. Pope's treatment is more 
subtle, more profound, and very much less extensive. Where Donne, 
in his fourth Satire has the straightforward
Collier, 'On Pride', Essays, pt. I, p.38. Cf. "The Whole World 
is in a Mask, and it is impossible to see the natural Face of 
any one Individual"; Dodsley, The Toy-Shop (l755)j p.31»
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And wiser then all us,
He knows what Lady is not painted.
Pope expands to:
And last (which proves him wiser still than all)
What Lady’s Face is not a whited Wall?
(11. 150-1)
The allusion to St. Ivlatthew —  "for ye are like unto whited 
sepulchres’'(XXIII, 27) —  implies that the disguising of ugliness
by cosmetics is only one, and the most obvious, aspect of female
hypocrisy. The sanctimoniousness of court ladies is obviously 
assumed, but their real motives are inscrutable —  observation 
cannot penetrate a wall.
Pope’s lines about the inconsistencies of women introduce 
another variation on the "painting" theme:
Or Sappho at her toilet’s greazy task.
With Sappho fragrant at an evening ï'Æask:
So morning Insects that in muck begun.
Shine, buzz, and fly-blow in the setting-sun.
(To a Lady, 11. 25-8)
"Fragrant" is the prominent word in the first couplet: Pope is
generously admiring the results of the "long labours of the Toilette", 
as he had admired Belinda in the Rape of the Lock. Significantly, 
however, Sappho is taking part in a "Ivlask" —  the mode of 
entertainment parallels the lady’s concealment of her real features 
and her sluttish character. But it is left to the second couplet 
to make the vital point against Sappho: here, by a characteristic
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and precisely-managed sequence of verbs, Pope suggests in turn 
her vain ostentation at the mask, her indulgence in idle gossip, 
and, worse, in malicious and defamatory scandal. The phrase 
"in muck begun" makes the transition from admiration to detestation 
because it can be taken in two ways: either, "these insects
emerged from dirt this morning, and are now pretty to watch, and 
amazingly active"; or, "they began in dirt, and now behave 
appropriately". Sappho's behaviour is observed and valued as 
precisely and delicately as Belinda's: and the effect is quite
different from Swift's "gaudy Tulips rais'd from Dung".
The "splendid poverty" of hangers-on at court was as obvious 
a target for eighteenth century satirists as it had been for Donne 
and Hall:
So little in his purse, so much upon his backe:
So nothing in his maw.^
After the Restoration, with the rising self-esteem (and power of 
self-expression) of the middle-classes, the splendour becomes 
matter of complaint to the tailors and drapers whose clients won't 
pay their bills.
Defoe made a lively protest on behalf of his own class: "Let
any English gentleman but reflect as he walks along the Strand, with 
his footmen behind him, as he goes by the mercers' or drapers' shops, 
etc. 'Jack', say# one to t'other, ’here's Sir J o h n -------a coming'.
 ^ Hall, Satire III vii, 11. 20-1.
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As he goes by, *tis a low bow, and all the obeyaance in the world; 
when he is gone, 'Ay, d-m him, he has got my coat upon his back, 
he'll wear it out before I shall be paid for it".  ^ An "unpay'd 
Taylor" suddenly appears in the Dunciad to snatch away the 
embroidered suit of the illusory "beau or wit" (B, Book II, 11. 117-8); 
Marcissa "paid a Tradesman once to make him stare" (To a Lady, 1. 56), 
and "Tailors' bills" lie on the fops book-press (Tatler Mo. II5). 
jîâst biœ connoisseur might be as guilty as the fop:
Pictures and Busts in ev'ry House were seen;
2
What shou'd have pay'd the Butcher, bought Poussin.
In Pope's account of society, fine appearances are a poor concealment 
for material and spiritual bankruptcy. Pope, "a Poe profess'd to 
false Pretence" (Dialogue II, 1. 201), exposes those who would 
deceive society and themselves, either by simply laying the reality 
and the appearance side by side —  "merry, miserable Might" —  or 
by bringing the sordid reality into the daylight for the first 
time —  "Bare the mean heart that lurks beneath a Star" (Satire 
II i, 1. 108).
The praiseworthy man has nothing to hide; like "honest 
Mah'met or plain Parson Hale" (To a Lady, 1. 198), he is perfectly 
sincere and open in his devotion to his God and King. The 
genuinely honest man is the vir borm^, the man of private and public 
virtue, and the direct opposite of the knave and babbling blockhead *
^A Review of the State of the English Nation, I7 Jan., I7O6; printed 
by Professor Sutherland in the Oxford Book of English Talk, p.194»
^The First Epistle of the Second Book of Horace, Imitated (l749), p.14*
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Such are Fenton and Trumbull, the Man of Ross, and Sir John 
Barnard -- a handful, of virtuous men in a degenerate age, who are 
deliberately sought out by the poet:
To find an honest man, I beat about.
And love him, court him, praise him, in or out.
(Dialogue II, 11. 102-j)
The last phrase suggests the political twist which Pope gives to the 
word 'honest' in his last satires; there it comes to denote primarily 
integrity, independence, and a staunch refusal to abandon one's 
principles for a bribe or a place. The insincere patriotic 
harangues of William Pulteney are contrasted with the "firmness"
and fixed purpose of his cousin Daniel (1740, 11. 9-12 and 77);
Jekyl is an "odd old Whig" because he has never changed his principles 
(Dialogue I, 11. 39-40). So Pope's honest men are either 
incorruptible politicians (usually members of the Opposition), or 
country gentlemen like Bethel. Bethel is "honest" in a sense of 
the word that came to the fore in the Restoration period —
It fsturdily true to himself; lives his own life with no nonsense
about it' —  honest because he stands aloof from town and court
and city. He is frank, deals plainly —  he "always speaks his
thought (Satire II ii, 1. 129) —  is bluntly truthful even to the
2
point of being obstinate and truculent. From the satirist's point 
of view, "truth" is the opposite not of error, but of lies', it is 
fact as against fiction, the reality about human beings istead of
^Empson, Structure of Complex Words, p.192.
2
What crops of wit and honesty appear 
From spleen, from obstinacy, hate or fear.
(Essay on Man, II, 11. 185-6).
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the glozings of flatterers, or the romantic nonsense of pastoral 
poets. Pope's protests are therefore levelled against the various 
obstacles to plain-speaking: the threatened censorship of the
press that is the occasion of Dialo/.me II; the ceremony of 
politness that in a subtler way stifles freedom of speech; the 
quibbling and sophistry of pedants and school-divines, and the 
whole network of "eternal Law" (Sober Advice, 1. 174). "Chicane 
in Furs, and Casuistry in Lawn" (Dunciad, IV, 1. 28) are the 
"false Guardians" of Morality; they are also her executioners.
(iv)
The Sin of Pride.
Of all Passions, none so soon and so often turns the brain, 
as Pride —  SIR WILLIAM TEMPLE.
Mr. F.W. Bateson has computed that Pope used the word pride 
"twice as often as Milton, surprisingly enough", and he informs 
us that it occurs "twenty four times in the Essay on Man alone".^ 
This is enough to suggest that pride is a key-term in Pope, 
though mere word-counting doesn't take us very far. Pope Gregory I 
had distinguished superbia from the other Deadly Sins as being the 
root or source of all evil; and (with a typical exchange of
metaphor for abstract statement), it was still something of a
platitude in the early eighteenth century that pride is man's
5
commonest vice. But the traditional supremacy of superbia was
 ^ Twickenham ed., Vol. Ill ii, p. xli, n.
2
See the Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, ed. J. Hastings
(19O8-26), s.V. Pride and Seven Deadly Sins; also The Faerie
Queene, Book I, cto. iv.
3 See for example. Lady Chudleigh, 'Of Pride', Essays, pp. I9-3O.
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being challenged: the attitude of the middle-classes was rather
that "Idleness is the mother of all vice", while in Pope's own 
poetry pride shares the highest place with covetousness. For 
though Pride is "bestow'd on all, a common friend" (Essay on flan,
II, 1. 272), humanity is at the same time enslaved by "one Lust of 
Gold": "Just half the land would buy, and half be sold" (Epistle I i,
1. 125).
But for Pope still, as for Montaigne, "Presumption is our 
Natural and Original Disease" (Essays, vol. II, p.189), and man's 
pride, or his capacity for it, is unbounded:
each man's secret standard in his mind.
That Casting-Weight Pride adds to Emptiness,
This, who can gratify? for who can guess?
(To Arbutnnot, 11. I76-8)
The vice was fostered by the very obvious signs of material
prpperity at home, the results of rapid commercial expansion (see,
/
for example. Spectator No. 21); by the mere fact that England had 
produced two such geniuses as Newton and Locke, and by the tendency 
of free-thinkers to thrust a Mechanic, and therefore comprehensible 
Cause into the place of God-,-Cornelius, the father of Martinus 
Scriblerus, very majestically demands: "Is not Man the Lord of the
Universe"? (Memoirs of Scriblerus, p.lOO). And Pope, to combat 
such absurd claims, reduces his victims to the stature of insects 
and the more insigrv(.ficant types of animal. Pedants and scholiasts 
are silk-worms, spinning out a "slender store" of argument (Dunciad 
IV, 11. 355-4); elsewhere, word-catching critics are grubs and worms
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preserved in the amber of a great author (To Arbuthnot, 11. 169-73) • 
The poetasters who produce abundance of smut and sing-song for hire 
are spiders or tame puppies (Arbuthnot, 11. 89-94 and 228-6); 
courtiers are "tinsel Insects", Timon a "puny insect", and Sporus, 
the incarnation of evil,is bug, butterfly, toad, spaniel and serpent, 
all in one.
The persons so attacked clearly fall into two groups: the rich
and privileged, especially the members of the court circle; and 
the pedants and scribblers, pluming themselves on the ability to 
turn out quantities of words. Pride is, of course, the vice to 
which courtiers and the nobility would be most liable. In declaring 
that his father was "born to no Pride" (To Arbuthnot, 1. 392), Pope 
is assuming that this is the natural inheritance of the high-born. 
After the account of the Man of Ross comes the command:
Blush, Grandeur, blushJ proud Courts withdraw your blazeJ
(To Bathurst, 1. 281)
The garrulous and impertinent court dependent, in Pope's version 
of Bonne's fourth Satire, boasts of his inner knowledge of state 
matters, and his ability to put the affairs of lurope in order: 
he is quite typical of the "huffing, braggart, puft Mobility" that 
throng the court. The great, besides being naturally swollen with 
self-conceit, can also be puffed in dedications and epistolary verses. 
They encourage the arts solely out of vanity; their "simple Pride 
for Platt'ry makes demands" (To Arbuthnot, 1.293), and the minor 
wits are eager to gratify it. Pride is the chief attribute of Bufo, 
as Pope emphasises by his deliberate punctuation at the beginning of
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Great Cowper, Harcourt, Parker. Raymond, King,^
Why all your Toil? your Sons have learn‘d to sing.
How quick Ambition hastes to ridicule!
The Sire is made a Peer, the Son a Fool,
(11. 945-8)
and appears as "the Avarice of Pow’r" (Epistle II ii, 1. 907), 
historically, in the case of Cromwell, whose "black Ambition" 
stained the public cause of the Civil War (Dialogue II, 1. 228); 
fantastically, and even more frighteningly, in that of Peter 
Walter, who aims at power solely through wealth:
Wise Peter sees the World's respect for gold.
And therefore hopes this Nation may be sold:
Glorious Ambition! Peter, swell they store,
And be what Rome's great Didius was before.
(To Bathurst. 11. 125-S)
That Pope never wrote his "ode or moral poem" on ambition is no 
matter for regret. After all, what he has to say on this topic 
can be taken in the very words of Shakespeare, for his attitude 
is precisely that expressed in a "shining passage" in King 
Henry VIII, in Wolsey's plea to Cromwell,
fling away ambition.
By that Sin fell the Angels....
Let all the ends thou aims't at be thy country's 
Thy God's and truth's... Serve the King.
(Ill, Vi)
 ^ I have filled in Pope's asterisks in accordance with Professor 
Sutherland's note on this line in the Twickenham Edition, Vol. IV.
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The arrogance and boldness of those who feel the "itch of 
verse" corresponds to the pride of courtiers and aristocrats:
Whom have I hurt? has Poet yet, or Peer,
Lost the arch'd eye-brow, or Parnassian sneer?
(To Arbuthnot, 11. 95-6)
But in obeying the command of their Queen, Dulness, to "be proud", 
the rhymesters achieve only a senseless vanity and brazen 
impudence.
Who shames a Seri bier? break one cobweb thro',
He spins the slight, self-pleasing thread anew;... 
Thron'd in the centre of his thin designs;
Proud of a vast extent of flimzy lines....
(To Arbuthnot, 11. 89 ff.j 
Morton De Foe has, like Cibber, a "never blushing head" (Dunciad 
B. II, 1. 417)" And it is Cibber, the Dunce par excellence, who, 
exalted on his gorgeous seat, is conspicuous for his "Parnassian 
sneer" (Dunciad, B, II, I.9)* The prose-piece "Ricardus 
Aristarchus of the Hero of the Poem", prefixed to the revised 
Dunciad, is one long account of the vanity, obstinacy, 
incorrigibility and impudence of the poem's new hero. Cibber is 
the embodiment of "pertness" (l, 1. 112), a quality for which his 
prologues had already been censured by Pope in the Art of Sinking 
in Poetry (ch. XIl). His forehead shines with "brazen brightness" 
(Dunciad, I, 1. 219); and, like father, like son, Theophilus 
Cibber "thrusts his person full into your face" (ill, 1. I40).
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Dulness is the "Mother of Arrogance, and Source of Pride"
(IV, 1. 470), because she wraps her sons in mists. Or, subtracting 
the allegory, pride is the result of man's ignorance of his own
nature and of his position in the universe —  Pope's Dunces are
"short-sighted" as well as slow of apprehension (Dunciad, B, I,
1. 19, n). Plutarch had emphasised the need for self-knowledge, 
though not specifically as an antidote to pride, while among 
Pope's contemporaries, Shaftesbury had advised a habit of self- 
examination leading to genuine awareness of a man's own personality. 
So Pope, following Horace, puts himself to the arduous school of 
self-knowledge (Epistle I, i, 11. 95 ff.); and the last line of 
the Essay on Man teaches that "all our Knowledge is, OURSELVES TO 
KNOW".
Pope will, of course, admit his own failings:
In me what Spots (for Spots I have) appear,
Will prove at least the Medium must be clear;
(Satire II 1, 11. 55-6) 
but, as the tone of this couplet implies, the frame of mind that 
accompanies self-knowledge is one of modesty, not humility.
Modesty is a social asset, and hence is beautifully in place in a 
poetical Epistle to an aristocrat. But excessive modesty becomes 
a liability, an obstacle "both in love and business", (%kler Mo.92) 
while too much humility is even more of a hindrance (Mo. 97)- Pope 
sought praise on the grounds that he had been neither proud nor 
servile, and what the eighteenth century commonly mean by humility 
was rather an unreasonable servility than any Christian virtue.
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Pope certainly intended the latter when, in the Verses on 
Gulliver's Travels he wrote, "Humility's the Virtue of the 
Great" (V, 1.94)* But when he described himself as
So humble, he has knock'd at Tibbald's door.
Has drunk with Cibber, nay has rym'd for Moor,
(To Arbuthnot, 11. 372-3) 
the man of genius is very conscious of abasing himself before his 
literary inferiors. mandeville might recommend "Christian 
Humility", the rarest of all religious virtues,^ but it was 
too difficult a virtue for most eighteenth century gentlemen to 
practise.
(v)
The Acquisition and Use of Riches.
Seek not proud riches, but such as thou mayest get justly,
use soberly, distribute cheerfully, and leave contentedly —  
BACON.
The pride of man’s heart leads him to exalt himself above 
his proper station, and his low desires degrade him below the 
level of the beasts. For Pope_, the main form of concupiscence 
rampant in contemporary society, is the desire for riches. That 
desire is the common denominator of mankind, and it is
significantly called a "Lust of Gold"; for, in the passages where
Pope is decrying covetousness, other vicious human desires are
 ^Fable of the Bees, Vol. II, p.17*
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usually involved, either directly or by implication:
But, to the world, no bugiiear is so great.
As want of Figure, and a small Estate.
(Epistle I i, 11. 61-8)
The primary meaning of "figure" is social distinction, and the 
sort of compicuous appearance and ostentation that accompanies 
it; but there is also present the sense of "pleasing bodily 
shape": covetousness, that is, goes hand in hand with vanity
and ambition. This second sense of "figure" is given a curious 
twist later in the same poem, in the catalogue of ways to enrich. 
Their country's wealth our mightier Misers drain.
Or cross to plunder Provinces, the Main:
The rest, some farm the Poor-box, some the Pews;
Some keep Assemblies, and wou'd keep the Stews;
Some with fat Bucks on childless Dotards fawn;
Some win rich Widows by their Chine and Brawn;
While with the silent growth of ten per Cent,
In Dirt and darkness hundreds stink content.
(11. 126-35)
Those who would keep the Stews as well as Assemblies, aren't 
actuated purely by the profit-motive; and this suggestion of 
carnal lust assisting acquisitiveness is continued in the line 
about Widows. The surface meaning here is that the wooing is done 
by handsome presents of meat —  chine, especially, being a customary 
gift at Christmas. But an ironical note to Pope's Odyssey 
translation brings out a deeper meaning: "Is it not evident, that
all widows are utterly disconsolate, appear many months in deep
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mourning? and whenever they are prevail'd upon to a second 
marriage do they not chuse out the strongest, best built, and 
most vigorous youth of the nation? For what other reason, but 
that such constitutions may be a security against their ever 
feeling the like calamity again?" (Bk. XV, 1. 24 n.). "Chine" 
now means"back" —  and includes the fleshly connotations of 
"strong-back'd"^ -- while "brawn" is muscle, or muscular vigour, 
the witty use of language, and the resulting depth and complexity 
of meaning, being thoroughly typical of Pope.
In his dealings with contemporary ways of money-making.
Pope's habitual association of covetousness with other lusts, leads 
him to pronounce a more severe sentence than Bacon had done. For 
Pope, all ways to enrich (except translating Homer) are foul, though 
some are fouler than others. On this point. Pope is perhaps less 
close to Bacon than to other Elizabethan writers —  Jonson and 
Hall, for example; he is certainly very close to the medieval 
Christian teaching which is the basis of the Elizabethan attitude 
towards riches (Bacon included), and which survives in seventeenth 
and early eighteenth century sermons. In many respects, of course. 
Pope's position is the normal one for the satirist —  he has obvious 
affinities with Horace, Boileau, Robert Could and Young, as well 
as with Donne and Hall. In his first Epode, Horace contrasts his 
ovm behaviour with that of the hoarding miser Chremes, and the 
dissolute spendthrift: Plutarch described money-lenders as vultures,
and their practices in terms near to Pope's lines quoted above:
^ C-(.) ' OK. h. e-XK*vy.»\e- w  ke.trIrycr  ^our cot>y^cut^ ^ le K s e .s  [_ u > o * n e^ J
O C C-o U  (<, C.- 5 Sir f -C k  I O ' 4.
L ^  nC, ^ , üàl ITT, p./6 0 .
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"the strong and unpleasant smell of Usury"; insurers sow everywhere
"Roots and Grains of Debts, which, eating their way, and spreading
their Sprouts round about, do in fine make cities bend under the
Burden, 'till they come to be suffocated."^ But this does not
obscure Pope's very real ties with a specifically Christian morality.
The furtive nature of money-lending transactions ("the silent
growth of ten per Cent") had been abhofrent to Elizabethan and
2
Jacobean satirists; and Erasmus's survey of human folly has a 
particularly strong resemblance to Pope's catalogue of ways to 
wealth, and to other of his variations on the same theme:
Another is wedded to Wealth rather than to a Wife...
One is so covetous that he lives Poor to die Rich...
Some will close with, and humour such warm Old Blades 
as have a good Estate, and no Children of their own to 
bestow it upon: Others practise the same Art of
Wheedling upon good old Women... There is another sort 
of Base Scoundrels in Gentility, such scraping Merchants, 
who although for the better vent of their Commodities 
they Lie, Swear, Cheat and Practise all the Intrigues of 
Dishonesty, yet think themselves no Way Inferior to 
Persons of the highest Quality, only because they have 
raked together a plentiful Estate.^
"Against Running into Debt", Morals, vol. V, pp. 982, 985- 
See Knights, Drama and Society, p. 16?.
 ^Moriae Encomium, pp. 87-90*
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The last sentence reminds us that Pope's hatred of the moneyed
men gave a particular vehemence to his attacks. But if the barb
is, in a sense, personal or of its time, the satirist's shaft is
traditional and Christian. Both Tillotson and South had preached
a group of sermons on the topic of covetousness, expressly to prove
that riches are not conducive to happiness, and the disposition and
main features of their arguments are almost identical.^ Barrow,
though he has correspondingly systematic exposition of the '
subject, makes almost all the same points in his various sermons on
2
Charity and Bounty to the Poor. The following is a summary and
conflation of the views of these three churchmen.
Covetousness is of all vices the most sordid, the most
unreasonable, and the most common —  since all men aim solely at
their own profit. It is not to be mistaken for a prudent economy, 
by which a man regulates his expenses according to his income; nor 
for "a regular Industry" and diligence in obtaining the essentials 
of life (Tillotson, p.256). Covetousness is, or implies, (i) an 
anxious solicitude about the things of the world, taking the special 
form of "an inordinate desire and love of riches";^ (ii) rapacity 
and injustice in getting, and (iii) tenacity in keeping. Men 
dread want and the contempt it meets with; riches appear their best 
safeguard against both these evils. While the prodigal "proclaims 
himself a fool to all the intelligent world about him" (South, p.403),
 ^Tillotson, Sermons Works vol. I, pp. 253-74; South, Sermons,
vol. 17, Nos. 10 and 11, pp. 393-475*
Isaac Barrow, Works (1716 ed.); especially vol.I, sermons 2, 5> 31, 
and vol. II, sermon I4*
 ^ Cf. Montaigne, "all curious Solicitude about riches smells of Avarice"; 
Essays, vol. Ill, p.281.
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the wealthy man is respected, even though his methods may be 
detested. The world being what it is, gold confers dignity and 
power, purchases friendships, and "rendreth a man somebody, 
considerable in the 7/0rid" (Barrow, vol. I, p.9). Hence covetousness 
may choose to disguise itself as "Industry in our Callings", as a 
provident security against future evils, or simply as a generous 
provision for one's posterity.
The miseries of the avaricious man correspond to the three­
fold definition of covetousness: he is impatient, insatiable and
restless in desiring riches, suffering from a sort of mental dropsy, 
"an unnatural thirst, which is inflamed by that which should quench 
it" (Tillotson, p.260). The obtaining of riches involves care and 
labour —  "he that will be rich must sweat for it" (ibid. p. 268), —  
a drudgery that amounts to slavery; it also involves fraud and 
crime, since the best results are obtained by the foulest methods, 
and the end is taken as justifying the means: "the eager Desire of
Riches makes men to pursue them in indirect and uncharitable ways, 
by Falsehood and Perjury, by Undermining and Over-reaching, by 
Dissembling and Flattery, by corrupting and imbasing of commodities, 
by false weights and measures, by taking fees with both hands" 
(Tillotson, p.258); "one man, perhaps, has been an oppressor, and 
an extortioner, and waded to all his wealth through the tears of 
widows and orphans" (South, p.447)* Principles are sacrificed to 
gain: for gold, men "prostitute their honour and conscience" (Barrow,
vol. I, p.9)" The miser, fabulously wealthy, lives like a pauper.
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so that he may die rich, or enrich his heirs —  hut after all, 
which is more foolish, to be "a beggar out of necessity or by 
choice?" (ibid, vol. I, p.925)* The man "tenacious of keeping" 
is utterly devoid of charity, starves his servants, and is ready 
to die in order to save expenses. Moreover, the preservation of 
his wealth is a matter of constant anxiety: should he lose any of
it, his grief and vexation know no bounds.
In short, riches don’t confer happiness —  "wealth and content., 
very seldom meet" (Tillotson, p.25?) —  they have no power to 
assuage bodily pains, pangs of conscience or emotional disturbances. 
On the other hand, they cause "real damage", actively contributing 
to a man's misery, both here and in the life to come, since they 
substitute Mamnjoq for God, and make Heaven inaccessible to us.
"Nothing sooner debaucheth Men than prosperity" (Tillotson, p.265), 
for gold panders to ambition and lust, and immerses "our souls in 
all the follies of pride, in all the filths of luxury, in all the 
mischiefs emergent from sloth and stupidity" (Barrow, vol. I, p.927)* 
The reasonable man will rest satisfied with a competence, 
aware that real happiness consists in tranquillity of mind, "inward
satisfaction". "He that does not enjoy himself, can enjoy nothing
else" (Tillotson, p.264)* "In a word, it is not what a man has, 
but what he is, which must make him happy" (South, p.469).
Pope, we know, read and admired the works of Tillotson and
Barrow (Spence, pp. 291, 910 n.). Each point in the above summary
could be closely paralleled from Pope's satires, and the par^allels 
would very nearly exhaust the poet's stated attitude towards 
covetousness. This is not to suggest that Pope made any direct
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borrowings from published sermons; it is simply a matter of a 
shared point of view, the same ideas being delivered from the 
pulpit as abstract argument, and being given concrete and biting 
application in Pope's satires —  "for particulars ever touch, and 
awake more than generalls."^ There is actually a suggestion of 
the sermon behind the easy politeness of the Epistle to Bathurst.
Pope calls himself and his interlocutor "casuists"; he claims 
Divine approval for the view he puts forward, and "opines" (gives 
his opinion authoritatively and formally) that Nature originally 
concealed the precious bane from man. The theological question as 
to whether misers and prodigals meet their reward in this or another 
world is "A knotty point! to which we now proceed" (l. 397)*
Fortunately the subject is changed, and the Epistle concludes with
the compact exemplum of Sir Balaam, which might effectively have 
rounded off a Church homily.' But all this is kept in the background:
the covetous man has to be reproved by the satirist precisely because
he is immune from the preacher. Barrow pointed out that the 
Christian religion disparages secular wealth, and debars the most 
ready ways of getting it (violence, exaction, fraud and flattery); 
it commends justice and charity, and prohibits the careless enjoyment 
of riches in pride and pleasure (vol. I, p.lO): but the Church
could no longer enforce its prohibition. Not only had Locke 
pronounced that ecclesiastical authority "neither has any jurisdiction
 ^ George Herbert, A Priest to the Temple, ch. VII, Works, Ed. 
F.^. Hutchinson (l94l)> p.299*
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in things civil, nor any manner of power of compulsion, nor any­
thing at all to do with riches and revenues";^ the "real 
Christianity, such as used in primitive times... to have an 
influence upon men’s belief and actions" had been "wholly laid 
aside by general consent, as utterly inconsistent with our present 
schemes of wealth and power", and to restore it would "ruin trade" 
and "turn our courts, exchanges and shops into deserts". For not 
all the middle-class traders, manufacturers and scriveners were even 
nominally pious; "is not that [.Sunday] the chief day for traders
to sum up the accounts of the week, and for lawyers to prepare 
2
their briefs?" Such men are "safe from the Pulpit", are "touch'd 
and sham'd by Ridicule alone" (Dialogue II, 11. 210-11); the 
initiative has passed from the clergyman to the satirist.
Pope presents the craving for wealth as an unreasonable rage. 
When the goddess Dulness sprinkles her Cimmerian dew over her sons. 
Then raptures high the seat of Sense o'erflow.
Which only heads refin'd from Reason know...
Hence the Fool's Paradise, the Statesman's Scheme,
The air-built Castle, and the golden Dream,
The Maid's romantic wish, the Chemist's flame.
And Poet's vision of eternal Fame.
(Dunciad B, III, 11. 5 ff.)
 ^A Letter concerning Toleration, Works, vol. II, p. 273*
2
Swift, Argument against Abolishing Christianity, Prose Works, 
vol. Ill, pp. 6-7 and 11.
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The company it keeps is enough to discredit any single item in 
this list. Alchemy is very obviously a "romantic" method of 
making one's fortune, though it had its fascination for Newton 
and Steele; but it is no more "sense-less" than the "golden dream", 
the dream of every miser and every projector, of Sir Gilbert 
Heathcote and Sir John Blunt.
If the ways of gain are all unreasonable, those who desire 
to gain, examples of the get-rich-quick mentality, are all equally 
unscwulous. The poet wears his weapon, satire, only
in a Land of Hectors,
Thieves, Supercargoes, Sharpers, and Directors.
(Satire II i, 11. 71-2)
Pope's catalogues of names, like the one just cited from the Dunciad, 
are often unpleasantly derogatory. Even the routine activities of 
the harmless Clerk, "Who pens a Stanza when he should engross"
(To Arbuthnot, 1.18) are suspect: "engross" —  the verb is
italicized to bring home the point —  means both "to write out in 
legal form", and to heap up, with special reference to the practice 
of buying up stock in order tqPetail it at a monopoly price. In 
Epistle I i, among the congregation listening to London's voice, 
there appears a similar character, "whose quills stand quiver'd at 
his ear" (l. 89). His inoffensive pens, as Warburton noted, have 
been turned into a supply of arrows, or the quills of a porcupine: 
if the clerk or attorney goes on to practise what London preaches 
("Get Mony, Mony still") the consequences will be dangerous for his 
clients. Such men as these are future Peter Walters:
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Then strongly fencing ill-got wealth by law,
Indentures, Cov'nants, Articles they draw;...
But let them write for you, each Rogue impairs
The Deeds, and dextrously omits, ses Heires.
(Donne II, 11. 95 ff.)
But for the moment they are only small fry. The satirist has more
important victims to "hang up" or pillory —  the money-lender who
grinds the faces of the poor, the industrialist and tradesman ("For
what's a Tradesman but a licens'd Thief?")^ and the directors of
the Charitable Corporation who embezzled the Corporation funds.
Any one, in fact,
Who in the Secret, deals in Stocks secure,
And cheats th' unknowing Widow, and the Poor.
Who makes a Trust, or Charity, a Job,
And gets an Act of Parliament to rob,
(Donne IV, 11. 140-3)
is a fair target for satire; any one who seeks to make money breed
money, whether by gaming, investment, usury, or even a marriage of
convenience. "The son of a first minister is a proper match for
a daughter of a late South Sea director —  so money upon money
increases, copulates, and multiplies, and guineas beget guineas in
2
saecula saeculorum."
On the questions of investment and money-lending. Pope's attitude
 ^ R. Could, The Corruption of the Times by Money. A Satyr (l693).
works (1709J7 7oT: IÏ,— .296:---------- ------ -----
 ^Pope to Broome, I4 July, 1723 (EC VIII, 67). The first minister and 
the director are identified by EC as Charles Townshend and Edward 
Harrison respectively.
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was conservative in the extreme, not to say reactionary. Addison’s 
delight in visiting the Bank of England, and seeing "the directors, 
secretaries and clerks, with all the other members of that wealthy 
corporation, ranged in their several stations" (Spectator No. 9), 
contrasts sharply with Pope's distrust and suspicion of speculative 
finance, which brings confusion into society, corrupts men's 
integrity (To Bathurst, 11. I4I ff.) and destroys their freedom: 
South-sea Subscriptions take v/ho please.
Leave me but Liberty and Ease...
Near fifty, and without a Wife,
I trust that sinking Fund, my Life.
(Epistle I vii, 11. 65 ff.) 
Bacon, in his forty-first Essay, assembled the arguments for and 
against usury —  that it is unnatural, that it ruins many estates, 
and concentrates wealth in a few hands: that, conversely, it
promotes trade, and that since borrowing of money is necessary, it 
is "a vanity to conceive that there would be ordinary borrowing 
without profit." Bacon shrewdly concludes that any idea of 
abolishing usury would be a wild, utopian scheme, but he goes on to 
suggest various reforms, including a reduction in the rate of 
interest. This is a nicely poised attitude: during the seventeenth
century, however, the balance began to come down on the side of the 
"arguments for"; and Collier's Essay "Of Usury" both charts this 
process and confirms the result. Unlike his other essays in dialogue 
form, here neither speaker has any obvious advantage at the start: 
it is not immediately clear which of them is the author's mouthpiece.
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Misochrestes proceeds to put forward the traditional arguments 
against money-lending, which are met hy the common-sense of 
Alphius. Usury is unlawful "because of the barren and 
unpropagating nature of money" (Essays, Part III, 1708, p.lBl); 
but usury is only like rent for a farm (a clever blow against the 
landed men), and is trade unlawful, because it also multiplies 
money? Usury stifles trade, because it hinders the circulation 
of money: on the contrary,"trade subsists upon Credit, and sets
up with Crutches" (p. 187). It is "grinding and unnatural" to 
take more than the sum loaned: but the borrower turns the money
to account, and therefore owes the lender something over and above 
the capital sum. At this point Misochrestes cites condemnations 
of usury out of the Old Testament, the Fathers, and the Co^jucils 
of the Church. These are easily shown to apply only to the 
Jewish people, or to the clergy, and to have no binding power over 
the laity. It is admittedly "down-right injustice" to take more 
than the law allows —  six per cent in I7O3 —  but "if I have a 
right in iviy money, I have without question a right to use it.
And why may not a man deal in Cash or Coin as well as in Cloth and 
Spice? (p.205). By now Alphius clearly has the better of the 
argument; Misochrestes admits the force of his reasoning, and 
submits. The numerous editions, and the evidence of Collier's 
contemporaries,^ prove the popularity and high reputation enjoyed 
by these Essays: Collier is the self-elected spokesman of the
 ^See Oldmixon, Essay on Criticism, p.49*
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increasing, and increasingly articulate, middle-class. Yet thirty 
years after this Essay appeared, we find Pope satirising all scriveners 
indiscriminately, and making an unqualified condemnation, by means 
of one of his tremendously powerful, yet subdued metaphors, of all 
those who extort more than a lawful rateof interest:
While with the silent growth of ten per Cent,
In Dirt and darkness hundreds stink content.
(Spistle I i, 11. 152-3)
The satirist has to be a realist. There isn't much point in a 
theoretical justification of "legal" usury, when "hiondreds" are 
eager to take more than the law allows, when they are, like 
Peter Walter, obsessed with "this per Cent and that per Year"
(Donne II, 1. 58). In the early editions of the Epistle to 
Burlington it was Sir Shylock's, not Sir Visto's "ill-got wealth" 
that was brought to waste (l. I5); and Shylock, the type of the 
hard-hearted money-lender reappears in the Enistles to Bathurst 
and to Cobham:
ev'ry child hates Shylock, tho' his soul 
Still sits at squat, and peeps not from its hole.
(Epistle to Cobham, 11. II4-I5)
The deliberate vagueness of the image intensifies the frightening 
sordidness of the man's mentality.
We may notice, finally. Pope's satire on those who deny 
themselves necessaries in order to scrape together a fortune;
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The frugal Crone, whom praying priests attend,
Still tries to save the hallow'd taper's end.
Collects her breath, as ebbing life retires,
For one puff more, and in that puff expires:
(To Cobham, 11. 298-#
or "vulture" Hopkins, who also "living sav'd a candle's end'*(To 
Bathurst, 1. 292). Pope lost no opportunity of thrusting at 
Marlborough on this score: to Horace's story of the desperate
soldier who stormed a fortress single-handed. Pope adds a neat 
anti-climax:
"Prodigious well !" his great Commander cry'd,
Gave him much Praise, and some Reward beside.
(Epistle II ii, 11. 42-3)
And Marlborough was the subject of four lines inserted in the
Spistle to Cobham but later suppressed, lines illustrating the
inconsistencies of human behaviour.
Triumphant Leaders at an Army's head,
Hemm'd round with Glories, pilfer Cloth or Bread,
As meanly plunder as they bravely fought,
Now save a People, and now save a Groat.
(Twickenham Ed., vol. Ill ii, p.25)
Some men might confine themselves to a single way of gain: 
mean avarice was Marlborough's ruling passion and presumably stuck 
to his last sand. But there were many others who employed a 
variety of methods to make their fortunes, and most conspicuous
to Pope_
among these v/as Francis Chartres. Chartres was odious^as a man
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without morals, as a debauchee —  the role in which he appears 
in the first plate of Hogarth’s Harlot's Progress, and in Pope's 
Imitation of Epistle I vi:
Or shall we ev'ry Decency confound,
Thro' Taverns, Stews, and Bagnio's take our round.
Go dine with Chartres,.... (ll. 118-20)
But the special charge against him was the crooked manner in which 
he made his fortune. A note in the Epistle to Bathurst (l. 20) 
informs us that Chartres was twice drummed out of the army for a 
cheat; and cheating is made his particular talent in Satire II i 
(ll. 89-90). The note goes on: "After a hundred tricks at the
gaming-tables, he took to lending of money at exorbitant interest 
and on great penalties, accumulating premium, interest, and capital 
into a new capital, and seizing to a minute when the payments 
became due; in a word, by a constant attention to the vices, wants, 
and follies of mankind, he acquired an immense fortune" —  and Pope 
approvingly quotes Arbuthnot's ironical epitaph on this arch-villain. 
Chartres is fit company for the forger John Ward, for Peter Walter 
and the Devil.
But the "world's respect for gold" is such that "a man of 
wealth is dubb'd a Blan of Worth" (Epistle I vi, I.8I): the verb
"dubb'd" directs the satire particularly at the City men knighted for 
their financial support of the administration.^ Gold will secure
Cf. the "letter" of Sir John Enville (Spectator No. 299), who 
raised "a very considerable fortune" as a merchant: "for these
my good services I was knighted in the thirty fifth year of my age."
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the services of a doctor, and attract a dubious kind of friend.
It may also, masking realities by fine appearances, endow a 
wealthy heiress with beauty:
For mark th' advantage; just so many score 
Will gain a Wife with half as many more.
Procure her beauty, make that beauty chaste,
And then such Friends —  as cannot fail to last.
(Epistle I vi, 11. 77-80)
One of the meanings of "chaste" here is stainless, undefiled —  the 
meaning of the word when applied by pastoral poets to rivers and 
fountains:^ hence, money will repair any blemishes on the lady's 
aritifical beauty. And though sexual purity and virtue obviously 
can't be purchased for any sum, gold may make her nominally chaste —  
her lovers can be bought off.
In spite of all appearances, riches can only give us "Meat,
Fire and Cloaths" (To Bathurst, 1.82): they can't mitigate pain,
or invigorate the impotent Chartres. They cannot buy a man heirs, 
or relieve him from unhappiness and the torments of a guilty 
conscience. Nor does the possession of a "golden mountain" allay 
the insatiable thirst for more.
Our rural Ancestors, with little blest,
Patient of labour when the end was rest,
(Epistle II i, 11. 241-2) 
these are diametrically opposite to the moneyed men, cursed with much,
^"In her chaste current oft the goddess loves", Windsor Forest, 1. 209.
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enduring drudgery, "pains of body, pangs of soul" (Epistle I i,
1. 71) to obtain still more, yet never free from restless 
impatience --
of two Brothers, rich and restless one 
Ploughs, burns, m<cLTLures, and toils from Sun to Sun.
(Epistle II ii, 11. 270-1)
Those who excuse their avarice on the grounds that money is 
the best charm against "the spectre of pale Poverty", will find 
the charm turning into something actively dangerous. For not 
only is the love of riches a form of concupiscence: gold actually 
panders to other of the Deadly Sins, notably Pride, Sloth, Lechery 
and Gluttony. On the line "What Nature wants, commodious Gold 
bestows" (To Bathurst, 1. 21), Warburton aptly comments; "The 
epithet commodious gives us the very proper idea of a bawd or pander". 
And in a passage later in the same poem, the "wisdom" of hoarding 
is mercilessly shown up.
Why Shylock wants a meal, the cause is found,
He thinks a Loaf will rise to fifty pound.
What made Directors cheat in South-sea year?
To live on Yen'son when it sold so dear.
Ask you why Phryne the whole Auction buys?
Phryne forsees a general Excise.
Why she and Sappho raise that monstrous sum?
Alas! they fear a man will cost a plum.
(11. 117-24)
Shylock's avarice is out of all reason: the tone is one of amused
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contempt. The next couplet brings us into the real world, though 
not yet into the present, with the Directors vfho stooped to crime 
in order to live in luxury. Pope's note on Phryne and the Excise,
"of which it is not improbable that this lady might have some
intimation", hints at corruption in high places —  Phr^/ne is in
Walpole's secret. She, like the Directors, doesn't intend to go 
short in times of austerity; unlike them, she is screened from
prosecution. In the last couplet riches have become the means to
gratify appetites of a different kind: the stress that naturally
falls on "monstrous" brings out its root meaning of unnatural and 
abnormal.
The exact reverse of this situation is presented in Sober Advice :
Eufidia thrives in Money, Land and Stocks:
For Int'rest, ten per Cent, her constant fiate is;
Her Body? hopeful Heirs may have it gratis.
She turns her very Sister to a Job,
And, in the Happy Minute, picks your Fob:
Yet starves herself, so little her own Friend,
And thirsts and hungers only at one End:
A Self-Tormentor, worse than (in the Play)
The Wretch, whose Av'rice drove his Son away.
(11. 18-26)
Fufidia is unswervingly extortionate in her money-lending: an Act
of 1713 Had fixed the legal rate of interest at five per cent 
(19 Anne, c. xv). She sacrifices family ties for gain, and 
generally acts in the most depraved and inhuman manner. The desire
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for riches has corrupted her: but the possessing of them is
torment and pleasure. On a very slight scale, Fufidia is the 
female counterpart of Sir Balaam, who beautifully exemplifies the 
disastrous effect of wealth on the individual personality.
A verse in St. Peter's Second Epistle provides the clue to 
Pope's choice of the name Balaam. The Apostle is discussing the 
unjust, who "have forsaken the right way, and are gone astray, 
following the way of Balaam the son of Bosor, who loved the wages 
of unrighteousness" (ll, I5). The whole episode in the Epistle to 
Bathurst has a religious case: as well as being a witty parody of the
story of Job, it provides an answer to the theological questions that 
were shelved as being too "knotty":
Say, for such worth are other worlds prepar'd?
Or are they both, in this their own reward?
(11. 355-6)
The answer to both questions is a strong affirmative. Balaam is a 
typical City merchant or financier, displaying all the bourgeois 
virtues —  "Religious, punctual, frugal, and so forth" —  and the 
concomitant vices, niggardliness and hypocrisy: "His word would
pass for more than he was worth" (l. 344). As yet he is a man of 
"Sober Fame", —  only moderately well-known, though the phrase is 
also intended, I think, to suggest that he is famous for being 
sober —  temperate and abstemious, grave in deportment, serious and 
staid in his character, exactly as befits the Puritan. Pope traces 
in detail the stages of Balaam's materially successful career, 
pausing to indicate the effect on the man's character of his
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alarmingly rapid rise to prestige and prosperity. The inheritance 
of his father’s wealth, and two lucky shipwrecks on the shores of 
his Cornish estates induce Balaam to live more luxuriously:
He takes his chirping pint, and cracks his jokes:
"Live like yourself", was soon ray Lady’s word;
And lo! two puddings smoak'd upon the hoard.
(ll. 358-60)
Balaam's word now passes for a good deal less than he is worth in 
gold; he cheats a dishonest factor of a valuable diamond, and 
salves his conscience by a very nominal charity and piety. As the 
climax of his fortune-making, Satan pours upon him stocks and 
subscriptions:
'Till all the Daemon makes his full descent.
In one abundant show'r of Cent, per Cent.,
Sinks deep within him, and posseses whole.
Then dubs Director, and secures his soul.
(11. 371-4)
This use of the Danae myth isn't in fact original: Horace had
remarked that hard cash can do great things -- and had even wrought 
a path to Danae (Ode III, xvi): and Young had asked "Can nothing
ravish but a golden shower?"^ More important than the classical 
allusion is the traditional idea that riches are instruments of evil,
and are gained most quickly when most wickedly: "when riches come
 ^Love of Fame, Satire VI, I.54O
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from the Devil, they come upon tpeed".^ Balaam has the reward
that his world gives to riches —  a knighthood. He is now, in 
his own eyes, “a man of spirit" —  even the verse takes on a 
distinct jauntiness —  and can afford, for his own part, to
dispense with the godliness he once professed:
Seldom at Church ('twas such a busy life)
But duly sent his family and wife.
Balaam’s second marriage (another Satanic temptation) is, as might 
be expected, into the aristocracy. Despising his former business 
associates as "dull Cits", he moves to the fashionable end of the 
town, provides (such is the power of gold) for his children, and
then for himself by becoming a politician, or, in Pope’s plain terms,
a hired tool of Walpole:
In Britain’s Senate he a seat obtains.
And one more Pensioner St. Stephen gains.
But the end is near: "My Lady falls to play" -- the verb implies
moral backsliding, gaming being a form of money begetting money; 
and to repair her chance Sir Balaam (true politician that he is) 
"takes a bribe from France", is impeached and hanged. Then, with 
a remarkable change of tone and tempo, the two final couplets 
take us back to the story of Job, and expose the inhumanity of all 
those who worship Mammon. Balaam’s wealth has meant more to him 
than his own family, and his own soul:
 ^Bacon, "Of Riches", Essay XXXIV.
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Wife, son, and daughter, Satan, are thy own.
His wealth, yet dearer, forfeit to the Crown;
The Devil and the King divide the prize.
And sad Sir Balaam curses God and dies.
The whole episode (it is only sixty-three lines long) is one of 
the most brilliantly wrought things in Pope; why it was not 
included in the Oxford Book of Eighteenth Century Verse remains a 
mystery.
The other extended narrative in the Epistle to Bathurst is
the story of the niggardly Cotta and his spendthrift son. According
to the classification of South and Tillotson, Cotta, like Euclio at
the end of the Epistle to Cobham, is "tenacious of keeping". Such
men suffer the torments of Tantalus, whose story. Pope believed
(taking a hint from Horace —  Satire I i, 11. 68-70), "was invented
solely to paint the nature of a covetous person, who starves
amidst plenty".^ This last phrase had already been used by 
2
Tillotson; and it reappears, with a difference, though still 
significantly associated with Tantalus, in the Epistle to Burlington: 
In plenty starving, tantaliz'd in state.
And complaisantly help'd to all I hate.
(n. 165-4)
The account of Cotta begins in a tone of amused irony which can 
afford to give the man his proper due —  "Yet was not Cotta void of 
wit or worth" — . though there is a characteristic sting in the last
 ^Pope's note to Odyssey, Book XI, 1. yOQ.
2
"How many do almost starve themselves in the midst of Plenty and 
Abundance?" Works, vol. I, p.266.
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word. The tone moves from this to a seriousness which is close 
to grimness, and at the same time deeply nostalgic. This change 
of tone goes with a change of view-point. The churlish man is 
amusing and contemptible when he simply starves himself, shaming 
"his fortune and his birth" by unnecessary economies, and excusing 
his frugality with smug complacency:
What tho' (the use of bar'brous spits forgot)
His kitchen vy'd in coolness with his grot?
His court with nettles, moat with cresses stor’d.
With soups unbought and sallads blest his board.
If Cotta liv'd on pulse, it was no more 
Than Bramins, Saints, and Sages did before;
To cram the Rich was prodigal expense,
And who would take the Poor from Providence?
(11. 181-8)
T1"i€- l i n e .  '-S <^a\rtsh c. He i  I e _ —  5CX. . lQJ~S
this poem —  but charity is unavoidably demanded by Cotta's very 
status as a country gentleman. His behaviour can no longer be 
regarded with ironic detachment because it is an absolute negation 
of the "good old" country hospitality that is celebrated in, for 
example, Ben Jonson's To Penshurst. The healthy landlord-tenant 
relationship has now gone sour; the wandering stranger receives 
no welcome from Cotta; even the watch-dog is starved:
Like some lone Chartreux stands the good old Hall,
Silence without, and Fasts within the wall;
'No rafter'd roofs with dance and tabor sound.
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No noontide-bell invites the country round;
Tenants with sighs the smoakless tow'rs survey,
And turn, the unwilling steeds another way:
Benighted wanderers, the forest o ’er.
Curse the sav'd candle, and unop'ning door;
While the gaunt mastiff growling at the gate.
Affrights the beggar whom he longs to eat.
(11. 189-98)
Every negative in these lines is intended to evoke its opposite. 
Cotta's gate ought to be opening, and the wanderers blessing him 
for his hospitality. All this is, we may notice, very close to 
Hall's satire on the decay of house-keeping (Satire V ii). In the 
sixteenth century, the sons of the gentry needed money to live in 
London, and economies were practised in the country seats.
Travellers may come upon "Faire glittering Hals to tempt the 
hopeful eye" (l. 18), but these houses provide yet another 
illustration of the appearance-reality theme. The outside is for
pride; within, all is "dumbe and silent",
The marble pavement hid with desart weede,
With house-leeke, thistle, docke, and hemlock-seed
(11. 59-60)
Swallows nest in
the towred chimneys, which should bee 
The Wind-pipes of good hospitalitie.
(11. 67-8)
By the eighteenth century, country housekeeping had almost completely
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disappeared: Pope's positive here, as the quaintly archaic "tabor"
suggests, is not an actuality. At best, this out-moded hospitality
survives among some of the Catholic gentry, including Pope's
acquaintances, who were rapidly being dispossesed of their estates:
I am strangely inclined to think that there are at
this very day at Grinstead certain antique charities
and obsolete devotions yet in being; that a thing
called Christian cheerfulness, —  not incompatible
with Christmas pies and plum-broth... is really kept
alive and in practice at the said place; that feeding
the hungry and giving alms to the poor, do yet make a
part of good housekeeping in a latitude not more
1
remote from London than forty miles.
All that the Cottas of the world are so industrious and careful
about "is at most but gaudium haeredis; the joy of an heir, and that
an uncertain one" (Barrow, vol. Ill, p.l2l). It was a commonplace
2
during Pope's lifetime that "fools spend what knaves have got".
An epigram of 1740 briefly describes "The Progress of a Great Estate":
The Father takes it of the Devil; and then
Gives it the Son to send it back again.^
 ^Pope to Caryl1, 28 Deo., 1717 (EC VI, 254-5).
2
R. Gould, Reflections on the Life and Death of _a Certain Miser, 
Works, vol. I, p.72.
 ^Epigrams in Distich, p.12.
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And for an actual example, there is Sir William Hodges, a merchant 
who "rapidly acquired a large fortune from the Spanish trade"; 
his only son, Joseph, "succeeded to the baronetcy, but wasted 
his estate, and died unmarried in 1722, when the title became
extinct" (PNB). The traditional view is that all excess is vicious.
In great hals 
Carthusian fasts, and fulsome Bachanalls 
Equally I hate; meanes blesse; in rich mens homes
I bid kill some beasts, but no Hecatombs,
None starve, none surfet so.
(Dorme, Satire II, 11. 105-9)
If avarice is the most miserable of passions, its victims acting as 
though under a divine malediction, those who squander money at their 
creditors' expense are almost as blameworthy: "'tis an ill-contrived
Generosity to plunge one's self into Debt... to appear Magnificent."^ 
This is precisely the case of Cotta's son. Having marked his 
father's oversight, he proceeds to mistake "reverse of wrong for 
right" His lavish banquets, however, are not for the poor and 
needy, but for those already sated with good living, men who exist 
only to satisfy their stomachs:
What slaughter'd hecatombs, what floods of wine.
Fill the capacious Squire, and deep Divine 1
(11. 203-4)
The word "hecatombs" here, and the "Chartreux" and "Fasts" in the 
description of Cotta, relate the whole episode very closely to the
 ^Essay on Polite Behaviour, pp. 51-2,
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conclusion of Donne's second Satire. Pope embodies Donnas hateful 
extremes in a father and son, and goes on to celebrate the blest 
mean by way of a compliment to Bathurst. Meanwhile, young Cotta 
indulges in undiscriminating extravagance out of sheer patriotism:
His oxen perish in his country's cause:
'Tis GEORGE and LIBERTY that crowns the cup.
And Zeal for that great House which eats him up.
The woods recede around the naked seat.
The Sylvans groan -- no matter —  for the Fleet:
Next goes his wool —  to clothe our valiant bands,
Last, for his Country's love, he sells his Lands.
(11. 206-12)
The stupidity of his behaviour is aggravated by the man's sympathies 
with the "great House" of Hanover: the phrase is heavily sarcastic
at the expense of the ’Whigs. His furious zeal consumes not him but 
his possessions, the oxen and woodlands that should be the mainstay 
of the country gentleman.
The best that can be said for prodigality is that it puts money 
into circulation. Misers are always worse than spendthrifts, 
because they "deprive others of what they are neither able nor 
inclin'd to make use of themselves" (Plutarch, Morals, vol. II, p.50l) 
"Money is like muck, not good except it be spread" (Bacon, Essay XV); 
the aphorism was something musty by I75O, when Pope was working on 
his Epistles. Swift had concluded his account of the fortunes of 
a miser's estate at the hands of his profligate son, in words close
25).
to Bacon's: "The dunghill, having raised a huge mushroom of short
duration, is now spread to enrich other men's l a n d s . A n d  Sir
William Temple had argued that gardening and building are "a sort
of Creation... that employ many Hands, and circulate much Money
2
among the poorer sort and Artisans." There is certainly no need
to bring in Bolingbroke, as does Rir. Bateson, to explain Pope's
comment on Timon's civil pride:
Yet hence the Poor are cloath'd, the Hungry fed;
Health to himself, and to his Infants bread
The Lab'rer bears: what his hard Heart denies
His charitable Vanity supplies.
(Epistle to Burlington, 11. 169-72)
Such accidental charity, however, is not sufficient to rectify
the glaring inequalities in the distribution of wealth. In iyi7,
Giles Jacob estimated the average annual expenditure of a country
gentleman's family "containing about twenty-five or thirty persons...
to be maintain'd genteely and plentifully", at between £1,200 and
£1,500. He had already informed the gentleman of the customary
rates of pay for the day labourers he would employ on his estate --
3
rates which give an annual wage of some £13. In practice, the 
gap between the idle rich and the labouring poor was often much wider,
 ^Essay on Modem Education, Prose Works, vol. XI, p.57* Of. 
Tillotson, Works, vol. I, p.266.
 ^ 'Of Gardening" (I685), Works, vol. I, p.l87* Cf. the proverb, 
recorded in I616 and 1639> "the pride of the rich makes the 
labour(s) of the poor."
 ^The Country Gentleman's Vade mecum, pp. 7 and 46-7*
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While the Earl of Bristol spent an average of £5,520 a year between
1688 and 1742, his butler received annually ten pounds, his footman
five or six pounds.^
’What Nature wants, commodious Gold bestows,
•Tis thus we eat the bread another sows:
But how unequal it bestows, observe,
'Tis thus we riot, while who sow it, starve.
(To Bathurst, 11. 21-4)
The inequalities of Providence could be accounted for in different
ways. Pope and his friends preferred the argument that "we may
see the small value God has for riches, by the people he gives 
2
them to." According to the Church, God suffers things to be 
distributed unevenly, in order "to try and exercise the virtues of 
Men in several ways; the Faith and Patience of the Poor, the 
Contentedness of those in a middle condition, the Charity and Bounty 
of the R i c h . W h i l e  the middle ranks of society have rather an 
easy time, the wealthy cannot shrink from the responsibilities 
money confers, but must strive to improve the far from perfect state 
of things:
The Diary of John Hervey, p.89. In 1701 Nervey paid £60. for 
"a pair of Indian cut Japan skreens" (p.146); in I714, £22.6s. 
for a "new gold snuff-box" (p.149).
2
"Thoughts on Various Subjects" (EC vol. X, p. 559). This "thought", 
initialled 'D.A. ', was presumably contributed by Arbuthnot, who, 
according to Warton, "evidently borrowed it from Seneca" (ed. of 
Pope's Works, 1797? vol. Ill, p.258). It also appears at the end 
of Arbuthnot's Epitaph on Chartres; and in Epistle to Bathurst,
 ^11. 17-20.
Tillotson, Sermon 89, Works, vol. I, p.675. Similarly Barrow, 
Sermon 51? 'Of Bounty to the Poor', Works, vol. I, p.520.
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To Worth or Want well weigh'd he Bounty giv'n,
And ease, or emulate, the care of Heav'n.
Whose measure full o'erflows on human race,
Mend Fortune's fault, and justify her grace.
Wealth in the gross is death, but life diffus'd;
As Poison heals, in just proportions us'd:
In heaps, like Ambergrise, a stink it lies.
But well-dispers'd, is Incense to the Skies.
(To Bathurst, 11. 229-36)
Pope is giving his own, and more decorous, version of the popular
maxim, "Riches are like muck, which stink in a heap, but spread
abroad make the earth fruitful."
Benevolence, as advocated by Shaftesbury and Thomson, is
in place in the Essay on Man; it is "grafted on charities" (ill,
1. 158), and embraces "the whole worlds of Reason, Life, and Sense"
(ill, 1. 557). It is significant that Pope elsewhere uses the
word only once, and then ties it down to a particular person:
One, driv'n by strong Benevolence of Soul,
Shall fly, like Oglethorp, from Pole to Pole.
(Epistle II ii, 11. 276-7)
And Oglethorp is no arm-chair philanthropist: he is actively
engaged on missions of mercy. There is no need to suppose that
in making appeals for practical charity. Pope is "apparently
"1
following the example of Thomson. Benevolence is too vague (and 
too sentimental) to have much force in a satire. As Bishop Butler
 ^ C.A. Moore, 'Shaftesbury and the Ethical Poets in England, I7OO-I76O', 
PMLA vol. XXXI (1916), p.516, n.2.
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had argued., "love to the whole universe" is the perfection of
goodness; it is God's attribute, but is unattainable by man.
And since love of humanity, and even of one's country are beyond
many people. Our Lord "places the principle of virtue in the love
of our neighbour. C o n c r e t e ,  practical acts of charity supply
a positive charge in the Epistles and Satires -- though Pope's
accounts of them are sometimes not untouched with sentimentality.
The poet himself, although of modest means, helps the needy
(Satire II i, 1. 157), anjeven assists indigent scribblers; the
Man of Ross performs prodigies of charity out of "five hundred
pounds a year", while the noble lords Bathurst and Oxford "ease
th' oppress'd, and raise the sinking heart" (To Bathurst, 1. 244).
These activities are sharply contrasted with absurd benefactions —
"Die, and endow a College, or a Cat" (To Bathurst, 1. 98); the
caprice of a Narcissa, who
Gave alms at Easter, in a Christian trim,
2And made a Widow happy, for a Whim, 
and the sheer uncharitableness of the rich and mean-spirited: 
Perhaps you think the Poor might have their part?
^ Bond damns the Poor, and hastes fhem from his heart:
The grave Sir Gilbert holds it for a rule.
That "every man in want is knave or fool":
"God cannot love (says Blunt, with tearless eyes)
"The wretch he starves" —  and piously denies:
 ^Works, vol. I, pp. 154-5.
2
Epistle to a Lady, 11. 57-8; and of. Barrow, Works, vol. I, p.505.
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But the good Bishop, with a meeker air.
Admits, and leaves them. Providence's care.
(To Bathurst, 11. lCl-8)
The final couplet upbraids the moral indolence of the Anglican 
Church: but the weight of Pope's censure falls on the economic
ruthlessness of the moneyed men, and the morality which sanctioned 
it. The opinion here ascribed to Sir Gilbert Heathcote is 
precisely that behind the Charity School movement; and a note, 
later in the poem, on Sir John Blunt, describes him as "a Dissenter 
of a most religious deportment", one v/ho "profess'd to be a great 
Believer" (l. 155, Pope's note). The Man of Ross was a living 
refutation of these specious arguments for refusing charity.
'Who hung v/ith woods you mountains sultry brow?
From the dry rock who bade the waters flow?...
V/ho taught that heav'n directed spire to rise?
The IvIAN of ROSS, each lisping babe replies.
Behold the Market-place with poor o'erspreadi 
The MAN of ROSS divides the weekly bread:
He feeds you Alms-house, neat, but void of state.
Where Age and Want sit smiling at the gate:...
Is any sick? the IvLAN of ROSS relieves.
Prescribes, attends, the med'cine makes, and gives.
Is there a variance? enter but his door.
Balk'd are the Courts, and contest is no more.
(To Bathurst. 11. 253 ff.)
Here is the apotheosis of the charitable man, the man who is not content
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to donate, but whose whole life is devoted to the betterment of 
his neighbours. The best gloss on the passage is a paragraph 
from Barrow's twenty-seventh sermon:
Such is true charity; it will dispose us jW love, 
as St. John prescribeth... in work and in truth; 
not only in mental desire, but in effectual 
performance ; ..
Hence Charity will render a man a general 
benefactor...will make him a bountiful dispenser 
of his goods to the poor, a comforter of the 
afflicted, a visitor of the sick, an instructor 
of the ignorant,.... a succourer of all that want 
help.
(Works, vol. I, pp. 26O-I)
The rich lord, who finds his"wealth unwieldy", and his "heap too 
great" is urged (the speaker is Bethel) to emulate this extensive 
yet practical charity:
Then, like the Sun, let Bounty spread her ray,
And shine that Superfluity away.
Oh Impudence of Wealth! with all they store,
How dars't thou let one worthy man be poor?
Shall half the new-built churches round thee fall?
Make Keys, build Bridges, or repair White-hall.
(Satire II ii, 11. 115-20)
In the fourth line of this passage, the stress fall on "worthy", 
for charity must be reasonable and discriminating —  "To Worth or
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Want well weigh'd, he Bounty giv'n." When Pope wrote that riches 
become "Incense to the Skies" by being "well-dispers'd" (To Bathurst, 
1. 256), he may have had in mide a verse in Psalm CXII, which gave 
Barrow the text for his long sermon "Of Bounty to the Poor": "He
[the good man] hath dispersed, he hath given to the poor; his
righteousness endureth for ever." Barrow comments that the
charitable man doesn't fling away his goods as if he loathed or 
despised them; "with good consideration he disposeth of them here 
and there, as reason and need do require" (vol. I, p.504). "’Well- 
dispers'd" implies both a wide and sensible distribution. This is 
a thoroughly traditional idea.
''What is Charité?* quod I tho . 'a childissh thinge ', 
he seide;
'Nisi efficiamini sicut parvuli, non intrabitis in 
regnum celorum,
With-outen fauntelte or foly . a fre liberal wille.'  ^
"Fauntelte" here means "childishness", whereas Langland's "childissh" 
is the equivalent of the modem "childlike". This notion is
classical as well as native:
A Wise man always is or should 
Be mighty ready to do good;
But makes a diff'rence in his thought 
Betwixt a Guinea and a Groat.
(Epistle I Yii, 11. 35-8)
^Langland, Piers the Plowman, ed. W.W. Skeat (I886), B-text, 
PasSUS XV, 11. 145-60
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Timon, who "gloriously confounds" his wealth —  "ask'd for a groat, 
he gives a hundred pounds" (Epistle I vi, 1.86) —  is most definitely 
not among the wise. The discerning man will also make a difference 
between a lazy good-for-nothing beggar, and a needy victim of 
circumstances. Pope himself is even harsh and charitable towards 
one and the same individual:
This dread Sat'rist Dennis will confess 
Foe to his Pride, but Friend to his Distress.
(To Arbuthnot. 11. 370-1) 
Archbishop Tillotson was very firm on the need for reason, discretion 
and pruuence in charity; the circumstances of each case must be 
thoroughly investigated so that the giver will not be imposed on 
by a counterfeit beggar: "Charity misplaced is no charity" (Sermon
89; Works, vol. I, p.672). Addison happily follows in the 
Archbishop's footsteps: if good-nature "makes no distinction between
its objects, if it exerts itself promiscuously towards the deserving 
and the undeserving, ... if it gives itself up to the first 
petitioner, and lights upon any one rather by accident than choice, 
it may pass for an amiable instinct, but must not assume the name 
of a moral virtue" (Spectator No. 177)* All this is very sensible, 
but over-deliberativeness and caution may well extinguish altogether 
the childlike quality of charity. In this same Spectator paper, 
giving to the poor becomes matter for self-congratulation, and takes 
on an intolerably smug air: the indigent man is nov; "an object of
charity", hardly a human being at all. But for all his complacency, 
Addison retains a firm sense of balance: we are to be generous
f
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without impoverishing ourselves; and "we should manage our 
charity with such prudence and caution, that we may not hurt our 
own friends or relations, whilst we are doing good to those v^ ho 
are strangers to us." In charity, as in everything else, moderation 
must be observed. Pope's celebration of the "golden mean", as it 
is exemplified in the poem's recipient, is the very heart of his 
Epistle to Bathurst.
The Sense to value Riches, with the Art 
T'enjoy them, and the Virtue to impart.
Not meanly, nor ambitiously pursu'd,
Not sunk by sloth, nor rais'd by servitude;
To balance Fortune by a just expence,
Join with OEconomy, Magnificence ;
With splendour, charity; with plenty, health;
Oh teach us, BATHURST! yet unspoil'd by wealth!
That secret rare, between th' extremes to move 




* —  #
They are as sick that surfeit with too much, as they that 
starve with nothing; therefore it is no small happiness to 
be seated in the mean; superfluity comes sooner by white 
hairs, but competency lives longer —
Merchant of Venice, Act I scene ii.
In a BBC feature programme, "Middlesex Landscape", the
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interesting suggestion was made that Pope deliberately designed 
his own grounds as a happy medium between the geometrical, or even 
military formality, of Hampton Court, south of Twickenham, and the 
wild, barren and dangerous Hounslow Heath to the north.^ Pope 
certainly abhorred the sculptured evergreens so much in vogue at 
the beginning of the eighteenth century, and made a spirited 
protest in Guardian No 17)- On the other hand, for Pope, as later 
for Dr. Johnson, wild and unproductive land is a "desert", a "sable 
waste" (Windsor Forest, 11. 26, 28), not far removed from primeval 
chaos. Pope's "native moderation" made him a lifelong foe to 
extremes, unwavering in his attack on extravagances and 
exaggerations of any kind: "If Folly grows romantic I must paint
it" (Epistle to a Lady, I.l6). Pope could legitimately have 
borrowed Montaigne's words, to say of himself, "I, who have so 
much, and so universally ador'd this... a mean is the best... who 
have concluded the most moderàte measure the most perfect..." 
(Essays, vol. Ill, p.53))*
In stressing the need for moderation. Pope had the backing 
of Plutarch and Horace, besides Montaigne. Plutarch had reiterated 
the Delphic precept "Do not anything too much", and had taught that 
all vice "is to be corrected by an intermediate Virtue, and not by 
its contrary Extreme" (Morals, vol. II, p.136). Horace before him 
had advised moderation in every department of life, in the use of 
money (Satire I i, a poem which Pope had once translated ), in
^Script by Laurence Kitchin; broadcast I5 Aug., 1954* 
^Spence, p.298.
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drinking (Ode I, xviii), and in other pleasures (Ode II iii).
In one's general style of living luxury and meaness should equally 
he avoided.
auream quisquis mediocritatem 
diligit, tutus caret ohsoleti 
sordihus tecti, caret invidenda 
sobrius aula.
(Ode II X, 11. 5-8)
True virtue, for Horace, always lies in a happy mean between vices.
If this teaching was attractive to Pope, it appealed no less 
to his contemporaries. The early eighteenth century, remembering 
the great catastrophe of the seventeenth, clamoured for moderation. 
Dryden, with Spenser and Milton in mind, had urged it in the poet's 
choice of words: "unnecessary coinage, as well as unnecessary
revival, runs into affection";^ the Spectator urged it in the matter 
of dress —  "the medium between a fop and a sloven is what a man of 
sense would endeavour to keep" (No. I50); and it was the principle 
requisite for the good conversationalist and the truly polite man:
In all Extreams, or Vice or Folly's seen,
2
But true Politeness holds the golden Mean.
As the anonymous author of the Essay on Polite Behaviour pointed out, 
"In civil Society, Gravity and Gaiety should be combin'd" (p.19); a 
man's behaviour should be neither extravagantly polite nor bluntly 
inconsiderate. Th»5 writer even goes so far as to identify
^ 'A Discourse concerning Satire' (1692), Essays, vol. II, p.29.
 ^James Miller, Of Politeness (1758), 11. 565-6,
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complaisance, the first role of social living, with tolerance.
Tolerance had been the virtue most conspicuously absent during 
the middle years of the seventeenth century. The "Saints Reign 
from 41 to 60"^ had been characterised by intemperate Zeal and 
excessive austerity; and that period of disorder and disruption 
still seemed uncomfortably close even after the Hanoverians were
settled on the English throne. Already by the end of the
seventeenth century, the desire for moderation and a peaceable 
avoidance of all extremes had become very strong. Pomfret enjoyed 
immense popularity simply because he expressed what all men were 
feeling, and that in a manner that was itself unassuming and 
inoffensive. One is even tempted to say the Pomfret was popular 
precisely because he was mediocre. His Choice is altogether a 
very modest affair: "a private seat... not little, nor too great";
enough income to "live genteely, but not great"; a friend
exactly free 
From loose behaviour, or Formality, 
and a "modest Fair" living nearby, who should neither seem "reserv'd, 
nor talk too much." Naturally, Pomfret would enjoy her company, as 
he would take his wine, "seldom, and with Moderation." In another 
poem, he advises a friend about to marry, to choose a wife neither 
"from too exalted, or too mean a State," and proposes as a golden 
rule, "Too little is as dangerous as too much"; the word "dangerous" 
being used quite deliberately.
 ^ H. Bedford, quoted in OED, s.v. Saint, 5*
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By inverting Pomfret's line we arrive at the attitude of the 
Restoration and Augustan periods on the question of religious 
tolerance. Oppression of religious sects, Locke argues, will 
cause sedition: on the other hand, neither atheists nor papists
can be tolerated, the former because their oaths aren't binding, 
the latter because their doctrines secretly undermine the common­
wealth.^ A similar argument was put forward by a Scottish 
clergyman, James Webster, who describes himself as "a Sincere Lover 
of the Church and State." Without wishing to oblige men "to believe 
or think and profess as we do," he is quite firmly against an 
unlimited toleration: the "open Declarations and Preaching of False
teachers" (by which he means dil Dissenters) ought to be restrained. 
The arguments offered in favour of toleration tend to be mainly 
negative. The writers, their eyes on the murder of Charles I by 
bigoted "enthusiasts", are more concerned to discredit religious 
persecution and fanaticism, than to advocate anything very positive.^ 
If complaisance can be defined as tolerance, the equation also works 
the other way round. "Though I am a firm Protestant I hope to see 
the Pope and Cardinals without violent emotions" (Spectator No. 4)2); 
this is the sort of tolerance to be expected of a truly moderate and 
polite man. And the reason given by Lord Peterborough for going
 ^Letter concerning Toleration, Works, vol. II, pp. 269-71•
 ^Essay upon Toleration (17O5), especially part I (pp. 5-1)).
 ^See, for example, Shaftesbury, Miscellany II, Characteristics, 
vol. II, pp. 175-257; and Spectator No. 5I6.
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to hear Penn preach, is equally significant: "'tis my way to be
civil to all religions" (Spence, p.154).
Though Pope as a Catholic suffers persecution, he claims to 
be by nature a peace-loving man, —  "Peace is my dear Delight —  
not Pleury's more" (Satire II i, 1. 75)* He tolerates with "sad 
civility" the impossible verses of his friends and admirers. He 
hasn't wantonly persecuted the aggresive Gildon and Dennis: he 
kept aloof from sordid literary warfare, and can afford a 
superbly magnanimous gesture to the denizens of Grub Street —  "Peace 
to all such.'" (To Arbuthnot, 1. 193)• In contrast, the disciples 
of dulness are narrow-minded, "blind" like their queen (Dunciad (b )
I, 1. 15) their souls filled with "solid darkness" (ill, 1. 226).
The whole of Pope's projected "ethic system" was organised 
round the values of balance and moderation. "The first four or 
five epistles will be on general principles, or of 'The Nature of 
Man'; and the rest will be on moderation, or 'The Use of Things'" 
(Spence, p.48). In the spring of 17)0, while Pope was apparently 
working on the Epistles to Cobham, Burlington and Bathurst, Spence 
made the following transcript of his conversation:
"We s"^ not speak ag**" one large Vice, without 
speaking ag^*" its contrary. —  As to y^ General 
Design of Providence y^ two Extremes of a Vice, 
serve like two opposite biasses to keep up y*
Ballance of Things. Avarice, lays up (w*" w"^  be 
hurtful;) Prodigality, scatters abroad (w*' may be 
useful in other hands:) The middle y^ point for 
Virtue.
T sherburn, 'Pope at Work', p.50*
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The middle is also the point for wisdom: the first fourteen lines
of the Epistle to Cobham demonstrate the shortcomings of the 
cloistered philosopher and the man of the world, and Pope's 
method in the remainder of the poem is to blend their apparently 
opposed points of view. In the "Design" prefixed to the Essay 
on Man, the only merit that Pope claims for his poem is that it 
steers "betwixt the extremes of doctrines seemingly opposite"; 
and the same judicious procedure is employed in the realms of 
political opinion and religious belief:
Papist, or Protestant, or both between,
Like good Erasmus in an honest Mean,
In Moderation placing all my Glory,
vlThile Tories call me Whig, and Whigs a Tory.
(Satire II i, 11. 65-8)
The mean is "honest" because it is the pathway to virtue. Quotations 
could easily be multiplied. There is Pope's desire for a moderate 
competence (Satire II vi, 1. 24); his abhorrence of an incontinency 
and intemperance that transform men to beasts (Epistle I vi, 11. 122-5), 
and, equally, of the absurd, self-denying niggardliness of Sir 
John Cutler (To Bathurst, 11. 521 ff.). Towards the end of 
Epistle II ii the poet fixes his own position as equidistant from 
mad prodigality, covetousness, and "sordid want" (ll. 292-5).
Between Excess and Famine lies a mean,
Plain, but not sordid, tho' not splendid, clean.
(Satire II ii, 11. 47-8)
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The extremes in question here are the fastidious glutton who 
cloys his appetite with rich fare, and Avidien and his wife, who 
sell the presents of food they receive, "And humbly live on 
rabbits and on roots" (l. 52); simultaneously Pope introduces a 
complementary ideal of moderation in poetic style, by his echo of 
the famous and unduly imitated lines of Sir John Denham,
0 could I flow like thee, and make thy stream 
My great example, as it is my theme!
Though deep, yet clear, tho' gentle, yet not dull,
Strong without rage, without ore-flowing full.
(Cooper's Hill, 11. 189-92)
And after the harsh satire on the conduct of Avidien comes an even
more positive statement of the need for a golden mean, moderation
being now associated with a balanced poise.
He knows to live, who keeps the middle state.
And neither leans on this side, nor on that.
(11. 61-2)
The eighteenth century prided itself on having achieved political
stability, "a happy balance of power... between our prince and
people", which "has firmly secured our hitherto precarious liberties,
and removed from us the fear of civil commotions, wars and violence."^
Such a balance is possible only in a limited, or as Locke
2
significantly calls it, a "moderated monarchy." Dryden had 
appealed to the "moderate sort of Men" in Absalom and Achitophel 
(l. 75), and had: even brought in climatic conditions to explain
1 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, vol. I, p.141. 
First Treatise of Government, ch. xiv. Worksxiv. Works, vol. II, p. 220.
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contemporary politics;
Our Temp'rate Isle will no extremes sustain
Of pop'lar Sway or Arbitrary Reign:
But slides between them both into the best;
Secure in freedom, in a Monarch blest.
(The Medal, 11. 248-51)
This social equilibrium imitates the larger balance preserved
by Providence in the universe as a whole: "All things in the
. q
World reduce themselves to a certain kind of Ballance." As 
Pope put it,
"Extremes in Nature equal good produce,
"Extremes in Man concur to gen'ral use,"
(To Bathurst. 11. I63-4)
The first line refers to the "reconcil'd extremes of drought and 
rain," life and death, on which the frame of the world depends; 
the second to the way in which the activities of the miser and the 
lavish prodigal (Cotta and his son) cancel one another out. This 
couplet (with a change from "good" to "ends") reappears in the l^TS 
of the Second Epistle of the Essay on Man; but in the printed text 
its second line has been rewritten to make a rather different point 
In Man they join to some mysterious use (l. 206).
Pope is now thinking in terms of individual man and the "chaotic" 
mixture of vice and virtue in his character. Reason, "the God 
within the mind" (l. 204), can distinguish virtue from vice, and 
bring order into chaos; but since vice can't be eradicated from 
man's constitution, the order must be in the nature of a balance of
 ^P. Nicole, Moral Essays, vol. II (1678), p.119.
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power.
Reason brings self-awareness and self-possession; "The 
greatest thing in the world is for a man to know that he is his 
ovrn" (Montaigne Essays, vol. I, p.380). This ideal is set against 
the restless craving for money, power and fame which consumes so 
many. Tyrants in beauty as in politics "hate Repose, and dread 
to be alone" (To a Lady, 1. 228). Similarly "Who pants for glory 
finds but short repose" (Epistle II i, 1. )00), while 
If Wealth alone then make and keep us blest,
Still, still be getting, never, never rest;
(Epistle I vi, 11. 95-6) 
here the restlessness is conveyed in the movement of the verse.
The whole poem from which this couplet is taken defines virtue, 
and in particular the virtue of moderation, by its negatives —
"mad trade" for gold, reputation and political power; the life 
given over to gluttony, or incontinency, or mere flippancy. Virtue 
is a "contented thing" (Dialogue I, 1. I40), because it avoids 
not only these unsettling moral evils, but also the equally 
unsettling "admiration" for the good things of life:
Thus good, or bad, to one extreme betray 
Th' unbalanc'd Mind, and snatch the Man away.
(Epistle I vi, 11. 24-5)
What Pope means by admiration is an emotional or mental disturbance, 
which throws a man off his balance. This is a deliberately old- 
fashioned use of the word; in the seventeenth century, admiration 
is proverbially "the daughter of ignorance," or is described as
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"the drunkenness of the understanding,"^ and Pope avowedly borrows
from Creech's translation (1684) when he renders Horace's opening
"Nil Admirari" by "Not to Admire." In the 1730's, though some
confusion still existed, 'admiration' meant primarily a pleased
contemplation of, or agreeable surprise at some "extraordinary 
2
perfection." The suggestion behind this conservative usage is 
that the dangers of admiration are no longer sufficiently regarded. 
The majority of men are now^enslaved by their "lusts" as to be 
unaware of any finer objectives in life than acquiring wealth,
"or Popularity, or Stars and Strings" (Enistle I vi, 1. I4).
But, among women, there is at least Martha Blount, who is 
endowed with sense and good-humour, and "blest with Temper," the 
mental composure resulting from a moderate way of life. And Pope 
himself seeks to preserve a mean in everything, and thereby to 
achieve a satisfying balance and integration of his personality:
I leam to smooth and harmonize my Mind,
Teach ev'ry Thought within its bounds to roll.
And keep the equal Measure of the Soul.
(Epistle II ii, 11. 2O3-5)
The balance that Pope pleads for is far removed from inertia; 
it is rather the necessary preliminary to action, indeed the only 
possible basis for purposeful activity. The Dunces squander what 
meagre talents they have, and exert themselves to no purpose:
 ^ Richard Plecknoe, quoted in Constable, Reflections upon Accuracy 
of Style, p.160.
2
Constable, op. cit. p.2
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For thee (Dulness) explain a thing till all men doubt it, 
And write about it, Goddess, and about it.
So spins the silk-worm small its slender store,
And labours till it clouds itself all o'er.
(Dunciad IV, 11. 25I-4)
Such men have no sense of direction —  Ivlartinus Scriblerus, their 
prototype, was b o m  at the Seven Dials, where travellers got 
muddled and lost:^ the very verse of the Dunciad condemns Pope's 
victims by its precision, clarity and assurance of movement. The 
scholiasts, and pre-eminently the virtuosi, fail to bring order 
and purpose into their lives because they lack a scale of values.
The great advice that Dulness offers humanity is "Leam but to 
trifle:" the pedants have acquired book-learning, but only in order 
to fritter it away; the virtuosi have acquired nothing but the 
knowledge of how to trifle. One of their fantastic "tribe" has 
reared a prize carnation with more loving care than he would have 
lavished on his own child. A butterfly-collector has accidentally 
killed the flower in catching a choice specimen, and the gardener 
begs the Goddess,
"Oh punish him, or to th* Elysian shades 
Dismiss my soul, where no Carnation fades."
He ceas'd and wept.
(Dunciad IV, 11. 417-9)
The last sentence, appropriate enough in a heroic poem, throws into 
relief the man's emotional unbalance. The accused is in no better
^Memoirs of Scriblerus, pp. 97-8 and 193-
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plight, as he reveals in his account of the chase:
It fled, I follow'd; now in hope, now pain;
It stopt, I stopt; it mov'd, I mov'd again.
(11. 427-8)
Pope's note gives us the model for these lines —  Eve's seeing her 
own reflection in the lake;
I started hack,
It started back, but pleasd I soon retumd,
Pleasd it returnd as soon.
(Paradise Lost, Bk. IV, 11. 462-4)
The virtuosi, with their vanity and naivete, are, like the new- 
created Eve, not fully adult.
Scribblers, pedants, triflers, and all those who would be rich, 
or famous, or powerful, are, for Pope, "dull" and spiritless. Their 
activity, having no centre of reference, produces nothing vital: 
Blackmore's verse is "Stiff, and stately, void of fire, or force" 
(Epistle I i, 1. 13). The dunces appear as flippant and selfish —  
Bounded by Nature, narrow'd still by Art,
A trifling head, and a contracted Heart;
(Dunciad D/, 11. 303-4) 
and beneath this unattractive surface there is only an inertia which 
is both terrifying and ridiculous:
ev'ry child hates Shylock, tho' his soul 
Still sits at squat, and peeps not from its hole.
(To Cobham, 11. II4-5)
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The common soul, of Heav'n's more frugal make,
Serves hut to keep fools pert, and knaves awake:
A drowzy Watchman, that just gives a knock,
And breaks our rest, to tell us what's a clock.
(Dunciad IV, 11. 44I-4)
This has an obvious similarity to a passage Pope had written
twenty-five years before —  Dulness was Pope's arch-enemy
throughout his life.
Most souls, 'tis true, but peep out once an age.
Dull sullen pris'ners in the body's cage:
Dim lights of life that b u m  a length of years,
Useless, unseen, as lamps in sepulchres;
Like Eastern Kings a lazy state they keep,
And close confin'd to their own palace sleep.^
Against instability Pope sets a moderation that brings the mental
health and poise from which action can spring; and to the
suffocating inertia in the soul he opposes a sense of wholeness
and vitality, a delight "in the whole man —  blood, imagination,
2
intellect, running together."
 ^Elegy to the Memory of an Unfortunate Lady, 11. 17-22. Cf. also 
Temple of Fame, 11. 397-8:
Slaves to your selves, and ev'n fatigu'd with Ease,
Who lose a Length of undeserving Days.
W.B. Yeats, Essays (1924), p.330.
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